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Women's Basketball
5-2-06

Lady Eagles Ink Two for 2006-2007
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State head women's basketball coach Matthew Mitchell has announced two
players who have signed national letters of intent to join the Lady Eagle program for the 2006-2007 season.
Philnisha Lindsey (Lexington, Ky./Tates Creek High School) and Kolesia "Koko" Richardson (Ft. Walton Beach,
Fla./Ft. Walton Beach High School) join three fall signees as the newest members of the MSU women's program.
Lindsey w ill have th ree years of eligibility remaining as she is transferring after one year at Panola {Texas) Junior
College , while Richardson will be a true freshman and have all four seasons of eligibility.
Lindsey, a 5-foot-8 guard, prepped four seasons at Lexington's Tates Creek High School before playing her
first collegiate season at Panola Junior College in Carthage, Texas. At Panola in 2005-2006, she started 17 games
and averaged 9.3 points and 4 .3 rebounds per game while shooting 79 percent at the free throw line . From the field,
she shot a solid 42 percent, including 40 percent from three-point range. At Tates Creek, she was a four-time AllDistrict selection and a two-time All-Region Tournament honoree . She was named the team's Most Valuable Player
her junior and senior seasons and is a member of the school's 1,000-point club. She also topped the team in scoring
as a senior.
"We are excited to sign Philnisha. She has the kind of character that we look for in players we sign. She is
an extremely hard worker on the court and in the classroom, and her future is bright at Morehead State ," said
Mitchell. "She is an explosive athlete who we feel will thrive in our up-tempo style of play. She is excited to be
returning to the area, and her addition to our team will make us better."
Richardson, a 5-foot-7 point guard, was a four-year starter for Fort Walton Beach High School and was a
two-time Second Team All-State selection in Florida. She was also named the 2006 Northwest Florida Daily News
girl's basketball Player of the Year as she averaged 14.5 points, 10.0 rebounds and 4.5 assists per game. In addition, Richardson was a four-time First Team All-County honoree and played in the Florida High School North/South
All-Star Game. She led her team to three appearances in the FHSAA Class 5A final four. An excellent student, she
maintained a 3.9 high school GPA and plans on enrolling in the chemistry program at Morehead State.
"We are thrilled to sign Koko. She has tremendous character and all the qualities we look for in a studentathlete," said Mitchell. "She has a winning attitude that carries over into all areas of her life. She is a very talented
player with a high level of skill and an extremely high basketball LO. We expect her to be a great player during her
career at Morehead State."
The pair join three fall signees - Brandi Rayburn (Olive Hill , Ky./West Carter High School), Amanda Green
(Shelbyville, Ky./Shelby County High School) and Suzie Owens (Georgetown, Ky./Scott County High School) - as
new members of the MSU program. Mitchell expects to announce more 2006-2007 signees in the coming days, and
information on the three fall signees and other spring signees w ill be provided soon.
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Softball
5-2-06

Morehead State Softball Coach Karwoski
Invited to NCAA Women's Coaches Academy
MOREHEAD, Ky- Morehead State softball head coach Jill Karwoski has been invited to
attend the prestigious 2006 NCAA Women's Coaches Academy in Indianapolis, Ind., June 6-10.
Karwoski was one of only 25 women coaches in the NCAA in all sports selected to attend the
professional conference and seminar which focuses on career development, philosophies of
coaching, management and communication.
This year's conference will be held on the campus of IUPUI on June 6-10. The Academy
began in 2002 when the NCAA Committee on Women's Athletics (CWA) supported an initiative to
train , support and retain women coaches. The academy is open to any coach from any sport.
The Academy also provides skills training for coaches at all levels to assist them in being more
efficient, productive, resourceful and successful. Coaches learn advanced skills and strategies
that are not sport specific, yet are relevant and necessary for coaching beyond just the X's and
O's.
Some classes during the five-day session include history of sport, Title IX and gender
equity, values and ethics, community service, strategies of coaching, legal issues, gender issues,
interviewing and hiring and diversity.
Karwoski is in her fifth year at Morehead State and in her third as the team's head coach,
spending her first year as interim head coach before being promoted in 2005 to full-time head
coach. She was a standout player at Lewis University, which was the 2001 NCAA Division II
national runner-up.
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Track and Field
5-3-06

Josh Sheets Named OVC Male Athlete of the Week
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State track student-athlete Josh Sheets (Sr., Greenwood, W. Va.), who
shattered a year-old track record at the National City Invitational in Bowling Green, Ky., last Saturday, has been
named this week's Ohio Valley Conference Male Outdoor Track Athlete of the Week.
Sheets ran the 3,000 meter steeplechase in 9:23.31, which broke the Western Kentucky University Charles
M. Ruter track record of 9:29.65 by more than six seconds. His steeplechase time is also now the second best
performance in the OVC during the outdoor season behind Southeast Missouri's Kevin McNab.
Sheets also holds the 11th best 1,500 meter time in the conference this year at 4:03.89 and the 12th best
5,000 meter race time at 15:30.33. During the cross country season, he was named First Team AII-OVC and
participated in the NCAA Southeast Regional Meet.
Sheets and the rest of the Morehead State men's and women's track teams will compete at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships beginning this Friday and continuing on Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
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Softball
5-11-06

Bri Jones Named to OVC Softball All-Newcomer Team
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State freshman outfielder Sri Jones (Anaheim Hills, Cal.} was named to the
Ohio Valley Conference All-Newcomer Team. Jones, who led the Eagles in batting average, hits, runs, stolen bases,
triples, and walks in her first collegiate season , joined 12 others on the All-Newcomer team as the league handed
out its all-conference and major awards Wednesday night.
Jones finished the year with a .303 hitting average to become just the fifth player since 1993 to conclude a
season batting over .300. She also topped the team in at-bats (165), runs (26), hits (50), triples (3), walks (21) and
stolen bases (18). She had a .965 fielding average and only made three errors. Jones, who started all 53 games in
the leadoff spot in the batting order, tied for the team high in hitting streaks at seven and ended the 2006 year on a
six-game streak.
Jacksonville State outfielder Daniela Pappa no was named OVC Player of the Year, while Tennessee Tech
righthander Bonnie Bynum was a unanimous choice for Pitcher of the Year. Tech catcher Danielle Wallace was
named Freshman of the Year, and Golden Eagle head coach Tory Acheson was named Coach of the Year.
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Volleyball
5-12-06

Eagles Sign Junior College Transfer Ashley Murphey
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Ashley Murphey, a 6-foot-4 middle blocker from Longmont, Colo., and Northeastern
Junior College, is Morehead State volleyball head coach Jamie Gordon's first announced signee of the spring period
and second overall signee for the 2006 season . Murphey has signed a national letter of intent to join the MSU
program.
"We are extremely excited to have Ashley joining our program. She is a tremendous individual with a
passion for the game of volleyball ," said Gordon, who is in his fourth season as MSU's head coach. "She will bring a
big presence at the net with a great deal of versatility. She can hit in the middle or out at either pin for us, and she
will add a lot to the strong group of returners from last year's team . I really think our fans will enjoy watching her
compete."
Murphy comes to Morehead after two successful seasons at Northeastern Junior College in Sterling, Colo.
where she named All-Region IX in 2004 and 2005. Murphey was also named to the Region IX All-Tournament team in
2005 and led the Plainswomen to the regional finals as both a freshman and sophomore.
Last year, in 2005, she helped NJC and head coach Marci Henry to a 35-13 record while ranking 28th
nationally in blocks per game at 1.48. She posted 196 total blocks last season. Murphey's impressive stat resume
also included career highs of 16 blocks, 20 kills, 17 digs and six aces all coming during the 2004 season .
Murphey, who prepped at Longmont High School, joins fall signee Kristina Schoo (Louisville, Ky.IAssumption High School) as the newest members of the Eagle volleyball program.
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Volleyball
5-17-06

Kentucky Prep Standouts Ruddell, Klein Join Eagle Volleyball Team
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Lindsey Ruddell and Lucie Klein, both two-time all-state volleyball players, are the
newest members of the Morehead State volleyball team, MSU fourth-year head coach Jaime Gordon has announced. Both in-state athletes have agreed to attend Morehead State University and w ill join the Eagle volleyball
program in the fall. Ruddell will join MSU's squad after a successful career at Lexington's Tates Creek High School,
while Klein comes to MSU after a solid prep career at Louisville's Ballard High School.
Ruddell was a four-year starter at Tates Creek and was an All-State selection as a junior and senior. She
was also named All-District 40 and First-Team All-City the past two seasons as well. Ruddell led Tates Creek to the
2005 state final four. In addition, she gained valuable experience with the BAVA Volleyball Club.
"Lindsey is a great individual that will bring an outstanding work ethic to this team. She has developed into a
successful player based on hard work and dedication to the sport," said Gordon . "She has a love for volleyball and
for Morehead State, and we are fortunate to have her as part of the program. Lindsey will come in as part of a great
defensive core that should help lift this program up another notch."
Klein started four years for Louisville Ballard High School and was named All-State twice. She helped lead
Ballard to a district championship in 2005. Klein also gained experience playing for the KIVA Volleyball Club.
"Lucie is a tremendously competitive individual. She has never met a challenge that she hasn't attacked
with passion and fire. I had the opportunity to watch her grow in this sport both as a volleyball player and a competitor, and I am very excited to have her as a part of our program," said Gordon. "She is going to to be someone that
ou r fans will really enjoy watching. She is very intense, athletic, and plays defense with a gritty attitude. There is no
doubt that she will make her mark on this program."
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Volleyball
5-18-06

Clemson Transfer Amber Campbell Joins Morehead State Volleyball Team
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State head volleyball coach Jaime Gordon has announced that Amber
Campbell, a 6-foot-2 middle hitter from Charleston, S.C., and West Ashley High School, w ill transfer from Clemson
University and join the Eagle volleyball program for the 2006 season . Campbell, a three-sport star in high school,
took a redsh irt year at Clemson during her freshman season and w ill have four seasons of eligibility remaining at
MSU.
"We are extremely excited to have Amber join our team this fall. She is a tremendous athlete that thrives
on competition. Anytime we can add athletes to the program that can touch over 10 feet they can have an impact,
but when you add it to hard work, competitiveness, and a passion for sport that is special," said Gordon.
Gordon lettered in volleyball, basketball and track at West Ashley High School, lettering five times for track
and basketball and four for volleyball. She was named All-State in 2004 and was a four-time All-Region selection in
volleyball. During her senior season, she was named to the AII-Lowcountry Team by the Charleston Post and Courier
when she hit .325 and averaged 2 .5 blocks per game.
Campbell led West Ashley to the Region 7-AAAA title and also was a North/South All-Star selection as a
senior. In basketball, she was named All-Region and competed in the 400 meter dash, triple jump and discus on the
track
"Amber's athleticism should fit well into our offensive systems, and she will offer a strong defensive presence at the net. We have a great core of middles in the program right now, and Amber adds more depth and
versatility to the mix," Gordon said .
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Men's Track and Field
6-1 -06

MSU's Brian Babcock, Steve Thieme Named to ESPN the Magazine CoSIDA Academic
All-District Teams
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State track and field student-athletes Brian Babcock (Sr., Sand Point, Id.}
and Steve Thieme (Jr., Decatur, Ind.) have been selected to the ESPN the Magazine CoSIDAAcademicAII-District
teams for district IV. Babcock was named to the first-team, while Thieme earned a spot on the district's second
team. As a result of his first-team honor, Babcock will now advance on to the national ballot for a chance at being
selected as an Academic All-American.
Babcock, who has also been a part of the national champion varsity cheerleading squad at MSU, became
the first Eagle student-athlete to win the Ohio Valley Conference outdoor individual title in the shot put since 1962
this year. His final toss of 15.55 meters won him the honor and qualified him for the NCAA Regional. He also took
fourth place in the OVC indoor championships this year with a high score of 15.07 meters.
In the classroom, he has been equally as efficient, compiling an unblemished 4.0 grade point average in
university studies . He has been named to the Morehead State Dean's List every semester since enrolling and was
awarded an Ohio Valley Conference Medal of Honor in 2004-2005. He was also named to the OVC Commissioner's
Honor Roll.
Thieme has compiled an impressive 3.9 GPA while majoring in business administration. He was named the
2005-2006 Morehead State Athletic Student of the Year. On th e course and the track, he was one of the Eagles' top
runners in cross country, finishing among the top 30 individuals at the 2005 OVC Cross Country Championships . He
also represented MSU at the 2005 NCAA Southeast Cross Country Regional.
Morehead State, Michigan State and University ofTennessee were the only three schools to have two
student-athletes recognized on the district IV teams. Babcock and Thieme joined Eastern Kentucky's Jacob Korir as
OVC athletes honored.
The Cos IDA Academic All-District and Academic All-America program teams are voted on by members of
the organization, and an athlete must have at least a 3.2 cumulative GPA to be eligible. Student-athletes chosen to
the first teams of their respective districts move on the national ballot for Academic All-America consideration.
This duo joins a long list of Eagle student-athletes who have earned all-district status. As of 2005, Morehead
State athletes had advanced to be named Academic All-Americans 21 times.
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Men's Tennis
6-2 3-06

Tennis Adds Tyler Worley for 2006-2007 Season
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State head tennis coach Kevin Fulton has announced that Tyler Worley, a
top five in-state player from Louisville's Male High School, has completed admission requirements at Morehead State
and will join the men's tennis team for the 2006-2007 season.
Worley has been ranked as high as fifth in the state and plays number one singles for Male High School.
" I am extremely excited that Tyler is going to continue his education and tennis career here at Morehead
State. I have known Tyler for quite some time and have seen him develop into one of the state's best talents," said
Fulton, who recently completed his first season as the Eagles' and Lady Eagles' head coach . "I look for him to make
an impact in the lineup right away during his freshman year."
Worley has also made quite a name for himself on the junior tennis circuit, claiming titles in several tournament and w inning a bronze medal at the 2005 National Junior Olympic Games.
He has also won the W. A . Gunther Championships, the Kentucky Country Day Fall Junior Championships,
the Andy Schrecker Memorial Tournament, and the Blairwood Junior Championships.
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Softball
6-24-06

Eagles Ink Four Newcomers for 2007
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State head softball coach Jill Karwoski has announced the sign ing of four
student-athletes to national letters of intent for the 2007 season . The group includes two high school products and a
pair of athletes who will join the Eagles after two-year careers at community colleges. The newest members of the
Eagles softball team are sisters Koren (Fallon, Nev./Tallahassee Community College) and Bethany Ellis (Fallon,
Nev./Churchill County HS), Allie Honkofsky (Manchester, Md./North Florida Community College), and Alex Gjerve
(Billings, Mt./Billings West HS).
Koren Ellis comes to Morehead State after a two-year standout career at Tallahassee Community College
where she started 97 games in two seasons as catcher. As a freshman in 2005, she was third on the team in hits
and fourth in RBI. Ellis led the team in home runs against league opponents, and hit safely in her last nine games.
This past season, Ellis again finished fourth on the team with 17 RBI and collected 31 hits while scoring 16
runs. She also recorded four stolen bases. In high school, Ellis bated .420 and set Churchill County's home run
record as a senior as she was named First-Team catcher by the Reno Gazette.
Allie Honkofsky, a shortstop/catcher, was a standout player for North Carroll High School in Manchester,
Md. and was the first freshman in school history to earn a spot on the varsity team. She was awarded All-County
and All-Conference honors as a freshman and sophomore playing catcher. She made the move to shortstop as a
junior and was named All-County, All-Conference and All-Metro. She led the county in triples and on-base percentage
twice during her four-year prep career. Honkofsky also played on the World Cup International Team in 2002 and
2003.
Bethany Ellis just wrapped up a stellar career as a catcher/outfielder at Churchill County High School in
Fallon, Nev. For her career, Ellis sported a .414 batting average and a .624 slugging percentage with 40 RBIs . She
was named the Lahontan Valley Female Athlete of the Year in 2006. This past season, she was named SecondTeam All-Region and was tabbed First-Team All-Region and Second-Team All-State in 2005. In the classroom, Ellis
was a NIAA4AAcademic Team member with a perfect 4 .0 GPA . On the court, Ellis also excelled in volleyball , being
named First-Team All-Region in 2005.
Alex Gjerve makes the transition to the collegiate game after a productive career as a pitcher/outfielder at
Billings West High School. She wrapped up her prep career by earning First-Team All-State honors in 2006 after
being named Second-Team All-State in 2005. In 2006, Gjerve went 8-5 w ith a save in the circle and posted a 1.46
ERA. She racked up 122 strikeouts for an average 9.0/game. She also fanned a career high 17 in one game during
the 2006 campaign. At the plate, she batted .390 with a .494 slugging percentage.
This group joins three early signees as the newest members of the Eagle softball program. The three Fall
commitments were Bianca Cardenas (C/3B - Santa Ana, Cal.), Ashley Archer (OF, West Lafayette, Ind .) and Sarah
Funston (Santa Claus, Ind.).
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Soccer
7-10-06

Kristal Menard Named MSU Assistant Soccer Coach
MOREHEAD, Ky.•· Kristal Menard, a three-time All-Southeastern Conference honoree at the University of Mississippi and a two-time All-Region award wi nner, has been named the new assistant soccer coach at Morehead State. Head
coach Erin Aubry announced the addition of Menard to the staff this week.
Menard, a native of Crestwood, Ky., joins the Eagles staff after a brief stint as the coach of the U-15 Mockingbird
Select club team in Louisville where she led the team to the Kentucky State tournament semifinals and the championship
of the Vulcan Cup in Birmingham, Ala. On the coaching level, she was also heavily involved with the University of Mississippi soccer camp for two years.
"I am thrilled to add Kristal to the Morehead State soccer staff. She has a tremendous amount of soccer knowledge and she will greatly improve our program by bringing that to the table. Kristal will also be a wonderful role model for
our current players because of her outstanding playing background," said Aubry. "I believe in her future as a collegiate
coach and share in her enthusiasm to begin her ca reer. This program is fortunate to have such a talented player, coach,
and person on staff."
Menard is also thrilled to be reunited with her former coach as Aubry was an assistant coach at University of
Mississippi from 2001-2003.
"I am really looking forward to joining the Morehead State staff and helping coach Aubry take this program to the
next level. I think Erin is an excellent coach and I am really looking forward to lending my expertise to this staff." said
Menard. "With my experience as a center midfielder, I hope to help Morehead State in that aspect of the game, but I also
look forward to feeding off of what coach Aubry already has in place, and hopefully we can learn from each other and our
idea sharing will take this program to the next level."
Menard finished her career at the University of Mississippi as one of the most prolific offensive players in school
history, piling up 14 career goals and 22 career assists for 50 career points. She was also one of the best around the net,
recording 212 career shots. She started 82 of a possible 84 matches during her four-year career.
A two-time Most Valuable Player for the Rebels, she was team captain in 2004 and was also named First-Team
All-SEC in 2002 and 2003 and Second-Team All-SEC in 2004. In 2002, she was named to the SoccerBuzz First-Team AllCentral Region squad and to the NSCM Second-Team All-Central Region . As a senior in 2004, Menard again earned allregion status as she was named to the NSCM Third-Team All-Region group.
Menard also excelled as a player on higher levels as well, training with the WUSA champion Carolina Courage in
2003 and helping the USL Chicago Cobras to the W-League semifinals in 2003.
Academically, Menard was named to the ESPN the Magazine CoSIDA Second-Team Academic All-District team in
2003 and was also named an NSCANadidas Scholar Academic All-American in 2003. She was named to the University of
Mississippi Chancellor's Honor Roll from 2001-2004 and was an All-SEC Academic Honor Roll honoree from 2002-2004.
A standout player and national award winner for South Oldham High School, Menard was the Kentucky Gatorade
Player of the Year in 2000 and was named First-Team All-State in 1998, 1999 and 2000 while leading her team to three
straight Kentucky State Championships.
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7-30- 06

Volleyball Back At Full Strength and Ready
to Challenge for OVC Title in 2006
MOREHEAD, Ky. - After going through some growing pains and real-life pains in 2005, the
Morehead State volleyball team is back at full strength in 2006 and ready to compete for an Ohio Valley
Conference championsh ip. Head coach Jaime Gordon enters his fourth season with all seven starters returning, including the return of his injured starting setter, and five promising newcomers.
The Eag les finished a deceptive 6-26 in 2005, but had to deal with the m id-season loss of freshman
setter Katelyn Barbour. Along the way down the stretch, Gordon had just eight healthy players at his side
on some nights and had to work through lineup changes that forced players out of their natural positions.
That should all change this year as Barbour returns with a clean bill of health after tearing her anterior
cruciate ligament, and Gordon has plenty of talented help at the net and on the back line. More size and
power up front and deep depth on defense has Gordon excited about the Eag les' potential in 2006.
"This should be an interesting and exciting m ix of players this year," he sa id. " We have a great group
= returnees, including four seniors and five newcomers - two of whom already have collegiate experience ) I feel like we can turn some heads this year. This is a roster that will offer us a lot of different looks we
can utilize on offense and defense. I thi nk this team will also provide some excitement for our fans."
Gordon also rea lizes that last season's misfortunes may have been a blessing in disguise as several
players now have the ability and experience in severa l positions. With Barbour out, senior Johanna Thompson stepped into the setter's role and now will provide experienced backup help to Barbour. Sophomore Erin
Peak, normally a front line middle blocker, gained some experience at libero as did junior Kelsey Cronin, a
natural outside hitter.
" I th ink last season helped to make complete players out of some of our athletes," sa id Gordon. "I
think that can only help their abilities, but we also know now that we have more depth and more options
and those players can transition back into their natural roles to help us even more."
Here is a position-by-position preview of what to expect from the Eag les in 2006.
Outside Hitters
The outside hitters wi ll be comprised of sophomore Ashley Doscher, senior Lau ra Cox , junior
Kelsey Cronin and junior transfer Ashley Murphey, who could also see time at middle hitter.
Headlining the core is Doscher, a quick and hard-hitting athlete who earned OVC Freshman of the
Year in 2005. Doscher ranked second on the team with 347 kills and racked up 282 digs. In conference play,
she averaged 4.0 kil ls per game and 3.0 digs per game and also ranked second in the league with 54 service
aces.
Cox returns for her final year as the leading returning offensive threat. She piled up 370 kills along
with 223 digs. Cronin moved back up front after spending much of the latter part of 2005 at libero. She had
235 ki lls in 2005. Murphey, a 6-foot-4 transfer from Northeastern Junior College in Colorado, could help the
Eag les on the outside and in t he midd le as a blocker. She had 198 blocks as a sophomore at Northeastern in
2005.
-More-
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"We w ill rea lly rely on our outside attack to help us win matches this year," said Gordon. " I am sure
Ashley ( Doscher) w ill get a lot more at tention after her freshman year, but w hat will help her t his year is
··,at we have much more depth in the middle . She won't have t o take every swing because we'll have
ivera l other capable opt ions on offense . Our versatility and our depth are going to be huge factors for us.
We should be able to ru n a quick offense and really attack seams in our opponents' defenses.
"I believe we rea lly have all-conference talent all-around on the outside. When you combine Ashley's
ability and add Cron in's and Murphey's potential with Cox's leadership, you absolutely have a great group."
Middle Hitters
In the midd le, the Eag les w ill have seniors Megan Buck and Diana Zipp along with sophomore Erin
Peak and freshma n Clemson Universit y transfer Amber Campbell. Pea k and Zipp are the top t wo among
th is gro up but Buck should be able to provide leadership, and Campbell has untapped potential and at hletic
ability Gordon has never had.
Zipp had to fight through illness and didn't get to play the entire year in 2005. Back at fu ll strength ,
Zipp hopes to produce t he same results as her 2004 all-conference sophomore year. She had 172 kills and
t ied for the team lead w ith 45 blocks in 2005. Buck saw limit ed action early in 2005 but then stepped into a
sta rti ng role by the end of the year. She contributed 84 kills and had 24 blocks in just 65 games.
Peak showed pro mise in her initia l collegiate season, piling up a team high 45 blocks along with 152
ki lls. She also played some at libe ro, recording 277 digs. Ca m pbell could have a break-out year after sitting
o ut at Clemson. An all-st ater in high school in Charlesto n, S.C., Gordon hopes she can eventua lly be a goto playe r at the net.
"I think we have much more athletic ability and talent in the middle t his season. I know that these
players wi ll help lig hten t he load for ou r outside hitters, and we should be able to attack t he net on defense
more aggressively in 2006."
Defenders
For the first t ime in Gordon's tenu re at Morehead State, he has a ful l complement of players he can
1Jtilize on defense. Tho mpson will retu rn to her libero role to anchor the defense, but with three freshmen
ack t here to help, Gordo n sees unlimited potential on defense. Kristina Schoo begins her college career
.:ith a lofty heap of accolades. She led Assumption High School to an undefeated national championship in
2005 and was named to the Fi rst-Team "Gym Dandies" list by PrepVolleybal l.com - as one of t he top 12
back row players in the nation.
Freshmen Lindsey Ruddel l and Lucie Klein will also provide depth and abilit y on defense, hopefully
helping Thompson not to have to carry the entire defensive strategy on her back.
" We are anticipat ing a great yea r on defense anchored by Johanna," said Gordon. " Our t hree newcomers will enhance w hat we will try to do on defense as well. This is such a diverse and talented group
that we have a huge bag of options we ca n work with to help us defensively. We can really change things
up and throw some looks at our opponents that will also help us set up ou r offensive attack."
Setter
As mentioned, Barbour returns at full strength to her setter's role. A quick, smart, and w itty ath lete,
she showed excit ing promise before going down on Oct. 11 last yea r. Before her inju ry, she was ranked in
the t op t hree in t he OVC with more than 11 assists per game. She also showed abi lity on offense, piling up
40 kills and picking up 175 digs. She had four 50+ assist matches.
"We are happy Kat elyn is back for us. She showed a lot of ability last year and we know she can
on ly get better." Gordon sa id.
The Schedule
The 2006 schedule will present some new challenges and old foes as well, but the highlight cou ld be
a Sept. 2 matchup w it h defending nationa l champion Wash ington at the Davidson Tournament. The Eagles
also host t he first annua l Com fort Inn I nvitational with Air Force, Central Arkansas and Western Carol ina on
Sept . 8-9. SEC foes Kentucky and Georgia and Big East familiar foe Ci nci nnati also dot the ledge r as well as
eight OVC home matches.
"Our schedu le, as always, will he lp us prepare for a challeng ing conference slate. I think we have
een an increase in the talent level and competitiveness in t he league, and this schedule can only help us
get stronger. With teams like Washington, Kentucky, Georg ia, UAB and Cincin nati, I think our kids will really
be challenged and rea lly be up for every match."
-30-
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MSU Volleyball Freshman Named As One Of The Top 12 Defenders
In The United States
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State volleyball incoming freshman Kristina Schoo (Louisville, Ky. )
begins her collegiate career with the Eagles in just a few weeks, but even before she sets foot on the
court, she' ll bring with her some lofty accolades after leading Assumption High School to an undefeated
national high school championship in 2005. Schoo was recently named as one of the top 12 back row
players in the nation and one of the top 150 incoming freshmen by PrepVolleyball.com.

Schoo was named to the First-Team "Gym Dandies" list for the site covering high school and club
vo lleyball across the United States. Four teams of 12 players were selected, making up a second, third and
fourth team list as well as an honorable mention . In addition, Schoo was listed by the publication as one of
tl-)e top 150 recruits for the 2006 season. The following is the narrative on Schoo from the publication.
"An attacker until this year both high school and club, the move to the back row worked wonders,
as her club team won JOs and her high school team completed an undefeated national championship run. A
fearless competitor, Schoo was involved in every passing rotation for the Rockets and was so steady,
refusing to rattle no matter what the game situation was."
Schoo led Assumption High School to the 2005 national high school championship and the 2005
Kentucky state championship. Five players off the 2005 team, including Schoo, signed with Division I
schools . Schoo also helped Assumption claim the 2002 and 2004 state championship as well. She was also a
member of the KIVA Volleyball Club in Louisville, which claimed the 2005 AAU national championship.
Morehead State returns every starter from its 2005 team and added several promising newcomers to
the roster. The Eagles begin the season on Aug. 25 against Coastal Caro lina at the University of Georgia
Invitational.

-30-
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Football's Daniel Vagni Overcomes Adversity
to Return for Senior Season
By Jason Ashcraft
MSU Athletic Media Relations Intern

MOREHEAD Ky. - Daniel Vagn i has played many roles in his football career at Morehead State
University, playing on both the offensive and defensive sides of the field. But two years ago, Vagni's football career and life almost ca me to a screech ing halt.

With on ly four games left in the 2004 football seaso n, Vagni was rushed to the hospital with severe
stomach pains. Doctors discovered a blood clot in Vagni's intestinal tract t hat had ruptured, forcing the
then sophomore to undergo emergency surgery. His inspirational comeback also earned him the MSU
Braveheart Award for the 2005-2006 year. Vagni and the rest of his Eagle tea mmates reported to campus
this week to begin preparation fo r the 2006 seaso n.
After missing the final fou r games of the 2004 season, Vagni was determined to come back for his
junior season. Not only come back, but play.
"I definitely had to get back on the field," said Vagni . "Coming back after t his makes me feel that I
can do anything."
Even though he is excited about this upcoming season, Vagni knows just how close he came to
never stepping on t he field again.
"This has made me realize how important life is," he said . "I really appreciate my mom more because
of all of this and all she did for me. It rea lly puts things into perspective."
The seriousness of Vagni's situation was not lost on Morehead State football coach Matt Ballard.
The day that Vagni was ru shed to the hospital, Bal lard was there to encourage him.
"It was kind of life-threatening," sa id Ba llard. " Certa inly football could have been out of the picture,
but his quality of life cou ld have changed drastically. I knew that if he was going to be okay and he was
given the green light, he would over time, make it back ."
Ballard was also surprised by the amount of weight Vagni lost during his recovery. However, t he
Pittsburgh, Pa ., native was able to return to form, starting the 2005 season weighing in at 210 pounds.
"His work ethic is incredible," sa id Ballard. " It's almost miraculous that a kid could go from the condition he was in to not just practice or sit on the sidelines and watch the team, but to get out on the field
and help his footba ll team."

-More-
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And helping the Eagles is what he did. In 2005 Vagni played in 12 games as a receiver and punt
returner. During the 2005 campaign he 17 receptions for 183 yards, averaging 10.8 yards per reception . He
finished the year with three touchdowns as the Eagles captured their fourth-straight Pioneer Football
League South Division crown.
"He's been a leader ever since he 's been here, and he's led by example," said Ballard. " He works so
hard, and is one of those guys that will play almost any position we'd ask."
Th is season Ballard looks for Vagni to continue to fill multiple roles. Besides his normal receiving
duties, Ballard said Vagni may fill the tight end spot in his final season.
For Vagni, there is one more goal that he wants to accompl ish before he leaves Morehead State.
"I want to win the PFL championship," he said. "We've been to the title game every year that I've
been here and I want to win."
Morehead State begins its quest for the PFL title August 31, at Western Illinois.
-30 -
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Volleyball's Ashley Doscher Named to Preseason AII-OVC Team
MOREHEAD, Ky . - Morehead State sophomore outside hitter Ashley Doscher has been named
preseason Second-Team All-Ohio Valley Conference as the league announced its preseason teams and
predicted order of finish this week. A native of Frisco, Tex ., Doscher returns after being named 2005 OVC
Freshman of the Year and earning a spot on the All-Newcomer Team last season.

The Eagles were also selected to finish eighth in the OVC this season, ahead of Murray State, UT
Martin and Tennessee Tech. Eastern Kentucky garnered seven first place votes and 181 points and was
selected first. Tennessee State was picked second, followed by Jacksonville State, Southeast Missouri,
Eastern Illinois, Samford, and Austin Peay.
Doscher ranked second in the league last year in service aces with 54 and ranked second on the
Eagle team with 347 ki lls and 282 digs. She also had a team-best 10 double-doubles. She was just one of
t1AJ0 sophomores to earn preseason all-conference recognition.
Joining her on the preseason second team were Amy Arlinghaus and Jessica Sabath ( Eastern Kentucky), Kara Sorenson and Maren Crabtree (Eastern Illinois), Tiana Maua (Tennessee State) and Sara Sears
(Samford ) .
The first team was comprised of Kelly Jennings and Brittany Nobilio ( Eastern Kentucky), Kelly Davis
and Kelley Smith (Tennessee State), Jessica Keeper and Jam ie Baumstark (Southeast Missouri) and Abbey
Breit (Jacksonville State).

-
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MSU Women's Basketball Schedule Poses Formidable
Challenges in 2006-2007
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Seven teams that advanced to postseason play, including three that were part
of the NCAA Division I tournament field last season , await the Morehead State women's basketball team in
2006-2007 as head coach Matthew Mitchell announced his team's schedule this week. Lady Eagle fans will
also have 12 opportunities to watch their team at home th is year.
The Lady Eagles, coming off one of their most successful seasons in school history last year when
they went 16- 13 in Mitchell's first year, wi ll face five non-conference opponents that either advanced to
the postseason WNIT or the NCAA tournament and will face two OVC teams (Southeast Missouri and Tennessee Tech) that also punched tickets to postseason play in 2005-2006. Overall, the Lady Eagles' 10
possible non-conference foes for this year combined for a 174-121 record last year for a . 589 winning
percentage and eight had winning records.
MSU hosts four home games before Christmas, including two Ohio Valley Conference games, and one
of the Lady Eagles' highlighted home contests in November is with regional rival Western Kentucky on Nov.
29 - part of a doubleheader with the Eagle men taking on Marshall that evening. MSU and WKU haven't met
on the hardwood si nce the 1991-92 season, and the Lady Hilltoppers haven't visited Johnson Arena since
February 18, 1991. MSU also visits NCAA tournament teams University of Florida and Virg inia Tech this
season and will participate in a tournament at WNIT team Eastern Michigan.
The Lady Eag les open the campaign on Nov. 11 at University of Evansville before traveling to
Ypsilanti, Mich., on Nov. 17-18 fo r the EMU Eagle Classic. MSU will face Gramb ling in the opening round and
take on either the hosts or New Orleans the next day. On Nov. 21, the Lady Eagles will battle interstate
rival Marshall in Huntington, W. Va . The home opener is slated for Nov. 25 as IUPUI (Indiana-Purdue/Indianapolis) visits. On Nov. 27, Mitchell makes a return trip to Gainesville, Fla., where he coached for three
seasons, as MSU battles NCAA participant and Southeastern Conference powerhouse Florida.
The aforementioned WKU matchup is next, followed by a regional battle with WNIT team Xavier in
Cincinnati. The Lady Eagles then host Austin Peay for the conference opener on Dec. 7. Murray State
visits on Dec. 9 before MSU goes on the road for a pair of early league contests at Eastern Illinois on Dec.
18 and at UT Martin on Dec. 20.
Following Christmas break, the Lady Eagles host eight more OVC contests with eight road OVC
games. MSU takes a break from conference play on Feb. 3 with a game at NCAA tournament team Virginia
Tech. The Ohio Valley Conference tournament, with the top four teams hosting first round games, is set for
Feb. 27-March 3.
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2006-2007 Morehead State Women's Basketball Schedule
Date

Opponent

Location

Time

November
Nov. 11 _ _ _ _ at Evansville University
Nov. 17
vs. Grambling University%
Nov. 18
vs. New Orleans or Eastern Michigan%
Nov. 21
at Marshall University
Nov. 25
IUPUI
Nov. 27
at University of Florida
Nov. 29
Western Kentucky

Evansville, I nd.
Ypsilanti, Mich.
Ypsilanti, Mich.
Huntington, W. Va.
Morehead, Ky.
Gainesville, Fla.
Morehead, Ky.

December
Dec. 2 _ _ _ _ _ at Xavier University
Dec. 7
Austin Peay*
Dec. 9
Murray State*
Dec. 18
at Eastern Illinois*
Dec. 20
at Tennessee-Martin*

Cincinnati, Ohio
Morehead, Ky.
Morehead, Ky.
Charleston, I ll.
Martin, Tenn.

January
Jan. 2 _ _ __
Jan. 6
Jan. 11
Jan. 13
Jan. 18
Jan. 20
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Jan. 29

Morehead, Ky.
Morehead, Ky.
Richmond, Ky.
Morehead, Ky.
Birmingham, Ala.
Jacksonville, Ala.
Morehead, Ky.
Morehead, Ky.
Cookeville, Tenn.

5:15 p.m.

February
Feb. 1 _ _ _ _ Eastern Kentucky*
Feb. 3_ _ _ _ _ at Virginia Tech
Feb. 8
at Southeast Missouri*
Feb. 10
at Murray State*
Feb. 15
Samford University*
Feb. 17
Jacksonville State*
Feb. 22
at Tennessee State*
Feb. 24
at Austin Peay*
Feb. 27
OVC Tournament First Round

Morehead, Ky.
Blacksburg, Va.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Murray, Ky.
Morehead, Ky.
Morehead, Ky .
Nashville, Tenn .
Clarksville, Tenn.
Campus Sites

5:15 p.m.

March
Mar. 2 _ _ _ _ _ OVC Tournament Semifinals
Mar. 3
OVC Tournament Finals

Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.

Tennessee State *
Tennessee Tech *
at Eastern Kentucky*
Tennessee-Martin*
at Samford University*
at Jacksonville State*
Southeast Missouri *
Eastern Illinois*
at Tennessee Tech*

% Denotes Eastern Michigan Tournament
*Denotes OVC Game
Home games in bold
All times Eastern and are tentative and subject to change

3 p.m.

5:30 p.m.
2 p.m. or 4 p.m.
TBA
2 p.m.
TBA
5:15 p.m.

TBA

5 :15 p.m.
2 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

2 p.m.

5:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
6 p.m.
TBA

5 :15 p.m.
2 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

TBA
6 p.m.
TBA

5:15 p.m.
TBA
TBA
6:15 p.m.
TBA

TBA
TBA
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Morehead State Soccer Outlook 2006
Head Coach Erin Aubry and the Morehead State women's soccer team are looking forward to
getting back on the field in 2006 . The Eagles finished 6-11-2 overall and 3-6-0 in Ohio Valley
Conference play last year in Aubry's first season as head coach. This season the Eagles will be
looking for leadership from their veterans as they begin the 2006 campaign.
Offense should be improved this season with the return of last season's leading scorer Kelly
Busch . Last year's second-leading scorer, jun ior Rebekah Kendall will also be looked at to round
out the MSU offense.
" Several players showed outstanding development specifically AII-OVC first teamers Busch and
Kenda ll," said Aubry. "They are going to be a much bigg er threat than in 2005. With the addition
of forward Abby Doyle we will be much more powerful offensively this year."
Midfield will have a different look this season with the addition of several new players. Aubry
looks for the newcomers to play a key role this season.
" Our midfielders also showed great improvement this spring especially with our defensive orgazation and a 'get forward' menta lity offensively," said Aubry. " The additions of Lindsey Stefa.. Jni, Lauren Melze r, Lindsey Bishop, and Bridget Gomillion are going to give us tremendous
strength in the attack."
Anchoring the defensive end of the field will be All-Conference goalkeeper Leslie King. In 2005,
King posted a remarka ble 131 saves and five shutouts, and set a school single-match record
with 17 saves. In 2006 she will be expected to continue her dominance in the box.
MSU will also have veterans Laurie Lacroix and Rachel Kendall supporting King in the backfield.
" I have all the confidence in the world in Laurie (Lacroix) and Rachel (Kendall)," said Aubry.
The additions of freshmen Lauren Seebach, Bethany Davi dson, and Joelle Sprague wi ll add depth
to the Eagle's defense.
Offensively the Eagles are looking to im prove over last season. In 2005 on ly three players scored
for MSU. Busch led the team with six goals, followed by Kendall with three, and Kimm ie Beiting
with two. Aubry said she would like to see more distribution in scoring in 2006 and she has liked
the attitude of the team so far.
Leadership is another key issue with the Eagles. Morehead State fields on ly two seniors in 2006
with Liz Rhodes at forward and Trista Stark at midfield . Aubry said several other players have
emerged as leaders during the offseason.
" Busch whose commitment to developing individually in skil l, fitness, and team player levels has
been amazing and is an example to all," said Aubry. "Also, Morgan Melzer is taking on the leadershi p role off the field in unbelievable ways. Her organization and encouragement has taken our
· am to new levels and standards. Laurie Lacroix has also stepped in to be a leader in the back.
~r knowledge of the game and communication has been impressive. We will look to her for on
the fie ld organization."
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MSU Defeats Bellarmine 2-0 in Exhibition

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Sophomore Kelly Busch scored one goal and added one assist in Morehead State's 2-0 win over Bellarmine College in exhibit ion play Monday night.
Freshman Abby Doyle got the Eag les on the board first with a goal at the 4: 35 mark in
t he fi rst of three 30 m in ute periods. Doyle's goal came off of a cross by Busch.
" Our freshm en played very well tonight just like we expected," said Morehead State head
coach Erin Aubry. "We expect our freshmen t o contribute a lot t his year."
Busch 's goal came in the 43rd mi nute of the second period when she was able to drive in
a pass from freshman Lauren Melzer.
Sophomore goalkeeper Leslie Ki ng post ed a shutout with five saves.
" We were very pleased with t he outcome of t he game and our defense," said Aubry.
" nuring the pre-season we focused on our defense and we 're very happy wit h the shutJt t onight ."
Morehead State's defense was especial ly prevalent in the second period when the Eagles
did not allow t he Knights a single shot.
M_SU opens regular season play Friday at 7 p.m. against Miami University at Jayne Stadium.
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Softball Adds Elyse Jamrozy to Coaching Staff

Morehead, Ky - Elyse Jamrozy, a four-year letterwinner as a catcher at Northern Illinois University,
has joined the Morehead State softball coaching staff. Jamrozy, who lettered at NIU from 1993-96, will
enroll in the master's program at MSU and work with all phases of the game on the field . Jamrozy is a native
of Brookfield, Ill.
The captain of the NIU softball team in 2006 as a senior, Jamrozy was one of the Huskies' top power
hitters, slugging 13 home runs during her career, including 11 in her final two seasons. She was also a solid
fielder behind the plate, compiling a .989 fielding percentage as a sophomore and a . 995 mark as a sen ior.
As a junior in 2005, she hit a career best six home runs and led the team with a .522 slugging percentage
along with a .287 batting average.
Since May, Jamrozy has been serving as an intern with the NIU softba ll program. I ncluded in her
duties was the organization of a summer camp for high school and junior high school players. While at NIU,
Jamrozy also served as the secretary of the student-athlete advisory committee. She will graduate with a
bachelor's degree in kinesiology.
In high schoo l, Jamrozy set the Riverside-Brookfield High School record for home runs in a season
(11) and in a career (29). She also holds the school career record for triples with 16.
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Morehead Falls in Season Opener
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State fell to Miami University 2-1 Friday night at Jayne Stadium in
the opening game of the 2006 campaign. The game went into two overtime periods when Redhawks forward Kathleen Vistica punched in the Golden Goal at the 104th minute mark to give
Miami its first win of the season.
Morehead State fell behind at the 16:20 mark when Vistica scored the opening points off of an
assist by Abby Whitaker. Vistica's second goal came off of assists by Jackie Hardek and Jodie
Swingleberg.
In the second ha lf the Eagles came out on the attack, and their efforts paid off in the 81st minute when junior Rebekah Kendall drilled her first goal of the season and 14th of her career to
t ie the game at one. Sophomore Hillary Johnson racked up her second career assist on Kendall 's
goal.
Kendall led the attack with seven total shots, followed by freshman Lindsey Stephanini with four.
c1gle goalkeeper Leslie King posted eight saves in the Eagles loss, posting four saves in the first
1lf. Redhawks keeper, Shannon Chew posted six saves in the season opener.
Miami's record advances to 1-0-0 whi le MSU starts the season 0-1-0. The Eagles host East Tennessee State on Sunday at 1 p.m. at Jayne Stadium.
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Volleyball Eagles Open Season With 3-0 Blanking of Coastal Carolina

ATHENS, Ga. - Senior outside- hitter Lau ra Cox posted a team high 14 kills, while the rest of the
Morehead State volleyball team contributed a balanced effort as the Eag les opened the 2006 season with a
3-0 (30- 24, 30-20, 30-28) win Friday over Coasta l Carolina at the University of Georgia Invite.
After taking the first game 30-24, the Eagles hit .333 with 18 kills as a team to claim the second
game by a 10-point margin. The deciding match was a tight call as the Eagles edged the Chanticleers by
two points to improve to 1-0 on the year.
Cox was the only Eagle in double figure kills, but MSU also got solid efforts from sophomores Ashley
Doscher and Erin Peak and junior transfer middle hitter Ash ley Murphey. She posted seven kills with just one
error for a.545 hitting percentage, while Doscher recorded seven kills along with six digs.
Peak had seven kills, a team high eight digs and two blocks while hitting .417. Freshman defender
Kristina Schoo posted eight digs, while sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour had 34 assists in her first match
nee a knee injury ended her season early last October.
As a team, the. Eagles hit .235 with 43 kills. They posted 34 digs and had six team blocks along with
six aces. Coastal Carolina was led by Jill Nyhof with seven kills as CCU had 33 kills and just 28 digs.
The Eagles contin ue play in the tournament on Saturday as they face Georgia at noon and UAB at 5
p.m.
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Volleyball Wins Twice Saturday to Claim Georgia Invite Title
ATHENS, Ga. - The Morehead State volleyball team won both its matches on Saturday to claim the
championship of the 2006 University of Georgia Invitational. The Eagles came back to defeat the hosts 3-2
(30-25 , 18-30, 20-30, 30-26, 15-12) in the afternoon match and outlasted UAB 3-1 (31-29, 30-24, 28-30,
30-21) in the nightcap to begin the season 3-0 for the first ti me since 2003.
"This was a really fun weekend for us," said fourth-year head coach Jaime Gordon. "We looked
forward to coming out of camp and competi ng against some tough competition right away, and for us to
come away 3-0 really says something for the hard work and determination t his team has this year. One of
the fun things to watch this weekend was that when we had some players have some lapses and mental
mistakes, we had others who stepped up and performed well when they were challenged ."
In the marathon five-game w in over the Georgia Bul ldogs, sophomore Erin Peak recorded a doubledouble with a 16-kill, 17-dig effort. She also had five aces for the match. Senior Laura Cox topped the
Eagles on the attack with 18 kills, while sophomore Ashley Doscher tallied 15 kills. Sophomore setter Katelyn
arbour also put together a double-double effort with 52 assists and 11 digs. The Eag les had 83 on de. ..!nse, led by freshman Kristina Schoo's 20-dig performance. Freshman Lucie Klein had 15 digs. Junior Ashley
Murphey had four blocks as did freshman Amber Campbell.
Trailing 2-1, the Eagles came back with a vengeance in the fina l two games, hitting .382 with 16 kills
in game four and clinching t he match with a .348 hitting clip in game five. Georgia was led by Maria Taylor
with 19 kills, while Brooke Burlingame posted 21 digs. The Eagles had 70 kil ls to the Bulldogs' 60.
In the final match of the tournament, the Eagles took a 2-0 lead over UAB before almost clinching
the sweep in a 30-28 loss. MSU won game four, 30- 21. MSU got a balanced effort with four players in
double figure kills. Cox, Murphey and Peak each shared team honors with 11 ki lls, while Doscher had 10.
Murphey also had five blocks and hit .429 for the match.
Senior Diana Zipp had nine kil ls and hit. 304, whi le on defense Schoo scooped up 18 digs. Barbour
contributed 46 assists. Ivana Bozic and Fernanda Domingas both tallied 16 ki lls to top the Blazers' effort on
offense.
Morehead State 3, University of Georgia 2 (Aug. 26 @Ramsey Center, Athens, Ga.)
Mo rehead State 30
18
20
30
15
Geo rgia
25
30
30
26
12
Kills: Morehead State 70 ( Laura Cox 18); Georgia 60 (Maria Taylor 19)
Digs: Morehead State 83 (Kristina Schoo 20); Georgia 75 ( Brooke Burlingame 21)
Records : MSU (2· 0); UGA ( 1·1)
Morehead State 3, UAB 1 (Aug. 26 @Ramsey Center, Ath ens, Ga.)
Morehead State 31
30
28
30
UAB
29
24
30
21
Kills: Morehead State 61 ( Laura Cox, Erin Peak, Ashley Murphey 11); UAB 57 ( Fernanda Domingas, Ivana Bozic 16)
Digs: Morehead State 69 (Kristina Schoo 18); UAB 72 (Brianna Galvin 21)
Records : MSU (3·0); UAB ( 1· 2)
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Morehead State Gains First Win of the Season
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The Morehead State soccer team posted its first win of the season against East Tennessee State Sunday afternoon. The Eagles scored the single goal of the game in the 53rd minute when freshman sopflmomore Amie Noll
found freshman Abby Doyle in front of the box. Doyle punched in her first career
goal as an Eagle, giving MSU the win.
Morehead State controlled the ball most of the game, out shooting the Buccaneers 18-6.
"We spent a lot of time in the offseason workin~ on our defense and that's really
solid right now," said Eagles coach Erin Aubry. 'Our focus is moving to the offensive attack ana finishing shots. The shot count showed that we're improving offensively."
Eagle goalkeeper Leslie King posted her first win of the season with five saves in
90 minutes.
hree Eagles posted three shots during the game with Kelly Busch posting three
;;>,,ots on goal. For the Bucs, Katie O'Bryan posted two shots, both of which were
on goal.
"We're going to have to focus on finishing," said Aubry, " Our focus is good, and
our fitness is good, but we need to finish our shots."
The Eagles imRrove to 1-1-0 while the Buccaneers fall to 0-2- 0. Morehead State's
next match is September 1, against Delaware as part of the Marshall Invitational
Tournament in Huntington, West Virginia.
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MSU Freshman Kristina Schoo Earns OVC
Defensive Player of the Week
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State freshman libero Kristina Schoo has earned the Ohio Valley
Conference's first weekly Defensive Player of the Week Award for 2006. Schoo, a 5-7 defender from Louisvil le, Ky., helped the Eag les claim the championship of the University of Georgia Invitational.
Schoo topped the team's defensive effort over the weekend, averaging 3.92 digs per game in her
first action as a collegiate player. She started off with eight digs in a 3-0 win over Coastal Carolina, then
picked up her game with 20 digs in a 3-2 upset of host Georgia. Schoo finished the two-day tournament
with 19 scoops in the Eagles' 3-1 win over UAB.
She came to Morehead State with high expectations after leading Louisville Assumption High School
to an undefeated national high school championship in 2005.
Jacksonville State's Abbey Breit, who was named MVP of the Gamecock's tournament at nationallyranked Lou isville, was the receipient of the Offensive Player of the Week Award.
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Eagle Volleyball Team to Host Free Kids Clinics This Season
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The Morehead State volleyba ll team invites all area children in grades K-8 to sign
up for the Eagles' first-ever Free Kids Cli nics, to be held on Sept. 23 and Sept. 31. The volleyball staff will
be on hand on Sept. 8 before the Eagles' first home match with Western Carolina for sign ups. Once children are signed up, they'll be able to attend the two clinics for free and receive many other exciting perks,
including a pizza party, free t-sh irt and autograph sessions with the Eag les.
Registration for t he free clinics is set for 6 p.m. on Sept. 8. Parents and children are then encouraged to stay and watch the Eagles take on Western Carolina as part of the MSU Comfort Inn Invitational.
Once signed up, children will attend the first clinic on Sept. 23 following the Eagles' 2 p.m . match with OVC
rival Tennessee Tech. The second clinic is schedu led for Sept. 31 following the 2 p.m. match with Southeast Missouri. Participants will receive a free t-shirt if they register on Sept. 8 and will then be admitted
free to the Sept. 31 match if they wear their t-shirts.
Then, on Oct. 21, all participants will be invited back for a recognition ceremony and pizza party.
~ain, children wearing their t -shirts will be admitted free to the match at 11 a.m. against defending Ohio
:illey Conference co-champion Tennessee State. Following the match, the Eagle players and coaches will
join the chi ldren and pa rents for a pizza pa rty and autograph session.
During the clinics, t he Eagles players and coaching staff will be instructing kids in four different
stations with different skil ls being taught at each station. Participants will learn every aspect of the game
and will learn about spo rtsmanship as we ll.
For more information, please call MSU Assistant Coach Shannon Wells at 606- 783- 9514 or e- mail her
at sewell02@moreheadstate.edu.
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Morehead State Falls to Delaware in Nike Invitational
HUNTINGTON, WV. - Morehead State lost to Delaware 2-0 in their first game of
the Thundering Herd Nike In.vitational at Marshall University Friday afternoon.
Delaware scored both of their goals in the second half to earn their third win of
the season .
Delaware's Kasie Shrover scored the first points of the game in the 70th minute
on a free kick. Three minutes later Lindsey Boyd connected with a Melissa Kilker
cross to punch in the final goal of the game .
Morehead State took only one shot in the first half and 10 in the second. Junior
Rebekah Ke ndall led the Eagles in shots with eight.
MSU's record falls to 1- 2-0 while Delaware remains undefeated at 3-0-0. The
Eagles face George Washington Sunday at 11 :30 a.m. in their final in the invitational.
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Gustafsson, Slack Join Tennis Coaching Staff
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State head men's and women's tennis coach Kevin Fulton has an-

nounced the addition of Jakob Gustafsson as a full-time assistant coach and Brian Slack as a volunteer
assistant for the MSU tennis programs. Gustafsson is former nationally-ranked standout at the University of
Louisville, while Slack is a former all-conference player and the all-ti me career leader in singles wins at
IUPUI.
"Getting assistants like Jakob and Brian is like having three head coaches on the court at all times,"
said Fulton. " Jakob brings with him experience you cannot have unless you have played on the biggest
stage in college tennis - the NCAA team and individual championships. Jakob was a top 20 doubles player
last season and brings that experience and intensity level to our program."
A native of Hollviken, Sweden, Gustafsson joins Fulton's staff after a stellar career at U of Lin which
he achieved as a high as a no. 26 national ranking with teammate Jeremy Clark in doubles as a senior in
2005-2006. Overall, he posted a career 72-29 singles record and a 77-43 career doubles mark. He was the
-ardinals' leader in sing les wins in 2004 and the leader in doubles wins in 2006 and was named U of L's Most
:iluable Player in 2005. He helped the Cardinals advance to the NCAA championships three times and was
named third-team All -Conference USA in 2005.
In 2006, Gustafsson was ranked as high as no. 26 in the Midwest Region in sing les and was as high
as no. 6 in the regiona l doubles rankings in the spring and as high no. 4 in the fall of 2005. As a senior, his
career culminated in Louisville winning the BIG EAST tournament title.
Off the court, Gustafsson excelled as well, twice being named an ITA (Intercolleg iate Tennis Associations) Scholar-Athlete. In 2004-2005, Gustafsson was named Conference USA Scholar-Athlete of the
Year and earned ITA All-American Scholar status. He was also named to the Louisville Athletic Director's
Honor Roll all four years with the Cardinals. In 2006, he earned an ITA/Arthur Ashe Award for Leadership
and Sportsmanship. He graduated in 2006 with a bachelor's degree in health and human performance with
concentration in exercise science.
A native of Indianapolis, Ind., Slack joins t he Eag le staff after a standout career at Vincennes (Ind. )
Junior College at IUPUI. He began his tennis career at Vincennes during the 2000-2001 season and was
promptly named a second-team All-American . He was the runner-up at no. 2 doubles at the national JUCO
championships and helped his team place fourth at that tournament.
"I have known Brian Slack for half of his life, and I believe he will help us with every facet of coaching. His enthusiasm for the game is contagious. The players will feed off his energy, and we will be a muchimproved team from a year ago due to the addition of these gentleman ."
Slack transferred to IUPUI and finished his career with three stellar years . He concluded his Jaguar
ca reer as the all-time leader in singles victories with 45 playing at nos. one and two. He was the 2001-2002
Mid-Continent Conference Newcomer of the year and was first-team All-Mid Continent Conference all three
seasons. Slack prope lled IUPUI to the conference regular season title in 2004-2004 and helped his squad
take second place at the conference championships al l three years.
He earned a bachelor's degree in fitness and sports studies at IUPUI in 2004.
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No. 3 Washington Tops Eagles, 3 - 0
DAVIDSON, N .C. - Third-ranked Washington handed the Morehead State volleyball team its first loss
of the 2006 season Friday morning on the first day of t he Davidson College Mizuno Wildcat Classic. The
Huskies, the defending Division I national champions and the highest ranked opponent MSU has ever faced ,
topped MSU, 3-0 (30-20, 30-18, 30-17). The Eagles had been looki ng for their best start since 1986 at 4-0
but ran into a sol id Huskie t eam t hat hit .326 for the match and had 10 blocks.
MSU fel l to 3-1, while UW moved to 3-1 itself.
A~er dropping t he first game 30-20, the Eagles jumped on the Huskies quick in the second frame,
moving on top 5-1. But, UW mounted a comeback, outscoring MSU 10-1 over the next 11 points to move
ahead 11-6 - eventua lly winning 30-18. The Hiskies were able to hold MSU at bay in the final game as well.
For the Eagles, senior outside Laura Cox topped the attack with seven kills. Sophomore Erin Peak
had five kills and two blocks, while sen ior Diana Zipp produced four kills, three blocks and hit a team high
.250. Freshman libero Kristina Schoo led the defensive effort with 10 digs, while sophomore Katelyn Barbour
eked up 21 assists. As a team, the Eag les recorded 7.5 blocks.
The Huskies we re topped by St evie Mussie wit h 18 kills and just two errors. Christal Morrison had 12
ki lls, while Courtney Thompson dished out 36 assists. The Eagles did out-d ig the Huskies, 30-24.
MSU continues play in the Wildcat Classic today as they face the hosts at 3 p.m.
No. 3 Wash ington 3, Morehead State 0
Washington
30
30
30
Morehead State
20
18
17

Kills : MSU 28 (Laura Cox 7); UW 42 (Stevie Mussie 18)
Digs: MSU 30 (Kristina Schoo 10); UW 24 (Tamari Miyashiro 9)
Assists: MSU 26 (Katelyn Barbou r 21); UW 40 (Courtney Thompson 36)
Blocks: MSU 7.5 (Diana Zipp 3) ; UW 10 (Jessica Swarbrick 7)
Aces: MSU 3 (Three players 1) ; UW 8 (Three players 2)
Hitting Percentage: MSU -.063 ( Diana Zipp .250); UW .326 (Stevie Mussie .500 )
Records: MSU 3-1; UW 3-1
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Zipp Leads Eagles Past Host Davidson, 3-2, at Wildcat Classic
DAVIDSON, N.C. - Senior midd le hitter Diana Zipp had a career high 25 kil ls and made just one error
to help the Morehead State volleyball team rally from a 2-1 deficit and defeat host Davidson, 3-2, at the
Mizuno Wildcat Classic Friday afternoon. Zipp also had five blocks as the Eag les moved to 4-1 on the
season. MSU concludes the tournament on Saturday at 3 p.m. against the University of Portland.
Zipp was nearly flawless in establishing her career high. The Eagles set her up 37 times and she
misfired just once. Morehead dropped game one 30-23 before ra llying for a 30-23 game two victory. The
hosts secured game three 30-20, but the Eagles rebounded for a 30-21 triumph in game four behind a .389
attack percentage. MSU then hit .450 in the final game to dispose of the hosts, 15-7. It marked the second
straight week the Eagles had rebounded from a 2-1 deficit to defeat the host team at a tournament after
claiming a win over University of Georgia in that fashion last weekend.
Besides Zipp's all -star performance, head coach Jaime Gordon also got notable efforts from several
nther players, including sophomore Erin Peak with 13 kills and just four errors along with four blocks. Junior
sh ley Murphey pounded down eight ki lls and hit .316 for t he match with five blocks . Sophomore Katelyn
_arbour dished out 54 assists, her eighth career 50+ assist match, and freshman libero Kristina Schoo
established a career high with 24 digs and also had four service aces.
As a team, the Eagles recorded 10 blocks and scooped 59 digs. Freshman Lucie Klein had seven of
those digs. Morehead State hit a solid .271 for the match after a negative hitting effort in Friday morning 's
setback to no. 3 ranked Washington.
Davidson was led by Kittery Neale with 19 kil ls. The Wildcats managed nine team blocks and had 65
digs. The Eag les produced 68 kills to the Wildcats' 65.

Morehead State 3, Davidson 2 @Davidson, N.C.
Morehead State
23
30
20
30
15
Davidson
30
23
30
21
7

Kills: MSU 68 (Diana Zipp 25 ); UD 65 (Neale 19)
Digs: MSU 59 (Kristina Schoo 24); UD 65 (Dykstra 13)
Assists: MSU 62 (Katelyn Barbour 54); UD 64 (Dykstra 51)
Blocks: MSU 10 (Diana Zipp, Ashley Murphey 5); UD 9 (Dykstra 5)
Aces: MSU 9 (Kristina Schoo 4)); UUD 9 (Three players 2)
Hitting Percentage: MSU .271 ( Diana Zipp .649 ); UD .267 (Neale .600)
Records: MSU 4- 1; UD 3-2
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Eagle Volleyball Drops 3-2 Decisision to University of Portland
DAVIDSON, N.C. - Sophomores Erin Peak and Katelyn Barbour both posted double-doubles, but it
was not enough as the Morehead State volleyball team finished the Mizuno Wi ldcat Classic with a 3-2
setback to University of Portland Satu rda y. The Eagles held a 2-1 lead after three games, but the Pilots
came back to win a four-point 30-26 victo ry in game four and closed with a 15-12 win in the final game.
The Eagles, who fell to 4-2, won game one, 30-23, before falling 30-18 in the second game. The
Eagles won a 30-28 affair in the third contest. Peak nearly posted a triple-double with a team high 17 kills,
14 digs and seven blocks with a .361 hitting percentage, while Barbour recorded 48 assists and had 13 digs
as t he Eagles picked up a season best 79 digs and also had a season high 14 blocks.
Nicole Thometz paced the Pilots w ith 18 kills, while four other players managed double-figure kills
and four also had double-figure dig numbers.
The Eagles also got 14 kills from senior Laura Cox and 10 kills and five blocks from junior Ashley
Murphey. Freshman libero Kristina Schoo t urned in her second consecutive 20-dig effort with 22, while
•llow freshman Lucie Klein had 14 digs to her credit. On the flip side of the offensive numbers, the Eagles
_ JW Portland land 14 service aces, whi le MSU could only manage four along with 13 service errors. MSU hit
.202 for the match and held the Pilots to just a .178 effort.

Portland 3, Morehead State 2 @Davidson, N.C.
Morehead State
30
18
30
26
12
Portland
23
30
28
30
15
Kills: MSU 64 (Erin Peak 17); UP 72 (N icole Thometz 18)
Digs: MSU 79 (Kristina Schoo 22); UP 80 (Murphy Mcclena han 22)
Assists: MSU 55 (Erin Peak 7); UP 6 (Ashley Grayson 3)
Aces: MSU 4 (Kristina Schoo 2); UP 14 (Kara Pein 4)
Hitting Percentage: MSU . 22 (Katelyn Barbour .455); UP .178 (Ashley Grayson .444)
Records: MSU 4-2; UP 2-2
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MSU Falls in Second game at Nike Invitational

HUNTINGTON, WV - The Morehead State soccer squad lost to George Washington University 1-0 in the Eagles' second game at the Thundering Herd Nike Invitational on Sunday. The Colonials' Keara Mehlert scored the game's only goal in the
85th minute from close range.
The Eagles were held to only six shots the entire game with junior Rebekah Kend all leading the way with three shots. Kendall also took the only MSU shot on goal.
Eagle goalkeeper Leslie King tallied five saved in the fourth game of the season.
Her counterpart from GW, Amie Kern, only had one save during the game.
With the loss the Eagles' record fell to 1-3-0. Morehead State will travel to Evanston Ill. to face Northwestern University on September 8, at 5 p.m.
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Eagle Rally Comes Up Short at UK; MSU Falls 3-2
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Senior outside hitter Laura Cox recorded a career high 29 kills, while sophomore
Erin Peak posted her third double-double of the season, but the Morehead State volleyball team came up
just short at the University of Kentucky Tuesday night, losing a 3-2 (27-30, 28-30, 34-32, 30-25, 9-15)
contest after trailing 2-0 at one point. The Eagles fell to 4-3, while the Wildcats moved to 4-1.
Cox produced the 29 kills on 67 attempts for a solid .254 hitting percentage, while Peak notched 13
kills and 12 digs for a double-double. Sophomore outside hitter Ashley Doscher also reached double-figures
with 13 kills. Nicole Britenriker led the Wildcats with 18 kills, while Jenni Casper came up with 34 digs.
The Wildcats appeared ready to shut the door with a 3-0 sweep, taking the first two games in close
fashion, but the Eagles rebounded to take the hosts to five games - the fourth five-game match for MSU
already this season .
In the third contest, the Eagles fell behind 16-12 and 18- 14 but rebounded to tie the game at 18
with kills each from junior Ashley Murphey and sophomore Katelyn Barbour. Trailing 26-23, the Eagles rallied
;Jain to knot it at 26 with a kill from Cox and two attack errors by UK. A Britenriker kill game UK match
,.. oint at 29- 28, but a block by Murphey and Doscher sent it to extra points where Cox slammed the door
with a kill for the 34-32 win . The Eagles then smashed 16 kills and hit .220 while holding the hosts to a .114
performance to win game four, 30-25 . In the finale, the Eagles got no closer than 9- 7 as UK outscored
them 6- 2 down the stretch for the win.
Freshman Kristina Schoo posted her fourth ca reer 20-dig match with a career high 25 scoops, while
Murphey continued her strong defensive play at the net, recording five blocks. The Eagles had 67 kills and
notched eight t eam blocks.
MSU returns home to host the Comfort Inn Invitational this weekend. The home opener is scheduled
for 7 p.m. Friday, Sept. 8 against Western Carolina.
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EVANSTON Ill. - The Northwestern Wildcats were too mu.en for the Eagles soccer squad, defeating MSU 8- 0 Friday night. The Wild~ats. _p-ut up 26 shots against
Morehead with the Eagles on ly managing seven of th~e ir own .
...

..:.

Jeanette Lorme got Northwestern on the board in the 13tt}'. ~minute when she finished a Shannon Shneeman cross for the Wildcats first goal in two games. Shneeman posted two assists and one goal in the match .
·
Junior Kelsey Hans was the leading scorer in the game, netting two goals. In all
six different Wildcats scored on Friday night.
MSU was led in shots by sophomore Kelley Busch with three total shots and one
on goal. Goalkeeper Leslie King posted five saves in her 24th comp lete game.
orehead State fa lls to 1-4-0 on the season, while the Wildcats improve to 2-3-0.
, ,1e Eagles will take on the Mastodons of IPFW on Sunday at 11: 30 a .m. in Fort
Wayne.
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Volleyball Blanks Western Carolina, 3-0
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour notched her t hird double-double of the season, and sophomore Ashley Doscher topped the Morehead St ate volleyba ll tea m with 13 kills as the Eagles
won a 3-0 (30-27, 30-21 , 30-26) decision over visit ing West ern Carolina Frid ay at Wetherby Gym in front of
mo re t han 500 fans in MSU's home opener and the second match of t he Co mfort Inn Invitat ional.
The Eagles improved t o 5-3 and are now j ust one shy of t yi ng 2005's win tota l. WCU fell to 1-8.
Barbou r recorded tea m highs of 37 assists and 12 digs as the Eag les out dueled the Cata mounts in
kills (48 to 26 ) and digs (50 to 41). Doscher smashed 13 ki lls, while sophomore Erin Peak came up with 10
kills. Senior Diana Zipp nearly reached double figures with nine kills and hit a tea m high .467. Senior Laura
Cox also tallied nine ki lls.
Western Carol ina was paced by Mered ith Harmon with eight kills and Liz Rondone with 11 digs. The
Eag les forced WCU into just a .018 hitt ing effort for the three- game set.
At the net, the Eag les recorded seven blocks, including three each by Zipp and junior Ashley
urphey. WCU totaled nine blocks.
The Eag les conti nue play in t heir own tournament on Saturday as they fa ce Central Arkansas at
12:30 pm . and Air Force at 7 p.m. In t he fi rst match of the t ournament on Friday, Cent ral Arka nsas overtook Air Force, 3-0.
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Volleyball Sweeps Central Arkansas, Air Force to Win
Comfort Inn Invitational
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The Morehead State Eagle v olleyball team completed a pair of 3-0 sweeps Saturday afternoon against Central Arkansas and Air Force to wi n the championship of the MSU Comfort Inn
Invitational. Sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour handed out 36 assists in each match and posted her fourth
double-double of the yea r agai nst Air Force t o be named tou rnament MVP. Sophomore midd le hitter Erin
Peak and freshman libero Kristina Schoo also earned all-tournament for the Eagles as they improved to 7-3
with their th ird consecutive win .
The Eagles defeated Central Arkansas in the first match of the day, 30-17, 30-14, 30-28, and
handed Air Force a 30-22, 30-10, 30-25 loss.
In t he win over UCA, senior Laura Cox topped the Eag les with 17 kills and just errors for a .484
hitting effort, while Schoo led the defensive effort with 17 digs as MSU collected 50 total digs. Junior
Ashley Murphey also reached double figures with 10 kills.
As a team, the Eagles were efficient on the attack, hitting .290 for the match, including .390 in the
.. rst game when they pounded down 18 kills. Peak topped the Eagles with t hree blocks, while freshman
Lucie Klein landed five of MSU 's team high 13 serv ice aces . Amicha Williams topped the Sugar Bears with 11
kil ls, but Morehead State held UCA to just a .104 hitting effort. The Eag les put together a consistent
attack effort with 18 kills in the first game and 16 each in the final two.
In the Air Force match, Barbou r was everywhere on the floor, topping MSU with 13 digs and handing
out 36 assists on MSU's 49 kil ls. Peak led the offensive effort with 16 kills and made just three errors for a
.619 hitting percentage. She also added 11 digs for her fourth double-double and topped the Eagles with
fou r blocks as MSU collected eig ht team blocks. Schoo recorded 12 digs and also had six assists. Murphey
upped her season block total to 39 with four rejections, including two of the solo variety. Kristina Stewart
led Air Force with eight kills, but the Eagles forced the Falcons into a .073 hitting performance. MSU also
had 43 digs to the Falcons' 31.
MSU returns to t he court on Sept. 12 when the Eagles travel to University of Cincinnati for a 7: 30
p.m . match.
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FORT WAYNE, In. - The Morehead St ate Soccer t ea m snapped a four-game losing
skid w ith a 1-0 at I PFW Sunday. Lindsey St efa nini posted her first career goa l in
the 32nd minute to give th e Eagles th e w in .
Hi llary Johnson connected w ith Stefan in i on the 30-yard goa l, and posted her first
assist of the season .
Eagle goalkeeper Leslie King racked up 10 sa ves Sunday in 90 minutes of work .
King 's total saved in th e 2006 campaign now st ands at 25 and her saving percentage stands at .833
Stefanini led all the Eagles in shots w ith t hree, fo llowed by sophomore Kelly
Busch, and Rebekah Kendall w ith two apiece.
For the Mastodons, the leading shooter wa s Ash ley Hansbury w it h five tota l shots
and four shots on goal.
Morehead State's record improves to 2 - 4-0 , while the Mastodon s fall to 2-3-0.
Th e Eagles travel t o Cincinnati to f ace Xavier on September 15, at 5 p.m . MSU
return s home on Sunday, September 17, to ta ke on Grand Vall ey State.
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Cincinnati Overpowers Eagles, 3-1
CINCINNATI, Ohio - Sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour posted her team high fifth double-double,
and sophomore outside hitter Ashley Doscher recorded a season high 16 kills, but in the end the University
of Cincinnati vol leyball team was too overpowering at the net with 15.5 team blocks to hand the Morehead
State Eagles a 3-1 loss Tuesday at Fifth Third Arena. The Eagles were able to win game one 32-30, but fell
30-19, 30-23, 30-21 to close the night. MSU now stands at 7-4, while the Bearcats are 8-2.
The Bearcats, who rank in the top five nationally in blocks per game, got 10 rejections from the
nation's leading individual blocker, Myanna Hellston, to score the come-from-behind win. Jessica Elley
recorded 19 kills to pace UC's offense .
For the Eagles, they also were tough at the net, posting seven blocks - including three each by
sophomore Erin Peak and junior Ashley Murphey. Barbour handed out 43 assists and dug 10 balls for her
team best fifth double-double while also collecting three block assists.
Freshman libero Kristina Schoo came with in one of her career high with a team best 24 digs, while
?nior Laura Cox had her team best seventh double figure kill effort with 10 spikes. The Eagles posted 69
__gs as a team but were hurt by a sub-. 100 hitting performance in the final two games.
Morehead State returns to action this weekend when it travels to Youngstown, Ohio for the Country
Inn and Suites Classic, hosted by Youngstown State. MSU wil l face the hosts along with St. Francis (Pa.),
Duquesne and Bowling Green State.
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Xavier Too Much for Eagle Soccer

CINCINNATI , Ohio - The Xavier University Musketeers proved to be too much for
Morehead State as the visiting Eagles fell 3- 0 Frida/ night in Cincinnati. XU senior
Amber Silvis scored two goals and added an assist iri ._M usk~teers victory.
.
.
i ' .

Silvis got Xavier on the board in the seventh minute of the first half off a doubleassist from senior Angie Scarlato and junior Karin Martini . Freshman Brittany
Green scored the second goal late in the first half off.a deflection by MSU goalkeeper Leslie King. Silvis put her second goal into the net in the 54th minute to
seal the score at 3-0.
~
MSU was led offensively by junior Rebekah Kendall with 6 shots. Morehead State
was held to only 11 shots on the day.
ing posted four saves on the day while her Xavier counterpart Kel ley Farrell
fJ0sted three.
Morehead State falls to 2-5 with the loss and Xavier's record rose to3-4. The Eagles host NCAA Division II Grand Valley State on Sunday. The Lakers are ranked
No. 5 in the country and are undefeated coming into Sunday's match.
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Volleyball Dominates at Youngstown State Tournament
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio -The Morehead State volleyba ll team improved to 9-4 with two impressive
wins at the Country Inn and Suites Invitational Friday at Youngstown State. The Eagles overpowered Saint
Francis 3-0 (30-7, 30-21, 30-21 ) and handed the host YSU Penguins a 3-1 loss (25-30, 30-26, 30-16, 3019). Sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour recorded her third double-double in the last five matches against
YSU, while Erin Peak posted her fifth double-double of the season against YSU.
Play ing a Saint Francis team that had just completed a five-game match against Duquesne minutes
earlier, the Eagles took advantage in the first game to set the tone. MSU pounded 16 kills and hit .519 for a
30-7 win. MSU continued to dominate the match, winning 30- 21 in games two and three and holding the
Red Flash to a minus .018 hitting percentage.
Senior Laura Cox topped the eagles with nine kills, while sophomores Ashley Doscher and Peak added
eight each. Barbour handed out 32 assists, while libero Kristi na Schoo led the defense with 11 digs. Peak
had nine digs. The Red Flash were led by Anne Roosevelt with eight kills, but the Eagles held the powerful
tter well under her average as she had just posted a 26-kill match earlier against Duquesne.
In the nightcap, the Eagles contin ued to show efficiency in all aspects of the game, com ing up with
a season high 82 digs while lead ing in kills 69-45. The Eagles hit .234 for the match and had fou r players
reach double figures in kills and four in digs.
Barbour handed out 51 ass ists and dug 14 balls for her sixth double-double, whi le Peak posted a
solid all-around match again with 11 kills, 17 digs and five blocks. Cox topped MSU's hitting effort with 18
kills, while senior Diana Zipp had 15 kills and hit .406 for the match. Doscher recorded 12 kills.
On defense, the Eagles completely took control with the 82 digs. Schoo led the effort with 20 digs,
wh ile freshman Lucie Klein had 10 along with Barbour and Peak's totals. Junior Ashley Murphey contributed
three blocks. Four Pengu in playe rs had eig ht kills each, while Cari Leslie's 18 digs led the defense.
The Eagles w ill look for their third tournament championship on Saturday as they face Duquesne at
11 a.m. and Bowling Green State at 3 p.m .
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Hat-Trick Leads Grand Valley State past MSU

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Three goa ls from Div ision 11 No. 5 ranked Grand Valley Stat e
sophomore Katy Tafler pushed th e Lakers past Morehead State 4- 1 Sunday at
Jayne Stadium. MSU did score against th e Lakers in the first half t o becom e the
only t ea m to do so thi s season .
Tafler got th e Laker s on th e board ea rly in the game w it h a goa l in t he second
minute. She fo llowed that goa l with an unassist ed strike at th e 12 :07 m ark in t he
game. Her fin al goal cam e in th e second half in th e 82nd minute. Taf ler play ed a
part in all four of GVSU's goa ls, garn ering an assist on a goal in the 5 1 st minute
by senior Erica Rose .
Morehead State pu lled w ithin one in the 27th minute as sophomore Kimmie Biet ing drilled ho m e a Morgan Melzer cross putting the score at 2-1. Morehead St at e
wa s unable to score the rem ainder of the gam e . Beiting led the Eagles in shot s
with two of th e t ea m s total of five.
Eag le keeper Leslie King post ed 11 saves in the gam e, but allowed all four goals .
Laker goalkeeper Krist ine Nasturzio post ed 1 save .
The Lakers continue their unbeat en streak as their record stands at 7 - 0 . MSU,
however, falls to 2- 6 . The Eagles travel to Huntington, W. Va . on Friday, Septem ber 22 to face Marshall University at 7 p.m .
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Eagle Volleyball Wins Five-Game Thriller at EKU
Behind a Trio of Double-Doubles
RICHMOND, Ky. - In what could be a measuring stick for how competitive the Ohio Va lley Conference volleyball will be in 2006, the Morehead State Eagles and rival Eastern Kentucky Colonels battled for
more than two hours at McBrayer Arena Wednesday in the Ohio Valley Conference opener for both schools .
In the end, the Eagles topped EKU, 3-2 (30-23, 32-30, 28-30, 28- 30, 15-12) behind a trio of doubledoubles and the third highest assist total in a match in school history by sophomore Katelyn Barbour. MSU
took a 2-0 lead only to see EKU battle back to win games three and fou r.
It marked the first win for MSU over its in-st ate rivals since late in the 2003 season and erased a
fou r-match winning streak for EKU over the Eagles. MSU ra n its record to 11-5 and began OVC play 1- 0,
wh ile the Co lonels fell to 6- 7 overa ll and 0-1 in the leag ue.
Barbour handed out a career high 80 assists and only missed out on four opportunities as the Eag les
oounded 84 kills on the night. The total tied former Eagle setter Emily Bell's mark of 80 she recorded twice
>nee in 1995 and once in 1996) and was just eight shy of the school record of 88 set by Rachell Messmer
.. , 2000. She also posted 14 digs for her team best ninth double-double of the year and her fourth consecutive double-double .
The Eagles also got double-double performances from sophomores Erin Peak and Ashley Doscher.
Doscher had her first double- dip of the year with 20 kills and 11 digs, while Peak added her sixth doubledigits effort with 13 kills and 18 digs. She also added four of the Eagles' 18 block assists during the marathon match .
Senior Laura Cox topped the Eag les aga in on offense with 26 kills, while senior Diana Zipp proved to
be efficient and accu rate again on the attack. The eag les' leading hitter in te rm s of percentage recorded
16 ki lls and made just three errors for a .419 hitting percentage. Junior Ashley Murphey added five tota l
blocks and eight kills as the Eagles totaled 11 blocks as a team and hit .238 for the match.
EKU was led by Shelley George with a double-double of 21 ki lls and 10 blocks. Amy Arlinghaus posted
16 ki lls and 13 digs, and Brittany Nobilio topped t he defensive effort with 27 digs. Jessica Sabath also had a
double-double with 19 kills and 11 digs.
On defense, MSU recorded 95 digs, averaging nearly 20 per game. Fres hman Kristina Schoo reached
the 20-dig mark for the fourth straight match and for the 10th match overall in her young collegiate career.
The Eagles continue OVC play this weekend w hen Tennessee Tech visits for a 2 p.m. match Saturday, Sept. 23 at Wet herby Gym.
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Solid Hitting Effort Leads Volleyball Past Tennessee Tech, 3-1
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State hit .356 as a team, whi le sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour
recorded her filth stra ight double-double to lead the Eag les past Tennessee Tech, 3-1 (30-24, 24-30, 3020, 30-17), Saturday in OVC action at Wetherby Gym . The Eagles improved to 2-0 in the league and 12-5
overal l, whi le the Golden Eag les fell to 3-12 and 0-2 in t he conference.
Barbour handed out 59 assists and led t he team on defense with 13 digs. Senior Laura Cox topped
the Eag les' offens ive game with 17 kills, whi le four others also reached double figure kills. Sophomo re Ashley
Doscher hit .542 for the match with 15 kills, while sophomore Erin Peak totaled 12 kills on a .474 hitting
effort. Senior Diana Zipp posted 11 kills and hit .429, while junior Ash ley Murphey notched 10 kills and hit
.381. Defensively, Lucie Klei n and Kristina Schoo, both fresh men, added 10 digs.
Alter winning game one 30-24 while hitti ng .429 wit h 22 ki lls, the Eag les saw Tech rally for a 30-24
game two win behind 17 kills and just three errors (.538 pct.) . The turning point of the match t hen came in
game three as TTU raced out to a 15-6 lead before Schoo took her t urn on t he serve for MSU. She served
·ght straight points for t he Eag les, and MSU rallied to outscore Tech 24-5 down t he stretch to win 30-20.
1 game five, the Eag les put it away wit h an 18-kill, .359 hitting effort .
Tech was led by Erin Lynn with 11 kills and Kappy Lang with 43 assists. Katie Kenline posted 18 digs.
Jessica Asplund posted five blocks as Tech had six team blocks.
MSU totaled 71 ki lls during the match and out-dug Tech 56-51. Peak added four block assists as the
Eag les also notched six team blocks.
Morehead State will be back in action at home on Tuesday, Sept. 26 when Xavier visits for a nonconference match at 7 p.m.
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Morehead State Opens Conference Play With Win
RICHMOND, Ky. - The Morehead State University soccer team opened Ohio Valley
Conference play with a win over rival Eastern Kentucky University 2-1 on Sunday
afternoon . Junior Rebekah Kendall scored the winning goal in the 60th minute on
a penalty kick.
Kendall's goal was her 2nd of the season and gave her the team lead in scoring.
She also shot a season high 4-for- 4 in shots on goal.
Sophomore Kelley Busch got the Eagles on the board at the 59:03 mark when she
punched in an unassisted goal. Busch's goal was her first of the season.
The Morehead State defense held fast throughout the game, allowing Eastern
Kentucky only five shots and posting one team save. Goalkeeper Leslie King had
one save in the match .
. he Colonels' lone goal came off a penalty kick by freshman Laura Imsande in the
62nd minute. The goal was Imsande's third on the season.
Morehead State improves to 3-6 overall and 1-0 in OVC play. Eastern Kentucky
falls to 2-7 and 0-1 in the conference . The Eagles will travel to Jacksonville State
on Friday for a 7 p.m. kickoff.
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Eagles Drop Match to Xavier, 3-1
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The Morehead State volleyball team got off to a fast start, winning game one

against Xavier Tuesday night behi nd the strength of 22 kills and a .302 hitting percentage, but the Eagles
could not hold the momentum and dropped a 3-1 decision (30-23, 18-30, 26-30, 20-30) to the visiting
Musketeers in front of a season high 707 fans at Wetherby Gym . The Eagles fell to 12-4, while Xavier
moved to 9-7 with its sixth straight win.
Sophomore setter Kately n Barbour was again a bright spot for MSU, recording her sixth consecutive
double-double with 55 assists and 11 digs. Sophomore outside hitter Ashley Doscher led the Eag les with 16
kil ls, but MSU was t he v ictim of 13 team blocks, including 24 block assists, by the Musketeers. Lauren
Ka minsky had 10 kills and nine blocks to top the visitors. Jill Quayle posted a team high 15 kill, and Xavier
hit .302 for the match, including a .462 effort in game two.
The Eagles placed four players in double figure kills, led by Doscher. Sophomore middle hitter Erin
Peak posted 14 kills and narrowly missed a double-double with nine digs. Senior Diana Zipp had 13 kills and
it .320 for t he match, while senior outside hitter Lau ra Cox recorded her team high 13th double figure
1atch with 11 kills.
Defensively, Kristina Schoo picked up 15 digs to top the Eag les, while Lucie Klein had 11. The Eagles
had 63 digs to the Musketeers' 53. MSU also out-spiked XU, 67-62. Danielle Skrajewski also had a doubledouble for the Musketeers with 13 kills and 14 digs.
The Eagles return to Ohio Va lley Conference play on Friday and Saturday. Eastern Illinois visits for a
7 p.m. match Friday, whi le Southeast Missouri provides the opposition Saturday at 2 p.m.
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Eagle Soccer Defeats Jacksonville State

JACKSONVILLE, Al. - The Morehead Stat e soccer t ea m sits at 2-0 in Ohio Valley
Conference play after defeating Jacksonv ille St at e 1-0 Friday night. Kelly Busch
scored her second goal of t he season in t h e 39th minute off an Amie Noll cross.
Busch's goa l ti es her w it hj unior Rebekah Kendall for the team lead. Noll's assist
was her second on the season .
The MSU defense ca m e up big for the second-st ra ig ht gam e, allowing only five
shots, and t wo shot s on goa l. Goalkeeper Leslie King pulled down two saves
against th e Gam ecock s .
The JSU goalkeeper t andem of Eliza beth Selasky and Kat e Kelly combined for five
saves in t he m atch . Selasky post ed three saves and allowed the ga m e's only goa l.
MSU improves to 4-6 overall and 2-0 in OVC competit ion . JSU fell t o 1- 9- 2 overa ll
and 0 -3- 1 in the conference. The Eagles t ake on con ference leader Sam ford Sunday at 2 p .m .
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Eagles Stay Perfect in OVC With 3-1 Win Over Eastern Illinois
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Sophomore middle blocker Erin Peak had a career high 21 kills, hit .486 and had
14 digs, and sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour nearly posted a triple-double with 55 kills, a season high 18
digs and seven kills, to lead the Morehead State volleyball Eag les past Eastern Illinois, 3- 1 (26- 30, 30-18,
30-28, 30-20 ), in OVC action at Wetherby Gym Friday. The Eagles rema ined unbeaten in league play at 3- 0
and 13-6 overa ll, while EIU dropped its eig hth consecutive match to fall to 5-9 and 0-3 in the league.
For the Eagles, who have now won four of the last five and nine of the last 12 matches, Ba rbour
came within three kills of her first career triple double, and she also did not commit an error for a .500
hitting percentage. Stil l, her numbers were good enough for her seventh consecutive double-double. Junior
Ashley Murphey also set a career high with 14 kills and hit .481 for the match with four blocks as wel l.
Senior Laura Cox posted her team high 14th double-figure ki ll match with 12, and sophomore Ashley
Doscher tall ied 10 kills for MSU .
For the Panthers, Mary Welch had a double- double with 10 kills and 18 digs, while Kara Sorenson
otched 17 kills to lead the attack. On defense, libero Shaina Boylan averaged more than seven digs per
ame with a total of 30. Maren Crabtree handed out 47 assists.
The Eag les also received a gutsy defensive performance from two freshmen defender - Kristina
Schoo and Lucie Klein. Schoo came up with 23 of the Eagles' 90 digs, while Klein patrolled the back row and
recorded 13 digs. MSU also benefited from 10 service aces wh ile not allowing an ace to EIU.
The Eagles continue OVC play on Satu rday as Southeast Missouri v isits for a 2 p.m . match.
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2006 Morehead State University Football Game Information
Morehead State University vs. Drake Univers ity
Drake Stadium (14,000/ Field Turf), Des Moines, Iowa
1 p.m. CDT (2 p.m . EDT), Sept. 30, 2006
MSU
9 ,062
1887
Blue & Gold
Eagles
Dr. Wayne D.
Andrews
Athletic Dir.
Brian Hutchinson
Head Coach
Matt Ballard
(Gardner-Webb '79)
School Record 72-61
(13th year)
Career Record 107-86-1
( 19th year)
2005 Record
8-4
2006 Record
0-4 (0- 1 PFL)

Enrollment
Founded
Colors
Nickname
President

Drake

N/A
1881
Blue & White
Bulldogs
David Maxwell
Sand Hatfield Clubb
Rob Ash
(Cornell College '73)
119-62
(18th year)
170-98
(27th year)
6-4
3-1 (1-0 PFL)

Series Record
Drake leads 2-1 in a series that dates to 2003. The last
meeting was a Drake win in the 2004 PFL Championship
Game.
Next Week
MSU will travel to PFL rival Dayton next Saturday (Oct. 7).
Kick off at Welcome Stadium is scheduled for 1 p.m. EDT.
Head Coach Matt Ballard
Matt Ballard is MSU's all-time winningest football coach.
Now in his 13th season, his MSU record is 72-61. His
career record in 19th season is 107-86-1. Since the 2002
season began, he has led MSU to a 31-20 record and to
four consecutive Pioneer Football League South Division
Championships. He has been the division Coach of the
Year the past four seasons. This season, the PFL drops
the division setup in favor of a complete, seven-game
round robin schedule.
National Statistical Champion
As a tr ue freshman in 2005, Nick Feldman (Oconto, Wis.)
led all of NCAA Division I -AA in punt returns. He averaged 19.0 yards per return and had two returns for touchdowns.
The Medical Report
Senior defensive back Jordan Shafer, who suffered a knee
injury in last season's PFL Championsh ip Game and underwent surgery, has not played and may red-shirt this
season. Wide receiver Chris Ginter (knee sprain) served
as MSU's holder last week and will likely see action at
receiver this week. Defensive lineman Justin Nichols (leg
muscle strain) will likely see some action at Drake. Linebacker Thomas Flannery (strained hamstring) will not
make the Drake trip.
The Missouri- Rolla Game
Missouri-Rolla scored three of its five second-half touchdowns following Morehead State turnovers and rallied to
defeat the Eagles 49- 37 Saturday evening at Jayne Stadium. The start of the game was delayed 30 minutes
due to lightning. The two teams combined for 86 points
and more than 1,000 yards in total offense. MissouriRolla, now 2- 2 on the season, gained 415 of their 507
yards through the air. Morehead State, 0-4 on the season, gained 342 of its 501 total yards on the ground.
UMR quarterback Joe Winters passed for all 415 of the

Morehead State Schedule/Results
Aug. 31
at Western Illinois
L, 31-6
Sept. 9
at Newber ry
L, 23-7
16
*Valpara iso
L, 42-35
23
Missouri-Rolla
L, 49-37
30
*at Drake
2:00
Oct. 7
*at Dayton
1 : 00
14
* Davidson
1:00
21
* Jacksonville
1 :00
28
*at San Diego
7:00
Nov. 4
*at Butler
1: 00
11
Austin Peay
1: 00
18
**Gridiron Classic
TBA
* Pioneer Football League Game
**Gri diron Classic (Cha mpions of the Pioneer Football
League and the Northeast Conference meet at the
site of the NEC champion in 2006)
All t imes Eastern and p.m.

Drake Schedule/Results
Aug. 31
at Northern Iowa
L, 48-7
w, 40-7
Sept. 9
Upper Iowa
16
Wisconson-Platteville
w, 35-7
w, 21-7
23
*at Valparaiso
30
*Morehead State
1:00
Oct. 7
Waldorf
6:00
14
*at Butler
12:00
21
*San Diego
6:00
28
*at Dayton
12:00
Nov. 4
*Davidson
1:00
11
*at Jacksonville
11:30
*Pioneer Football League Game
Al l tim es Central and p.m. except fo r Nov. 11

Miners' yards through the air. He hit 23 of 39 passes
with six touchdowns. Three of his TD passes followed
Eagle turnovers. Wide receiver Ashton Gronewold caught
nine passes for 229 yards and three touchdowns.
Runningback Matt Padilla rushed the ball 21 times for 106
yards and a touchdown. He also caught three passes.
MSU halfback Erick Fitzpatrick rushed for 135 yards on
nine carries and scored two rushing touchdowns. He
also caught three passes for 66 yards and a touchdown.
Fullback Jabari McGee rushed for 95 yards and a touch down. MSU lost four fumbles and had one interception.
UMR's only turnover was a first quarter fumble that set
up the Eagles' second score. Morehead State led 14-0 at
the end of the first quarter and 21-14 at halftime. But,
the second half belonged to the Miners who outscored
the Eagles 14- 7 in the third quarter and 21- 6 in the fourth.
MSU-Drake History
Morehead State won the first meeting, 34-17, in Morehead
in 2003. The two teams met twice in 2004. The Bulldogs
won 42-12 in Des Moines and 20-17 in the Pioneer Football League Championship Game in Morehead

2005 Postseason Honors
The Football Gazette
NCAA Division I-AA Mid-Major All-America Team
Nick Feldman, First Team Return Specialist
Grant Jennings, First Team Offensive Lineman
Kwesi Williams, First Team Defensive Back
Eli Parkes, Second Team Runningback
Brian Yost, Second Team Quarterback
The Sports Networ k
NCAA Division I-AA Mid- Major All-America Team
Nick Feldman, First Team Return Specialist
Kwesi Will iams, First Team Defensive Back
All- Pioneer Football League
South Division
Dana Calhoun, Wide Receiver (Hon. Mention)
Kevin Cristel lo, Defensive Lineman
Nick Feldman, Return Specialist
David Hyland, Defensive Back (Hon. Mention)
Grant Jennings, Offensive Lineman
Adam Jones, Placekicker (Hon. Mention)
Brett Mazzara, Linebacker ( Hon. Mention)
Jabari McGee (Hon. Mention)
Justin Nichols, Def. Lineman (Hon. Ment ion)
Eli Parkes, Runningback
Ross Rick, Offensive Lineman
Nick Schoenfeld, Offensive Line ( Hon . Mention)
Jordan Shafer, Defensive Back ( Hon. Mention)
James Spencer-Howell, Def. (Hon. Mention)
Andrew St urzenbecker, Linebacker
Daniel Vagni, Tight End
Kwesi Williams, Defensive Back
Brian Yost, Quarter back
(Offensive Player of the Year)
Matt Ballard, Coach of the Year
The Pioneer Football League
The 2006 season marks the 14th year for th e Pioneer
Football League, wh ich returns to a non-divisional format for the first time since the 2000 season.
After five seasons playing a North-South divisional format, the league saw its numbers reduced to eight after
the 2005 season (Austin Peay leaving the conference to
return to scholarship football) and those remain ing members voted to adopt a full-round robin scheduling format
for 2006. Additionally, the PFL champion will participate
in the Gridiron Classic versus the champion of the Northeast Conference.
The PFL, a non-scholarship NCAA Division I-AA football
conference, is one of on ly three conferences that sponsor football as its only sport (the Gateway Football Conference and Great West Football Conferences being the
others). However, the PFL is a t ru ly national conference
with members on each coast and throughout the nation's
heartland. The league still retains four of its charter members - Butler University, the University of Dayton, Drake
University and Valparaiso University, plus the University
of San Diego (joining in 1992) - which were joined in
2001 by four new teams, three of which remain today Davidson College, Jacksonville University and Morehead
State University.
In January 1991 the NCAA passed legislation to require
Division I institutions to sponsor all intercollegiate sports
at the Division I level. The five charter members (Evans ville the fifth before dropping football in 1997), each dedicat ed t o the enhancement and sound management of
intercollegiate football as an integral part of the studentathletes' collegiat e experience, j oined together to form
the Pioneer Football League. From the league's incep-

ti on it has been a proponent of the creation of a nonscholarship football classification within Division I and
adopted the moniker of Pioneer based on the intent to
become the first league in that new division. The PFL is
comprised of NCAA Division I universities that previously
sponsored intercollegiate football at other levels with the
exception of Jacksonville, which started a non-scholarship program in 1998. All are currently committed to the
non-scholarship football model.
The PFL began play in 1993 with Dayton winning the
league's first crown. The league spent its first season in
1993 under t he administrative guidance of the Midwestern Collegiate Conference, and the office moved t o St.
Louis in 1994 when current commissioner Patty Viverito
was named t he PFL commissioner, a leadersh ip position
she continues to fill.
The Gridiron Classic
The Pioneer Football League ( PFL) and Northeast Conference (NEC) have entered into a two-year agreement
to meet in the Gridiron Classic, an exempted postseason
football game that will match t he champions of the two I AA football conferences.
The inaugural Gridiron Classic will take place on Saturday, November 18 with the NEC champion serving as host.
The PFL winner will host the 2007 event.
"Student-athletes thrive on competition and having a
meaningful postseason opportunity is a high priority for
our institutions," said Patty Viverito, PFL Commissioner.
"The PFL's new full round - robin schedule will crown a true
league champion, and the Gridiron Classic gives our best
team the chance to showcase its talents against another
top-notch Division I-AA champion."
"We are very pleased about the postseason opportunity that the Gridiron Classic affords our student-athletes,"
said Ron Ratner, NEC Associate Commissioner. "The NEC
and its schools look forward to working with the PFL in
making this a highly anticipated game at the I-AA level."
Central Connecticut State and Stony Brook are the defending NEC co-champions, while San Diego is the reign ing PFL champion. Set to begin its 14th season, the Pioneer Football League is one of three Division I football only sport conferences. The PFL is comprised of eight members: Butler, Dayton, Davidson, Dra ke, Jacksonville,
Morehead State, San Diego and Valparaiso.
The Northeast Conf erence consists of 11 institut ions
of higher learning located throughout five states and is
celebrating its 25th year as an NCAA Division I collegiate
athletic associat ion. The NEC began sponsoring football
at the I-AA level in 1996, and has since increased its
membership from five to eight institutions. Central Connecticut State, Monmouth, Robert Morris, Sacred Heart,
St. Francis (PA) and Wagner are full-time NEC members
who sponsor football, and t hey are joined by associat e
members Albany and Stony Brook.
Tough Schedule
Morehead State plays in the non-scholarship NCAA Division I-AA Pioneer Football League. In addition t o its seven
leaue games, MSU will play four scholarship programs.
Western Illinois is a member of the powerful Gateway
Foot ball Conference. Newberry compet es in the highly
rega rded NCAA Division II South Atlantic Conference. Missouri-Rolla is a scholarship Division II program. Austin
Peay, a former PFL member, is returning to scholarship
football and is playing as a Division I-AA independent this
season.

Vagni Overco mes Adversity
By Jason Ashcraft, MSU Athletic Media Relations
MOREHEAD Ky. - Daniel Vagni has played many roles
in his football career at Morehead State University, playing on both the offensive and defensive sides of the field.
But two years ago, Vagni's football career and life almost
came to a screeching halt.
With only four games left in the 2004 football season,
Vagni was rushed to the hospital with severe stomach
pains. Doctors discovered a blood clot in Vagni 's intestinal tract that had ruptured, forcing the then sophomore
to undergo emergency surgery. His inspirat ional comeback also earned hi m th e MSU Braveheart Award for the
2005-2006 year.
After missing the final four games of the 2004 season, Vagni was determined to come back for his junior
season. Not only come back, but play.
"I definitely had to get back on the field," said Vagni.
"Coming back after this makes me feel that I can do anything."
Even though he is excit ed about this upcoming season, Vagni knows just how close he came to never stepping on the field again.
"This has made me realize how important life is," he
said. "I really appreciate my mom more because of all of
this and all she did for me. It really puts things into perspective."
The seriousness of Vagni's situation was not lost on
Morehead State football coach Matt Ballard. The day that
Vagni was rushed to the hospital, Ballard was there to
encourage him.
"It was kind of life-threatening," said Ballard. "Certainly football could have been out of the picture, but his
quality of life cou ld have changed drastically. I knew that
if he was going to be okay and he was given the green
light, he would over tim e, make it back."
Ballard was also surprised by the amount of weight
Vagni lost during his recovery. However, the Pittsburgh,
Pa., native was able to return to form, starting the 2005
season weighing in at 210 pounds.
"His work ethic is incredible," said Ballard. "It's almost
miraculous that a kid could go from the condition he was
in to not just practice or sit on the sidelines and watch
t he team, but to get out on the field and help his football
team."
And helping the Eagles is what he did. In 2005 Vagni
played in 12 games as a receiver and punt returner. During the 2005 campaign he 17 receptions for 183 yards,
averaging 10.8 yards per reception. He finished the year
wi th three touchdowns as the Eagles ca ptured their
fourth-stra ight Pioneer Football League South Division
crown.
" He's been a leader ever since he's been here, and
he's led by example," said Ballard. " He works so hard,
and is one of those guys t hat will play almost any position we'd ask."
This season Ballard looks for Vagni to continue to fill
multiple roles. Besides his normal receiving duties, Ballard
said Vagni may fill the t ight end spot in his final season.
For Vagni, there is one more goal t hat he wants to
accomplish before he leaves Morehead State.
"I want to win the PFL championship," he said. " We've
been to the t itle game every year that I've been here,
and I want to win.

The 2006 Team Captains
Morehead State's captains for the 2006 season are Brett
Mazzaro (#43, Jr., LB, Cincinnati, Ohio), Jabari McGee (#23,
Sr., FB, Evansville, Ind.), Daniel Vagni (# 10, Sr., WR, Pittsburgh, Pa.) and Brian Yost (#9, Jr., QB, Huntingburg, Ind. )
Th e Eagle Sports Network
Once again in 2006-07, MSU Athletics and Gateway Radio Works, I nc., are teaming up to produce Eagle athletic
events on the Eagle Sports Network. The flagsh ip station of the network is WIVY-FM ( 96.3) . All ESN broadcasts of Eagle footba ll and basketball and Lady Eagle
bas k etball wi l l also b e available on t h e w eb at
www.msueagles.com. Chuck Mraz, Jason Blanton and
Tom Lewis will form the broadcast team.
Eagle Sports Network Affiliate Stations
WIVY-FM (96.3), Morehead (Flagship Station)
WMST-AM (1150), Mt. Sterling
WSIP-AM (1490), Paintsville
WSIP-FM (98. 9), Paintsville
WLSI-AM (900), Pikeville
WPKE-AM (1240), Pikeville
WEKB-AM (1460), Elkhorn City
WPRT-AM (960), Prestonsburg
WBTH-AM (1400), Williamson, W.Va .
WLGC-AM ( 1520), Ashland/Greenup
WLGC-FM (105. 7), Ashland/Greenup
WUGO-FM (102.3), Grayson
Pronunciation Guide
#3-David Hyland .............. ....................... HIGH-lund
#5-Chris Ginter ............ .. ................. .. ......... (hard G)
#8-Liam Kelly ......... ................ ..................... LEE-um
#10-Daniel Vagni ..................................... VAG-knee
#23-Jabari McGee ............ .. .................... juh-BAR-ee
#27-Jamar Jackson ...................... .... .......... j uh-MAR
#40-Anthony Kammer ....... .. ........... .. ...... .. .. KAY-mer
#43-Brett Mazzara .............................. . mu h-ZAR-oh
#49-Ryan (Meenach .... .. .... .. ................... mee-NUHK
#SO-Graham Reinke ................................. r hine-KEE
#53-Justin Annett ...................................... ann-ETT
# 56-Nick Schoenfeld ......................... show-uhn-feld
# 57-Caleb Meenach ............................... mee-NUHK
#58-Andrew Sturzenbecker ........ stuhr-zuhn-beck-er
#60-Ryan Duperow .............................. doo-PAIR-oh
Roster Geogra phy
Morehead State's 2006 overa ll rost er includes players
from 14 states. A total of 12 of those stat es are represent ed on this week's travel roster. The only Eagle from
Illinois is junior offensive guard Ross Rick from Ottawa
and Ottawa Township Hig h School. The breakdown for
the overall roster is as follows:
Kentucky .......................................................... 33
Ohio ................................................................ 31
Georgia ............................................................ 11
Virginia ............................................................. 11
Tennessee ......................................................... 5
I ndia na .............................................................. 4
Flor ida .............................................................. . 3
Pennsylvania ................ .. ..... .. ............... .............. 2
Alabama ........ ............. ................ ........................ 1
Illinois ........................................ .. .... .. ................ 1
Maryland ............................................................ 1
New York ............................................................ 1
West Virginia ...................................................... 1
Wisconsin ........................................................... 1

Pioneer Football League and NCAA Division I-AA Statistical Highlights
Team
Morehead State (PFL Ranking)
Scoring Offense ....... ..... .......................... ....... . 21.2 (5th)
Scoring Defense .... ............. .................. ...... .... . 36.2 (8th)
Rushing Offense ...... ...... .. .... 231.2 ( 1st & 10th nationally)
Passing Offense ..................................... ..... .. 125.0 (8th)
Total Offense ...... ........ ... ..................... .... ... ... 356.2 (6th)
Rushing Defense ........................................... 164.0 (8th )
Pass Defense ......................... ..... ...... ...... .. ... 250.5 (8th)
Total Defense .... ............. .............................. 414.5 (8th)
Turnover Margin ........................................ ..... -2.50 (8th)

Drake (PFL Ranking)
....... ................. .. ............. ..... ........... ....... 25.8 (4th)
........ ......................... ..... ....... ... ... ..... .... . 17.2 (2nd)
................... ......... ..... ........................... 213.8 (2nd)
............................................................ 176.8 (6th)
....... .. ........................ ..... ...................... 390.5 (2nd)
..... ...... .... .......... ... ....... .. .. .. ..... ... ........... 140.8 (4th)
............................................................ 198.8 ( 5th )
..... .. ... .. .................................. ... ........ ... 339.5 (4th)
...... ............. .. ....................... .... ..... ..... .. +0.75 (4th)

Individual
Morehead State (PFL Ranking)
Drake (PFL Ranking)
Rushing ................... ............... Erick Fitzpatrick (71.0, 3rd) ... ...... Scott Phay davong ( 128.0, 1st & 9th nationally)
Jabari McGee (65.2, 5th)
Brian Yost ( 40.8, 10th)
Passing Yardage ......... .. ................ Brian Yost ( 125.0, 8th) ............................ ..... Derek Retherford (176.8, 6th)
Total Offense ................ ................ Brian Yost ( 165.8, 7th) ......... ........................ Derek Retherford ( 170.2, 6th)
Scott Phaydavong ( 128.0, 8th)
Receptions per Game ........................... Daniel Vagni (2.8) ...... .. .................................... Shea Moroni (4.0, 9th)
Punt Returns ... .. ....... .. ... ... .... ....... Nick Feldman (7.5, 6th) ......................................... Clay Cleveland (8.2, 5th)
Kick Returns ... Erick Fitzpatrick (30. 7, 1st & 8th nationally) ................................... ......... .... Tyler Putnam (22.5)
All- Purpose Yards ...... .. ......... Erick Fitzpatrick ( 152.8, 2nd) ... ....................... ... ... Scott Phaydavong (142.2, 3rd)
Punting ........................... ........... Mason Webb (38.4, 1st) ............................ ... ....... Brandon Wubs (37.6, 2nd)
Scoring ... ...... .. .......... .......... Erick Fitzpatrick (9.0, t ie 2nd) ............................... Scott Phaydavong (6.0, tie 9th)
Tac kles ....... .... .. ...... .............. ...... Brett Mazzaro (38, 2nd) ....................................... James Adams (30, t ie 3rd)
Sacks ......................................... Brett Mazzaro (1. 5, 4th) .. ... .. .......................... .... .... Kevin Jennings (3.0, 1st )
Tackles For Loss .................... .. .......... Brett Mazzaro (2.5) ................ ..................... Brian Conway (3 .5, tie 2nd)
.... .. ...... ........... ................. ...... ........ ................................... .... ... ....... ...... .... ....... Kevin Jennings ( 3.5, tie 2nd)
Interceptions ......................................................... none ............................................... Andy Green (2, 2nd)
Passes Defended .............. .. .......... Josh Harris (5, tie 1st) ............................................ Andy Green (5, tie 1st)

Morehead State Offense
Left Tackle
78-Grant Jennings
(6-4, 270, Jr.)
68-Randy Brown
(6-2, 280, Jr.)

Left Guard

Center

60-Ryan Duperow
(6-2, 300, Jr.)
66-Jacob Nail
(6-3, 285, Fr.)

56-Nick Schoenfeld
(6-4, 270, So.)
52-Kelly Lancaster
(6-2, 235, Fr.)

Wide Receiver

Rigbt Guard
70-Ross Rick
( 6-2, 270, Jr.)
79-Brandon James
(6-4, 270, Fr.)

Quarterback

15-Nick Feldman
(5-9, 185, So.)
17-Michael Shannon
(6-0, 185, Fr.)
5-Chris Ginter
(6-2, 175, Sr.)

Wide Receiver

9-Brian Yost
(6-1, 220, Jr.)
4-Brian Burley
(6-4, 210, So.)

Fullback

Left Halfback
7-Eric Fitzpatrick
(5-7, 180, So.)
20-Jerrod Pendleton
(6-2, 205, Fr.)
32-Maurice Young
(5-8, 185, Fr.)

23-Jabari McGee
(5-10, 225, Sr.)
34-Eric Banks
(5-10, 217, Jr.)
22-Ky le Redden
(6-0, 215, Jr.)

Right Tackle
61-Chris Setters
(6-5, 300, So.)
62- Kyle Hall
(6-3, 280, Fr.)

10-Daniel Vagni
( 6-0, 21 , Sr.)
81-Matu Bundy
(5-9, 155, Fr.)
84-Jared Clodfelter
(6-5, 200, Fr.)

Right Halfback
33-Ricky Cornelius
(5-10, 220, Jr.)
1-Abdual Henderson
( 5-10, 205, So.)
14- Drew Morgan
(5-11, 195, Fr.)

Morehead State Defense
Left Tackle
72-Kyle Sand
(6-1, 250, Jr.)
57-Caleb Meenach
(5-11, 240, So.)

SR.!.!.!
6-Chris King
(6-1, 215, So.)
35-Brian Gray
(5-11, 185, Jr.)
53-Justin Annett
(6-3, 210, Fr.)

Sam Linebacker
58-A. Sturzenbecker
(6-3, 230, Jr.)
49- Ryan Meenach
(6-0, 205, So.)

Nose Guard
74-Derick Steiner
(6-1, 300, Fr.)
55-Justin Nichols
(6-1, 280, Sr.)
99- Ryan Messer
(6-2, 260, So.)

Middle Linebacker
46- Nick Williams
(5-10, 220, So. )
47-Wes McDermott
(6-0, 240, Fr.)

~

Cornerback
2-Josh Harris
(6-0, 180, Fr.)
28-Jarred Johnson
(5-11, 175, Fr.)

18-Noel Williams
(6-2, 190, Fr.)
8-Liam Kelly
(6-2, 180, Fr.)

Right Tackle
92-Brad Queen
(6-2, 285, So.)
94-Aaron Diaz
(6-3, 245, Jr.)

Will Linebacker
43- Brett Mazzara
( 5-10, 185, Jr.)
40-Anthony Kamer
(6- 1, 200, Fr.)

~

8-Liam Kelly
(6-2, 180, Fr.)
21-Tim Eisenhauer
(5-11, 185, Fr.)

Cornerback
3-David Hyland
(6-1 , 185, So.)
37-Henry Hudson
(5-10, 175, Fr.)
26-Germain Smith
( 5-11, 170, Fr. )

Morehead State Specialists
Kickoffs: 83-Mason Webb, 89-Max Hammond
FG, PAT: 89-Max Hammond, 83- Mason Webb
Punts: 83- Mason Webb, 89- Max Hammond
Long Snaps: 57-Ca leb Meenach, 55 -Justin Nichols

Holder: 5-Chris Ginter, 10-Daniel Vagni
Punt Returns: 15-Nick Feldman, 7-Erick Fitzpatrick
Kickoff Returns: 7-Erick Fitzpatrick, 15-Nick Feldman ,
23-Jabari McGee

Morehead State University
2006 Football Roster
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
14
15
17
18
20
21
22
23
26
27
28
29
32
33
34
35
37
39
40
42
43
46
47
49

so

52
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
66
68
70
72

74
78
79
81
82
83
84
89
92
94
98
99

Na m e
Abdual Henderson
Josh Harris
David Hyland
Brian Burley
Chris Ginter
Chris King
Erick Fitzpatrick
Liam Kelly
Brian Yost
Daniel Vagni
Evan Sawyer
Drew Morgan
Nick Feldman
Michael Shannon
Noel Williams
Jerrod Pendleton
Tim Eisenhauer
Kyle Redden
Jabari McGee
Germain Smith
Justin Annett
Jarred Johnson
Jordan Shafer
Maurice Young
Ricky Cornelius
Eric Banks
Bryan Gray
Henry Hudson
Alex Johnson
Anthony Kammer
Thomas Flannery
Brett Mazzaro
Nick Williams
Wes McDermott
Ryan Meenach
Graham Reinke
Kelly Lancaster
Justin Nichols
Nick Schoenfeld
Caleb Meenach
Andrew Sturzenbecker
Mike Mallory
Ryan Duperow
Chris Setters
Kyle Hall
Chris Collins
Jacob Nail
Randy Brown
Ross Rick
Kyle Sand
Derick Steiner
Grant Jennings
Brandon James
Matu Bundy
Patrick Wall
Mason Webb
Jared Clodfelt er
Max Hammond
Brad Queen
Aaron Diaz
Andrew Doan
Ryan Messer

Pos
RB
DB
DB/WR
QB

WR
DB
HB
DB
QB

WR
QB
RB

WR
WR
DB
RB
DB
FB
FB
DB
LB
DB
DB
RB
HB
FB
LB
DB
DB
LB
LB
LB
LB
LB
DB
LB
OL
OT
C
DL
LB
LB
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
DL
OT
OL
OL

WR
TE
K
WR
K
OT
DL
DL
OT

Ht

Wt

5-10
6-0
6-1
6-4
6-2
6-1
5-8
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-1
5-11
5-9
6-0
6-2
6-2
5-11
6-0
5-10
5-11
6-3
5-11
6-1
5-8
5-10
5-10
5-11
5-10
5-9
6-1
6-2
5-10
5-10
6-0
6-0
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-4
5-11
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-5
6-3
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-4
6-4
5-9
6-4
6-0
6-5
5-10
6-2
6-3
6-3
6-2

205
180
185
210
175
215
180
180
220
215
180
195
185
185
190
205
185
215
225
170
210
175
190
185
220
217
185
175
165
200
225
185
220
240
205
235
235
280
270
240
230
225
300
300
280
280
285
280
270
250
300
270
270
155
215
220
200
180
285
245
200
260

Cl
So
Fr
So
So
Sr
So
So
Fr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Fr
So
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Sr
Fr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr
So
Fr
So
Jr
So
Fr
So
So
Fr
Sr
So
So
Jr
Fr
Jr
So
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Fr
So
Fr
So
So
Jr
Fr
So

Hometown/ High School / Previous College
Knoxvi lle, Tenn./West
Dayton, Ohio/Chaminade-Juliene
Woodstock, Ga./Et owah
Pittsburgh, Pa./Schen ley
Morehead, Ky./Rowan County
Cleveland, Ohio/St. Thomas More Prep
Cincinnati, Ohio/Colerain
Cincinnati, Ohio/Turpin
Huntingburg, Ind./Southridge
Pittsburgh, Pa./Keystone Oaks
Dayton, Ohio/Jefferson
Walton, Ky./Ryle
Oconto, Wis./Oconto
Glasgow, Ky./Glasgow
Morehead, Ky./Rowan County
Lucasville, Ohio/Portsmouth West
Woodstock, Ga./Sequoyah
Hebron, Ky./Conner
Evansville, Ind./Harrison
Radcliff, Ky./John Hardin
Powder Springs, Ga./Harrison
Lawrenceville, Ga./South Gwinnett
Covington, Ohio/Covington
Chesterfield, Va./Manchester
Cincinnati, Ohio/Oak Hills
Marion, Ind./Marion
Savannah, Ga./Benedictine Military Academy
Winchester, Ky./Clark County
Florence, Ky./Beechwood
Florence, Ky./Boone County
Olive Hill, Ky./West Carter/ University of Kentucky
Cincinnati, Ohio/McNicholas
Cincinnati, Ohio/Elder
Louisville, Ky./ Holy Cross
Catlettsburg, Ky./Boyd County
Glencoe, Ky./Owen County
Suwanee, Ga./Collins Hill
Danville, Ky./Boyle County
Cincinnati, Ohio/Oak Hills
Catlettsburg, Ky./Boyd County
Jamestown, N.Y./Jamestown
Nicholasville, Ky./East Jessamine
Washington Courthouse, Ohio/Miami Trace
Fairborn, Ohio/Fairborn
Ekron, Ky./Meade County
London, Ky./North Laurel
Louisville, Ky./Holy Cross
Goshen, Ohio/Goshen
Ottawa, 1I1./0ttawa Township
Seminole, Fla./Seminole
Mason, Ohio/Bishop Fenwick
Lakeside Park, Ky./Dixie Heights
Louisville, Ky./DeSales
Richmond, Va./Hugenot
West Carrollton, Ohio/West Carrollton
Hamilton, Ohio/Hamilton
Nashville, Tenn./Hillwood
Grayson, Ky./East Carter/ University of Wyoming
Greenup, Ky./Greenup County
Orlando, Fla./Cypress Creek
Dublin, Ohio/Dublin Coffman
Bellbrook, Ohio/Bellbrook
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9-30-06

Volleyball Rallies for 3-1 Win Over Southeast Missouri
MOREHEAD, Ky. -The Morehead State volleyball team got double-doubles from sophomores Erin

Peak and Katelyn Barbour, a career high 29 digs from freshman libero Kristina Schoo, and a season high 16
team blocks to rally past visiting Southeast Missouri, 3-1 (21-30, 30-26, 32-30, 30-16) , Saturday at
Wetherby Gym. The Eagles spotted the Redhawks a 1-0 lead but came back to win its fifth match in six
chances as MSU moved to 14-6 overa ll and 4-0 in the Ohio Valley Conference. SEMO fell to 8-9 and 2-2 in
the league.
Along with four blocks, Barbou r also handed out 58 assists and had 15 digs from her setter position
for her eighth consecutive double-double, while Peak flirted with a triple-double for the second time this
season. She had 13 kills, 12 digs and six blocks, while junior Ashley Murphey tallied double figure numbers
with 12 kills and t ied a career high with six blocks . Senior Laura Cox posted her 15th double digit kil l match
w ith a match-high 23 to go along with a .306 hitting effort.
For Southeast Missouri, Jessica Koeper led the way with 15 kills and 19 digs, while Brenna Schlader
,osted 13 kills and Brittany Hastings had 12. Schlader also added eight block assists. Molly Davis picked up
1 team high 23 digs from the back row.
For the match, the eagles hit .204, but put the match away with a .351 effort and 17 kills in game
four. SEMO, meanwhi le, was held to a negative hitting effort in the fi nal game afte r beginning the match
with a .405 effort in game one. MSU had 70 kills to SEMO's 56 , while the Eagles scooped up 89 digs compared to 77 for the visitors.
Morehead State travels to Murray State on Friday, Oct. 6 for its next match.

-
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Sisterhood of Soccer Part 1
By JASON ASHCRAFT
Media Relations Staff

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Many children grow up playing sports together, and some are
able to share the field or court with their sibling. For four members of the Morehead State soccer team the fun of playing soccer with each other has continued
into their college years.
The Soccer Eagles have two sets of sisters on the team. Junior twins Rebekah and
Rachel Kendall, and sophomore Morgan Melzer and freshman Lauren Melzer. In
the first of a pair of features on these two sets of sisters, the focus is on the Kendall twins.
While the Melzer sisters had to wait a year to be reunited on the field, the Kendall twins have never been separated. The two have been playing soccer together
.. nee they were five years old .
"We've played soccer since before I can remember," said Rebekah Kenda ll. "Soccer would not have been as fun without Rachel on the team."
" I don't think we've skipped a year," said Rachel Kendall, the older of the twins by
five minutes. " The best part of having my twin sister on the team is basically like
having my best friend on the team . She's always there for me."
On the field the twins from Sissonville, W. Va. play at opposite ends. Rebekah, a
forward, is tied for the lead in goals this season, and scored 13 goals the previous
two seasons. Rachel, a defender, is focused on keeping the ball off her end of the
field and in her sister's.
Like most sisters the Kendalls are very close and have played several other sports
together besides soccer. And while they look alike the twins have their differences.
"We're mirror twins," explained Rachel. "That means she does everything lefthanded and I do everything right-handed . I write right, she writes left, I kick
right, she kicks left. Her hair even curls to the left and mine curls to the right."
v"Jost people would say that Rachel is the crazier and louder one," said Rebekah .
Jut, if you really get to know me, you 'd see that I can be just as loud and crazy."
Family has always played a key role in the lives of the Ken dal ls. The twins are the

<.
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youngest of seven children including two older sisters and an older brother.
" We are big family people. All seven us are very close as a family," said Rebekah.
"They are the most supportive and loving family ever. No matter what, they are
always in the stands cheering us on and they do not emphasize winning, which
we love. They just care about us not getting hurt and having fun."
The transition to college can be a trying time for new student-athletes. The student-athletes move in earlier than most freshmen and have stressful schedules.
The Kendalls said having each other helped them adapt to college life.
" Rebekah has helped with being homesick, classes, and soccer tremendously and
I can't thank her enough," said Rachel.
In all the Kendall twins are thankful that they have been able to play soccer together for so long.

It is truly a blessing from God that I get to play with her and for this soccer team
and I thank God all the time for it," said Rebekah.
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Eagle Soccer Wins Record-Setting Game
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Eaglej unior Rebekah Kendal l posted a school record and ti ed
an Ohio Vall ey Conference record of four goals in a single match in a 4-0 win over
Murray St at e Friday night. Kendall set the new record in at th e 89 : 38 m ark in the
game off an assist from sist er Rachel Kendall and Kimmie Beiting .

Kendall scored all the Eagle goa ls in Friday's m atch . The first came in the sixth
minute off a 30-yard pass from sophomore midfielder Ami e Noll. Kendall's second
scored of the gam e cam e in the 16th minute off an assist from twin sister Rachel
Kendall. Kendall 's final goal of the first half came in the 18th minute of freshman
Bridgette Gom illion .
The previous record of three goa ls in a m atch wa s held by Stephanie Sandfoss,
and Christina Moore. Sandfoss's m atch setting performance cane on October, 24
2000 aga inst Spalding. Moore tied the record on September, 6 2002 aga inst Lipscomb.
Kendall is now th ird all -time at Morehead Stat e in ca reer goa ls with 19.
Rachel Kendall posted two assists on the day with three other Eag les also adding
assists. Goa lkeeper Leslie King pulled in nine saves and post ed her fourth shutout
of the season.
Morehead St at e's record improves to 5- 7 overa ll and 3- 1 in conference play. The
Racers fell to 5-3- 1 overall and 2-2- 1 in the OVC.
Morehead State host s Tennessee-Martin on Sunday at 1 p .m . at Jayne Stad ium .
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Murray State Tops Eagle Volleyball, 3-0
MURRAY, Ky. - Sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour posted her ninth consecutive double-double but
it wasn't enough to overcome host Murray State Friday night. The Racers topped the Morehead State
Eagles, 3-0 (24-30, 23-30, 19-30), in OVC volleyball action at Racer Arena. Morehead State fell to 14-7
and 4-1 in the league, while Murray State improved to 12-3 and 4-1 in the OVC.
Barbour had 30 assists and 11 digs and senior Laura Cox had 12 kills, but Murray State, which leads
the nation in digs per game, used 84 digs and 13 team blocks to get past the Eagles. The Eagles were also
held to just an 0.42 hitting percentage.
Ashley Doscher had nine kills for the Eagles while Kristina Schoo had a team high 14 digs. Senior
Johanna Thompson had a season high 10 digs. Murray State was led by Allison Mugler with 13 kills and 14
digs. Heather Norris had 27 digs, while Katie Kemezys had six blocks.
The Eagles return to action on Saturday as they visit UT Martin for a 3 p.m . match aga inst the
Skyhawks.
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Volleyball Limits Powerful UT Martin Team In 3-0 Sweep
MARTIN, Tenn. - The Morehead State volleyball team limited the league's best blocking team to just
four total blocks and the league's best service team to only five total aces as the Eagles swept the host
UT Martin Skyhawks, 3-0 (30-25, 30-25, 30-23 ), Saturday at Skyhawk Fieldhouse. With the win, MSU
moved to 15-7 and 5-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference, whi le UTM fell to 14- 6 overa ll and 3-3 in the conference.
The Eagles, who dropped a 3-0 decision at Murray State Friday for their first league setback, came
back to form Saturday as they compiled seven team blocks and had eight services aces in the sweep.
Sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour posted her 10th straight double-double with a team high 29 assists, 10
digs and a career high five blocks.
The Eagles needed only 40 kills to clinch the match with senior Laura Cox lead ing the way with 10
spikes. Junior Ashley Murphey had nine kills and hit .316 for the match, while sophomore Ashley Doscher
had eight. Kristina Schoo dug 10 balls to tie Barbour for tea m honors on defense.
For UTM, Dimphy Sasse led the way with 12 kills, but the story was the Eagles' limiting the league's
>p blocker, Kathryn Sprague, to just one block assist in the entire match. She had been averaging more
man one per game. The Eag les also forced the Skyhawks into just a .128 hitting effort for the match.
Morehead State return to action next weekend as it travels to Samford on Friday, Oct. 13 and
league-leader Jacksonv ille State on Saturday, Oct. 14.

-
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Morehead Soccer Battles UT-Martin to Draw
MOREHEAD, Ky. - The Morehead State Eagles and the University of Tennessee at
Martin Skyhawks battled for 110 minutes Sunday afternoon in Morehead. Both fought
hard, but neither team was able to score resulting in a 0-0 tie.
The tie was Morehead ' s first and the second game that the Eagles have played into
double-overtime. The game did see seven bookings in the fi rst 45 minutes with four
Eagles given yellow cards.
Rebekah Kendall led MSU in shots with 12, fo llowed by Lindsey Stefanini , Hillary
Johnson, and Rachel Kendall with three shots apiece.
MSU Goalkeeper Leslie King posted 4 saves, while the Eagle defense only allowed 9
total shots.
Morehead State's record stands at 5-7- 1 (3-1-1). The Skyhawks record is now 3-8-2
overall and 1-3-2 in Ohio Valley Conference play.
The Eagles hit the road next weekend for a Friday evening showdown against Southeast
Missouri State and a Sunday afternoon match against Eastern Illinois.
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Volleyball Knocks off Samford, 3- 1
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.- Sophomores Erin Peak and Katelyn Barbour each had double-doubles, and
senior Lau ra Cox joined the Morehead State 1,000 kill-club as t he Eagles defeated the host Samford University Bulldogs, 3-1 (30-24, 27-30, 30-25, 30-26), Friday at Seibert Hall. For Barbour, it was her 11th straight
double-double, while Cox led the team with 17 kills and now has 1,014 for her career.
The Eagles improved to 16-7 overa ll and 6-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference, setting up a battle for
first place Saturday as MSU t ravels to Jacksonville State for a 3 p.m. match. The match can be seen live
on ovcsports.tv. Samford fell to 6-14 and 1-6 in the league.
Cox and Peak both had 17 kills, combining for 34 of the Eagles' 69 tota l kills. Sophomore Ashley
Doscher also reached double figures with 12 spikes and led t he team with four blocks as well. Barbour
continued to deliver as the team's floor captain with 53 assists and a team - and season- high 19 digs. She
also had seven kills on a team high .375 hitting effort. Overa ll, the Eagles dug up 82 balls and had six team
blocks and six aces. Peak added 17 digs, while Kristina Schoo also piled up 17 digs. Johanna Thompson had
.2 digs on the back row for MSU.
Alyssa Trimpe topped the Bu lldogs with 14 kills, while Sarah Gardner had 21 digs. Sheridan Strangohr
notched six blocks as Samford had 11 tota l team blocks. The Eagles were able to limit the hosts' production
t hough as SU hit just .126 for the match.
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Volleyball Loses at Jacksonville State, 3-0
JACKSONVILLE, Ala.- Sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour kept her double-double streak alive at 12
matches, but the host Jacksonville State Gamecocks overpowered Morehead State, 3-0 (22-30, 24-30, 3032), Saturday at Pete Mathews Col iseum. The Gamecocks kept their perfect OVC mark intact at 8-0, while
MSU fell to 6-2 in the league and 16-8 overall.
Barbour, a native of Florence, Ky., had a team high 16 digs and dished out 28 assists, while junior
transfer Ashley Murphey rejected five Jacksonville State attempts, but the hosts were too powerful as they
compiled 50 kills and 55 digs. Brittney Wh itten led JSU with 16 kills, while three others had 10. The Eagles
did hold the nation's third-best spiker, junior Abbey Breit, to just 10 kills - well below her nationally- ran ked
ave rage of 5.76 per game. Breit and Whitten had 14 digs apiece .
For the Eagles, senior Laura Cox led the attack with 11 kills, while sophomore Erin Peak posted nine
ki lls, six digs and four blocks. Kelsey Cronin had a season high six kills for MSU as wel l.
The Eagles will have the week off before returning to the court at home on Friday, Oct. 20 against
1VC ri val Austin Peay. First serve at Wetherby Gy m is schedu led for 7 p.m . The Eagles then host Tennessee
tate on Saturday, Oct. 21 at 11 a.m.

-
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ITA regional

This past weekend We competed in the ITA Region 3 championships which is a
qualifying tournament for the national indoor championships. Region 3 is the toughest
region in the United States and for good reason with teams such as Georgia, Florida,
Vanderbilt, Alabama, Auburn, UK, and so on and so on.
I have attached the results with them highlighted.
I have a couple of comments
On Tyler Worley loss to Adam Hubble which was 3 and 3 not 2 and 3.
"Tyler Worley played excellent today and continues to show what hard work can do! He
is the hardest working player I have had in years and his growth as a player shows what
hard work and determination can do." Adam Hubble of Tennessee is of the top players in
the SEC and the nation.
On Adam Storti singles win over Virgin of Kentucky, " Adam Storti has really blown up
this fall with great showings at the Middle Tennessee Invite making it to the B singles
final and now winning a again against Kentucky and dominating in his effort"
Jacob Mcleod is really close to realizing he is one of the top players in the OVC and is on
the verge with Storti becoming one of the top doubles teams in the nation. Jacob and
Adam had two incredible matches first against Florida Atlantic in the first round and then
against Florida's Ouellette and Briceno both have multiple ATP points and are among the
elite players in college tennis." "Now as a staff we have to continue the work of making
these guys understand that type of intensity is the norm expected here at Morehead State
not just an exception."
This fall we have had wins over Kentucky, Xavier, Florida Atlantic, Middle Tennessee,
Troy University to name a few. We are going into the spring feeling good about ourselves
but it is up to the players to maintain what we have been teaching them this fall during
the break.
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Eagle Soccer Secures Trip to OVC Tournament

MORHEHEAD, Ky. - The Morehead State Soccer team wil l do no worse th an host a
first round game in the Ohio Vall ey Conference tournament thanks to a 2-0 victory over Austin Peay State University Friday night. The Eagles are still in the hunt
for a top two finish in the OVC and could earn a bye in the first round of the OVC
tournament. Morehead State wi ll either make its fourth appearance in the OVC
tournament on Tuesday October 31 at Jayne Stadium or in the conference semifinals on November 3.
Eagle sophomore forward Kelly Busch got the Eagles on the board in the 38th
minute off an Abby Doyle cross. Doyle crossed the ball from th e corn er and Busch
was there to strike it home for her third goal of th e season .
Junior forward Rebekah Kendall scored her seventh goal of the season in the 88th
minute. Kendall took th e ball at midfield and outran the Governor's defender to
score an unassisted goal. Kenda ll 's insurance goal put the score at 2-0.
Eagle goalkeeper Lesl ie King posted her fifth -straight shutout in a game that
included11 saves. King currently has not had a goal scored against her in 510
straight minutes.
Austin Peay goalkeeper Brooke Abrahams posted three saves on the night. The
Govs were led in shooting by forward Ashley Beck.
Morehead State has secured at least a top-four finish in the OVC and wil l host a
tournament game on Tuesday, October 31 . The opponent and time for the tourna m ent game will be determined at a later date.
The Eagles' record now stands at 6- 7- 3 overall ( 4-1-3) . The Governors now stand
at 6-8-3 (3-3-2).
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Volleyball Races Past Austin Peay, 3-0
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Senior Laura Cox had a team high 17 kills and hit .500 for the match, while
sophomore setter Kate lyn Barbour posted her 13th straight double-double as the Morehead State volleyball
team defeated visiting Austin Peay, 3-0 (30-19, 30-17, 30-25), Friday at Wetherby Gym. The Eag les had
five players hit over .500 as they improved to 17-8 overa ll and 7-2 in the OVC. Austin Peay dipped to 3-18
and 1-8 in the conference .
Cox, who ranks third in the OVC in kills per game, had her 13th consecutive double-digit effort as
she made just three errors for a .500 hitting effort. Barbour meanwhile, handed out 52 assists on the
Eagles' 57 total kills and collected 10 digs. The Eagles also benefited from 10 team blocks.
The Governors were led in the match by Kirstin Distler with nine kills. Kristin Kirch had a match high
15 digs from the libero's spot. The Eagles forced APSU to hit j ust .118 for the match while hitting .383
themselves - their second best effort of the season.
Sophomore Erin Peak had 12 kills for MSU and also collected four block assists - one of three players
1ith fou r blocks. Junior Ash ley Murphey and senior Diana Zipp also had four rejections. Murphey added nine
ills and hit .533 for the match, while Zipp notched eight ki lls and hit .533 as well. Defensively, the Eagles
got a team high 12 digs from freshman Lucie Klein and nine from freshman Kristina Schoo.
The Eagles return to the court tomorrow to face Tennessee State at 11 a.m.
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Eagle Volleyball Falls in Five to TSU
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Ju nior Ashley Murphey had a career high 21 kills and hit .529 for the match, but
visiting Tennessee State got a 24-kill, 20-dig performance from Kelly Davis to propel it to a 3-2 (30- 28, 2130, 30-28, 28-30, 15-11) win over the host Morehead State Eagles Saturday. The Eagles fell to 17-8
overall and 7-3 in the OVC, while the Tigers moved to 15-11 and 7-3 in the conference .
Tennessee State also got 17 kills and 18 digs from Erika Godbolt and 18 kills from Meesha Jackson,
along with 14 spikes from Collese Dornan.
For the Eagles, sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour was again the sparkplug with her 14th straig ht
double-double. Barbour handed out 68 assists and had 14 digs. The Eag les also had three other players in
double figures as senior Laura Cox smashed 20 kills for her 14th consecutive double digit match. Senior
Diana Zipp contributed 18 kills and hit .308, while sophomore Ashley Doscher came off the bench to record
16 kil ls and a .406 hitting effort in four games.
Both team started slow as the Eagles hit just .042 in game one compared to just a .159 effort for
,e Tigers. However, MSU came back to post 17 kil ls on a .308 performance to claim the win in game two.
oth squads then began to get in the rhythm as TSU hit .595 for game three with 23 kills, while MSU fashioned a .500 effort with 25 successful kil ls. Each team hit over .300 in game four, but TSU clinched the
match with a .625 effort in the final game.
Defensively, the Eagles got a team high 16 digs from freshman Kristina Schoo as MSU had 62 total
digs. TSU came up with 74 digs, including the 20 by Davis and 18 from Godbolt. TSU also had 13 team
blocks, led by Endia Oliver with five.
Morehead State returns to action next weekend as it hosts UT martin on Friday and Murray State on
Saturday.
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Eagle Soccer Clinches Second Place in the OVC

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Junior forward Rebekah Kendall scored the 'golden goal ' in th e
101 st minute to give Morehead Stat e a 1-0 w in over Tennessee Tech Sunday aft ernoo n in the regular season fin ale . With the w in , Morehead State cl inched a second place finish in the Ohio Va lley Conference, a second seed in the conference
tournam ent. and a fi rst round bye in the tournament .
Sophomore goa lkeeper Leslie King posted her sixth straight shutout. King finished
the regular season without allowing a goa l in 610 minutes and 36 seconds. King
had already set the MSU career shutout record and complet ed the season with
nine total shutouts.
King has on ly allowed four goa ls in conference p lay and f inished the conference
slate with a 0 .41 goals aga inst average . She posted five saves aga inst Tennessee
Tech .
Kendall 's goal ca m e in the first minute of the second overtim e period when she
connected with a Hillary Johnson pass that was red irect ed in Kendall 's direction .
Johnson's assist was her third of the season .
Morehead Stat e w ill receive a first-round bye in the OVC tourn am ent and w ill appear in th e confer ence semi-finals November 3 at Sa mford University . The Eag les'
opponent wi ll be det ermined at a later date.
The Eagles fin ish the season with a 7-7-3 record overall and a 5-1 - 3 record in
conference play. Tennessee Tech finished the season w it h a 2-12-3 record overall
and a 1-6-2 OVC record .
Neither team scored in the first 90 minutes though several play er s came close.
Of Kendall's seven shots, five were on goal including a shot that bounced off the
crossbar in the first half.
The Golden Eagles were led in shots by Rebecca Ross and Jennifer Hoffman w ith
two apiece . Tech goalkeeper Loretta McNamme posted eight saves on the day .

.I
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Volleyball Holds Off UT Martin, 3-1
MOREHEAD, Ky. - In a tough Ohio Valley Conference volleyball matchup Friday night at Wetherby
Gym, the host Morehead State Eagles held off a determined UT Martin Skyhawk team for a 3-1 v ictory. The
Eag les won game one going away, 30-13, but then had to battle through a see-saw affair the rest of t he
night, taking game two 30-28, losing game three 30-27 and winning a marathon game four, 31-29, to
improve to 18-9 overal l and 8-3 in the league. UTM fell to 16-10 and 5-6 in the conference. Games two and
three saw a combined 25 t ie sco res.
Morehead State got another double- double night from the tandem of setter Kately n Barbour and
midd le hitter Erin Peak. Barbour had 51 assists and dug 15 Skyhawk attacks for her 15th straight doubledouble, while Peak had 14 kills and 11 digs. Barbour also dumped eight ki lls over the net to nearly post a
triple-double. The Eagles also benefitted from double digit ki ll nights from sen ior Laura Cox ( 14), sophomore
As hley Dosche r (10) and junior Ashley Murphey (12) . Cox recorded her 15th straight double-digit kill performance.
The Eag les also out-dug the Skyhawks, 71-61, with freshman libero Kristina Schoo's 17 topping MSU
ack row efforts. Freshman Lucie Klein also had 12 digs. Defensively for the Skyhawks, it was all libero Anna
Gautreau as she came up with a match high 28 digs in the four- game set - seve n digs per game. Jamie
Hollins had a double-double effort with a team best 17 kills and 12 digs, while the UTM blocking tandem of
Kathryn Sprague and Sarah Jett combined for seven solo blocks and four assists. Both teams had 11 aces
as well.
For the match, Morehead State fashioned a .202 hitting percentage, wh ile UTM hit .152. The
Skyhawks were limited to a - .07 1 effort in game one but rebounded to hit .371 in game two. The Eag les
finished the match by hitting .389 with 19 kills in game four.
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Volleyball Shuts Down Muray State, 3-0
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Host Morehead State got a career high 2 1-kill, .576-hitting percentage performance from sophomore m iddle hitter Erin Peak, and the Eag les also out-dug the nation 's best defensive
team as MSU defeated t he visiting Murray State Racers, 3-0, Saturday at Wet herby Gym. With the win,
Morehead State moved to 19-9 overall and 9-3 in the Oh io Valley Conference, while Murray slipped to 16-6
and 8-4 in the leag ue. The Eagles also moved into at least a tie for second place in the OVC with Tennessee State.
Peak averaged seven kills a game in t _
he sweep and made just two errors to tie her career high for
kills. Sophomore setter Katelyn Barbour also extended her consecutive double-double streak to 16 matches
with a 51-assist, 12-dig afternoon. Overall, the Eagles also came up w ith 52 digs compared to Murray's 48
and held the Racers to eight digs below t heir nationally-leading average of 24 per game.
The Eagles hit .333 for the match and limited the Racers to a .196 effort. Morehead hit .472 in game
one and finished the match with a .447 showing in game th ree. The Eagles also had nine blocks, led by
·eshman middle hitter Amber Campbell. The Clemson University transfer came off the bench for four blocks
nd added a career high fi ve kills whi le hitting .625. Her first play of the day was a block in game two.
Senior Laura Cox added t hree blocks as did senior Diana Zipp and Barbou r. Cox's streak of 15 straight
double digit kill matches came to an end, however, as she had seven. Ashley Doscher also reached double
figu res for the Eagles with 10 kills.
Murray State was led by a trip of attackers as Katie Kemezys had 13 ki lls, Holly Jansen had 12 and
Tara DeMage had 10. Heather Norris, who leads the nation digs per game, had a match high 18.
The Eag les are idle this week before returning to OVC action on Friday, Nov. 3 at Tennessee State.
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Women's Basketball Tabbed Second in OVC Preseason Poll;
LaKrisha Brown Named Preseason First-Team AII-OVC
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Coming off a fifth place finish in the Ohio Val ley Conference last season - their
highest finish in three seasons - the Morehead State women's basketball team has been picked to finish
second in 2006-2007, according to a poll conducted by the league's head coaches and sports information
directors. The OVC announced the preseason polls and preseason all-conference teams at the annual Media
Day in Nashville, Tenn., Wednesday. Senior LaKrisha Brown was named First-Team AII-OVC.
The Eagles finished 16-13 overall last season but fashioned an 11-9 league record to secure fifth
place. MSU also upset fourth-seed Austi n Peay in the first round of the tournament and advanced to the
semifinals. The Eagles return three starters - Brown, sophomore Brittany Bass and senior Jessie Plante and have six highly-touted newcomers joining the squad. Senior Holly Williams also spent a maj ority of the
yea r as a starter as we ll.
Brown, who was named to the postseason First-Team AII-OVC team last year, earned the status
agia n this season. She is the top returning rebounder and scorer in the league.
Samford University garnered 12 fi rst place votes and 189 total points to be picked first. MSU followed with Murray State, Tennessee Tech, Southeast Missouri, Eastern Illinois, Eastern Kentcky, Austin
Peay, UT Martin, Jacksonvi lle State and Tennessee State rounding out the picks.
Also named to the first-team with Brown was: Joi Scott (Mu rray State), Alex Munday (Samford),
Andreika Jackson (UT Martin), and Kendall Cavin (Tennessee Tech). Scott was named Preseason Player of
the Year.
On the second team were: Courtney Slaughter (Jacksonville State), Saundra Hale (Austin Peay),
Rachel Galligan (Eastern Illinois), Ashley Cazee (Eastern Kentucky), and Ash ley Nicole Hayes (M urray
State).

-
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Eagles Drop Heartbreaker to Southern Indiana in Exhibition
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Southern Indiana's Marshay Jackson banked in a 3-pointer as time
expired Monday night to give the Screaming Eagles a 75-74 win over the host Morehead State
Eagles in a women' s exhibition game at Johnson Arena. Despite the setback, the Eagles saw some
promise from their young team as freshmen combined to score 40 of the 74 points, including a
game-tying high 18 from Shelbyville, Ky., product Amanda Green.
A Green free throw with 2:43 left game MSU a 72-65 lead, but the visitors rallied with a 7-0
run to knot the game at 72-all with 35 seconds left on a layup from Akiya Alexander. MSU's
LaKrisha Brown (Sr., Hazelwood, Mo.), who tied for game high honors with 18 points and added
13 rebounds, sank one of two free throws to give her team a 73-72 lead with 28 ticks left.
Freshman Brandi Rayburn (Fr., Olive Hill, Ky.) then followed with one of two charity tosses to up
the Eagles' advantage to 74-72 with eight seconds left.
Jackson then got the ball on the left wing and fired up a shot that hit the square and fell in for
the game-winner as the horn went off.
Green came off the bench to provide 18 points on 6-of-11 from the field in her first action as
a collegian. She also added a team high six assists and had a team best five of the Eagles' 13 steals,
while Rayburn went 5-of-8 from the floor for 16 points and pulled down six rebounds.
Brown, a first-team all-conference selection last year, picked up where she left off last year
in scoring 18 points along with a game-high 13 boards. She had 19 double-doubles as a j unior.
USI got a team high 17 points from Jasmine Baines, while Katie Thiesenhusen added 16 and
Jackson produced 10 points.
The Eagles had a 37-29 edge on the glass over the visiting Screaming Eagles. The game was
marred by each team's inability to hold on the ball, however, as both squads had 31 turnovers on
the night.
Morehead State, which ranked near the bottom of the league in free throw shooting last year,
hit 77 percent on the night (23 -of-30), including a perfect 6-of-6 by Green.
The Eagles made a huge rally in the second half after going down by as many as 17 points
(54-37) with 14:43 left to play. MSU outscored the visitors 23-6 over an eight-minute span and
finally completed the comeback with 6:43 remaining on a Green layup. Thirty-eight ticks later,
Brown's layup gave MSU its first second-halflead at 62-61. The hosts would increase the lead to
seven twice (70-62 and 72-65) before USI rallied in the final three minutes.
Morehead State opens its regular season on Saturday as it travels to University of Evansville
for a 3 p.m. tipoff against the Purple Aces.
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Morehead Assistant Softball Coach Accepted to NCAA Women's
Coaches Academy
MOREHEAD, Ky - Morehead State assistant softball coach Gina Ramacci has
been invited to attend the prestigious NCAA Women Coaches Academy in Denver,
Colo. , December 10-14 at the Inverness Conference Center. Ramacci was one of on ly
a handful of women coaches in the NCAA in all sports selected to attend the
professional conference and seminar which focuses on career development,
philosophies of coaching, management and communication.
The Academy began in 2002 when the NCAA Committee on Women's Athletics
(CWA) supported an initiative to train , support and retai n women coaches. The
academy is open to any coach from any sport.
The Academy also provides skills training for coaches at all levels to assist them
in being more efficient, productive, resourceful and successful. Coaches learn
advanced skills and strategies that are not sport specific, yet are relevant and
necessary for coaching beyond just the X's and O's.
Some classes during the five-day session include history of sport, Title I X and
gender equity, values and ethics, commun ity service, strategies of coaching , legal
issues, gender issues, interviewing and hiring and diversity.
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EKU Gets Past Eagle Volleyball, 3-1, Before School Record Crowd
MOREHEAD, Ky - Despite double-double performances from Morehead State
sophomores Erin Peak and Katelyn Barbour, visiting Eastern Kentucky got 14 team
blocks, including eight individual rejections from Amanda Wilson, and 22 digs each
from Brittany Nobilio and Jessica Sabath as the Colonels got past t he MSU volleybal l
team 3-1, Wednesday, before an MSU school-record crowd 1,023 in Wetherby Gym.
The Eagles fell to 19-12 and 9-6 in the Ohio Va lley Conference, while EKU
moved up to 16-13 and 9-6 in the league.
Peak posted a career high 22 kills on a .372 hitting effort and Barbour, who saw
a double-double streak end at 17 matches last Saturday at Austin Peay, picked it
right back up with 55 assists and a team high 22 digs.
EKU was led offensively by Bridget Mustard with 12 kills and Sabath had 10 for
a double-double, but it was the Colonels blocking effort that ultimately guided them
to victory. Wi lson had eight blocks, and Kasha Brozek posted six, while Mustard
slapped back five blocks. Neit her team was able to get it going hitting-wise as MSU
hit .072, and EKU was limited to a .126 clip.
The Eag les out-dug the Colonels, 95-80, as the match saw several impressive
long rallies. Peak added 17 digs for her double-double, while libero Kristina Schoo
came up with 18 digs, and freshman Lucie Klein had 14. Liza Kelley added 11 digs
for EKU.
For the Eagles, Laura Cox posted 12 kills, while Ashley Murhey had 10. The
Eag les held a 65-45 advantage in the kill column.
Morehead State, which has already qualified for a spot in the Nov. 17-18
O'Reilly OVC Tournament at Jacksonville State, will look to end the regular season a
high note Friday at Tennessee Tech. First serve at Eblen Center is 8 p.m. EST.
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Morehead State Volleyball Staff Signs Four Highly-Touted
Newcomers
MOREHEAD, Ky - Morehead State head volleyball coach Jaime Gordon has
announced that four standout high school players have signed national letters of
intent to join the MSU program next season. The newest members of the Eagle team
are: Kirstie Brangers (S, Louisville, Ky ./Assumption HS), Emma Keough (MB,
Batavia, Ohio/Clermont Northeastern HS), Holly Evans ( MB, Blacklick,
Ohio/ Gahanna - Lincoln HS), and Kaitlin Craven (OH, Louisville, Ky./Assumption HS).
" This is a big day for Morehead State's volleyba ll program. We are extremely
excited about the four new members to our prog ram and what t hey will bring to this
team. It is very difficult to replace four seniors that have meant so much to th is
program, but I have confidence that these four young women will work hard to make
our fans and alumni proud," said Gordon. "These recruits have enjoyed success with
their teams at the highest levels wi nning multiple national championships in both
club and high school. They have also received individual recognitions as All-State
and All -Americans. Most importantly though is the passion that each of them have
for the sport and Morehead State. They have so much pride in this program and are
excited to join a great group of returning players. "
Brangers is a 5-foot- 7 setter who was part of three state championship teams
and one national high school championship team at Assumption High School, the
same school that produced current Eagle libero Kristina Schoo. She led her team to
the district, regional and state championships as a sophomore, junior and senior and
helped Assumption go undefeated as a junior to win the national high school
championsh ip according to PrepVolleyball.com. As a senior, Brangers' team was
ranked second nationally, and she was named the state tournament MVP.
She also played a large part in the success of her club team, KIVA, wh ich won
an AAU national championship in 2002 and 2003. In 2003, Brangers was the AAU
national tournament MVP and was named an Al l-American in 2002 and 2006. KIVA
was also the Junior Olympic Games' champions in 2002 and the national runners-up
in 2003, 2004 and 2006.
" Kirstie is a tremendous setter. She does things now as a high school player
that are very advanced. She is a great athlete and is very comfortable running an
offense. She has worked tremendously hard to achieve what she has. Her
commitment to excellence and passion for the game is what wi ll make her an
exceptional player at the next level. I have confidence that Kirstie wi ll be able to
continue the tradition of great set t ers here at Morehead State," said Gordon .
Keough is a 5-foot- 11 middle blocker w ho led the Clermont Northeastern High
School Rockets to three straight SBAAC League championships and also led her club
team, the Cincy Classics, to the U17 American National Championship.
She was named First-Team All -League as a sophomore, junior and senior and
captained her high school team her final two seasons. Her career stats reflected 505
kills, 408 blocks, 258 digs and 75 aces. Her career was also highlighted with back-toback SBAAC Player of the Year Honors as a junior and senior and First-Team Al lDistrict Awards as a junior and senior as well.

l

" Emma is an incredible workhorse. She has a fa ntastic attitude both on and
off the court. Every time I have watched her compete she has by far been the
hardest working athlete in the gym. That approach is a key component to being a
successful middle in the col lege game. She is quick off the floor and has very good
lateral speed. She has a hunger to get better, and I can't wait to have her in the
gym," he said.
Evans is 6-foot-1 middle blocker who set and broke her own school season
blocking record three times at Gahanna Lincoln High School.
She was named Second-Team All-District as a sophomore and junior and was
named the District Player of the Yea r and Fi rst-Team AII-OCC as a senior. She set her
school 's season blocking record as a sophomore and broke it every year until her
final season. She helped her team to a district runner-up showing as a junior and led
her team to regional runner-up and elite eight status as a senior.
" Holly bring s a great physical presence for us to the net. She has the tools to
be a dominating middle at the next level, and along with Emma, will really add to
what we have returning at the position. She will step in with some areas of her
offense that is very stron g, and as her versati lity increases she will be a very tough
player for our opponents to match up against," sa id Gordon.
Craven is 5-foot-10 outside hitter who t eamed with current Eagle Kri stina
Schoo and incoming freshman Kirstie Brangers at Assumption High School. Her prep
highlight ca me as a junior when she helped her team go undefeated and win the
national high school championship. She also helped Assumption win t he district,
region and state titles as a sophomore, junior and senior and is a three-time Allstate honoree. In add ition, she was also part of the KI VA club program that won the
AAU national championship in 2002 and 2003. She was the 2002 AAU Tournament
MVP and an AAU All-American in 2003 and 2004. She was also named to the USA
Junior Olympic All-Tournament Team in 2004 and 2006. In 2004, she was listed as
one of the top 79 sophomores in the country by PrepVolleyball. com.
"Ka itlin is a seasoned outside hitter . She has had success at the highest
levels of high school and club ball and we look forward t o her joining a physical core
of outside hitters. She is an extremely resourceful player with a full compliment of
shots and fire power. She can fru strate the biggest blocks and can terminate quickly
when given the window. She hates to lose and will add to this team 's winning
attitude," Gordon added.
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Peak, Barbour, Murphey named to AII-OVC Volleyball Squads
MOREHEAD, Ky - Morehead State sophomores Erin Peak and Katelyn Barbour were each
named Second-Team All-Ohio Valley Conference, and junior transfer Ashley Murphey earned a
spot on the All-Newcomer Team as the league announced its postseason awards Wednesday on
the eve of the 2006 O'Reilly OVC Tournament.
Peak, a 6-foot-3 middle hitter from Georgetown, Ind., became the eagles' go-top player as
she ranked second on the team with 392 kills (3.16 per game) and also had 344 digs (3.44 per
game). Peak also was a force at the net where she collected a career best 87 blocks (0.70 per
game). In OVC matches, Peak ranked ninth in the conference with a .298 hitting percentage. She
totaled 14 double-doubles on the year as well.
Barbour, a 5-foot-9 setter from Florence, Ky., returned from a knee injury this year to rank
third in the league with 12.4 assists per game. She finished the regular season with 1,544 assists
(a sophomore record at MSU), which is also the second-best season in school history. She also
recorded the highest assist total in a match in school history with 80 at Eastern Kentucky.
Barbour also played a vital role on defense where she posted 370 digs (2.98 per game), and she
had a team high 24 double-doubles in the 32 matches so far. At one point, Barbour had 17
straight double-double matches and has 19 double dips in the last 20 matches. Her 2,238 career
assists is currently fifth all-time at MSU.
Murphey, a 6-foot-4 middle hitter from Longmont, Colo., made an impact in her first year
after transferring from Northeastern Junior College in Colorado. She totaled 270 kills and led the
team with a .314 hitting percentage in all matches. In OVC matches, she hit .322 to rank third
among all players. She also led the Eagles at the net this season with 106 blocks, including a
team high 23 block solos. Her 83 block assists ranks in the top 20 at MSU for a season.
Jacksonville State's Abbey Breit earned her second straight OVC Player of the Year Honor,
while JSU coach Rick Nold was named Coach of the Year for the first time in his career. JSU
freshman Brittney Whitten was named OVC Rookie of the Year, while Murray libero Heather
Norris was named the Defensive Player of the Year.
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Morehead Women Fall in Close One at Marshall, 65-62
HUNTINGTON, W. Va. - Visiting Morehead State got a 17-point, 11-rebound
double-double from senior LaKrisha Brown, hit a season high 11 three-pointers, led
by as much as 12 in the second half, and out-rebounded host Marshall University
Tuesday night, but the Thundering Herd rallied for a 65-62 win over the Eagles in a
close women 's basketball game at the Cam Henderson Center.
Brown led the offense with her second double-double of the year and tied for
game high rebounding honors, while junior Tarah Combs came off the bench for four
three- pointers and a season high 14 points for MSU. The Eagles had 47 boards
compared to 42 for the hosts and also had 19 offensive rebounds. Marshall was led
by Modupe Ishola with a 14-point, 11-rebound double-double, whi le Meg Withrow led
the Herd with 17 points.
The Eagles trai led 32-31 at the half and trailed 38-33 at the 16-minute mark of
the second half before making a run. A 15-3 run, capped by a Combs three-pointer
at 10:09, gave the Eagles a 48-41 lead . They wou ld increase the margin to as much
as 12, 55-43, at the 7 :44 mark after a Brittany Bass layup, but Marshall went on a
16-2 run over the next four minutes.
The hosts grabbed the lead back at 59- 57 with 3:31 left after a jumper by
Kendra King. Morehead 's on ly basket over the span was a jumper by Brown with
5: 26 remaining in the contest. Combs drilled her fourth trey of the night at 3: 12 to
push the Eagles back on top, 60-59, but Marshall answered with the next five points
to move back on top, 64-60 , with 2:38 left. Brown hit a jumper with 2:22 left, but
that's the last field goal the Eagles could manage as they missed a pair of twopointer, two three-pointers and two free throws in the fina l 2:22.
The Eagles were 11-of-30 from beyond the arc, as Combs had four and Anitha
Smith-Williams added three treys. Freshman Amanda Green handed out a team-best
five assists. Freshman Brandi Rayburn had seven rebounds as well, while Bass
collected eight caroms.
The Eagles return to Morehead after Thanksgiving to host IUPUI on Saturday,
Nov . 25 at 2 p.m.
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IUPUI Gets Past Morehead State, 68-61
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Senior LaKrisha Brown had her third double-double of the
season with a 17-point, 14-rebound effort, but visiting IUPUI proved to be too tough
in the end, rallying for a 68-61 win over the Eagles Saturday at Johnson Arena. MSU
fell to 1-4, while the Jaguars moved to 3-1.
Brown shot 7-of-10 from the field and hit 3-of-4 free throws while grabbing
nine defensive rebounds, but IUPUI got double-digit games from four players and
shot 55 percent in the second half, outscoring MSU 44-31 in the final half, for the
win. Tanika Mays led the visitors with 17 points and 10 rebounds, while Jernisha
Cannn pumped in 16 points, and Alicia Booyer had 12. Brykeesha Tate added 10
points.
The Eagles got a double digit effort for the second straight game from junior
guard Tarah Combs as she added 14 points on four three-pointers. Combs went 4-of11 from beyond the arc, but the rest of the Eagles couldn't find the range, shooting a
combined 1-of-13. Sophomore Brittany Bass added 10 points, whi le senior Holly
Williams came off the bench for seven rebounds. Freshman guard Amanda Green
posted a team high and career high seven assists.
For the game, the Eagles shot 40 percent (23-of-57), while the Jaguars
managed to shoot 44 percent (27-of-62). Morehead State outrebounded IUPUI by
one, 38-37.
The Eagles jumped out of the gate for a quick 5-0 lead in the first 1:42. IUPUI
closed it to a 6-4 game at 16:34, but the Eagles went on a 9- 2 run to move ahead
15-6 at the 11: 52 mark after a trey by Combs. Six quick points by IUPUI, including
four by Mays, cut the lead to three, at 15- 12, with 10: 33 left before the break.
The Eagles raced back out to an eight-point cushion, 22- 14, with 6:38 left after
a Brown layup, but the Jaguars didn't lay down, reeling off an 8-0 run to knot the
game at 22 with 4:22 left until intermission . MSU led 30-24 at the half.
In the second half, the Eagles held the lead and led by as much as six on two
occasions before IUPUI began to make a run. The Jaguars trailed 40-35 with 13:11
left but outscored MSU 14-8 over the next four minutes to take their first lead of the
game, 49-48, with 9 : 10 left after an Amy Cook free throw.
IUPUI pushed its lead up to eight at one point, 57-49, before Morehead
trimmed it back to as low as two. The Eagles got as close as 61 -59 with 2:17 left
after a Combs' three-pointer, but cou ld only hit one field goal in the last two
minutes.
The Eagles return to action on Monday, Nov. 27 at the University of Florida.
Tipoff is set for 7 p.m.
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Western Kentucky Defeats Women's basketball, 71-52
MOREHEAD, Ky . - Center Crystal Kelly scored a game high 28 points and had
16 rebounds as visiting Western Kentucky was too much for the Morehead State
women 's basketball team Wednesday, defeating the Eagles, 71-52. MSU fell to 1-6,
wh ile WKU moved to 4- 2.
Kelly sparked a WKU offense that shot 48 percent from the field and outrebounded MSU, 45-29. Kenzie Rich added 11 points for the Hilltoppers.
For the Eagles, sophomore Brittany Bass scored a season high 11 points on 4of- 7 from the field. Senior Lakrisha Brown pulled down a team high 10 rebounds, but
the eagles were held to 34 percent from the field. Junior guard Stacey Strayer led
the passing game with four assists, while Bass added a career high three blocks on
the defensive end.
MSU trailed just 10-8 with 11: 35 left in the first half, but WKU ignited with a
21-4 run - capped off by a Cammie Campbell free throw with 3:26 left - to lead 31 12. WKU ultimately led 39-21 at the half.
In the final half, MSU was able to trim the lead to 18, at 51-33, with 13: 10 left,
but WKU kept up the pressure and led by as much as 25 at one points with 8 :45 left
(63- 38) .
Morehead State returns to action on Saturday, Dec. 2 when it visits Xavier for a
4 p .m . game.
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Women's Basketball Goes to 1-0 in OVC With Win Over Austin Peay
MOREHEAD, Ky - Junior guard Anitha Smith-Williams scored 20 points off the
bench and senior forward Jessie Plante made her first start of the season a good one
with a season high 15 points and six rebounds as the Morehead State women's
basketball team opened Ohio Valley Conference play 1-0 with a 66-61 win over
Austin Peay Thursday at Johnson Arena. Austin Peay fell to 2-6 and 1-1 in the
league.
It marked the second year in a row MSU opened OVC play with a win over
Austin Peay, and it was the Eagles' fourth straight win overall over the Lady Govs as
they swept the series last season. The Eagles also recorded season highs with 11
steals and shot 43 percent, including 48 percent in the first half to build a 29-23
lead. Junior guard Stacey Strayer handed out a career high seven assists and now
has 16 assists and just four turnovers in the last three games.
Plante ca me into the game averaging just 1.4 points per game and had played
just 83 total minutes, but she broke out by shooting 5-of-10 from the field and 3-of6 from three-point land. Smith-Williams, who had been shooting just 26 percent
from the field coming in, hit 6-of-10 field goals and 2-of-4 from beyond the arc. She
also added 6-of-7 from the free throw line as the Eagles managed a season best 79
percent (15-of-19) from the charity stripe . APSU, meanwhile, was hindered by a 9of-19 effort at the line.
Austin Peay got a team high 12 points from Amber Bacon and 10 from Breana
Link. Ashley McGee handed out a team best five assists, and APSU out-rebounded
the Eagles, 41 - 38. For the Eagles, senior LaKrisha Brown pul led down a team high
nine boards.
The Eagles led 16-8 at the 12 :39 mark of the first half after a pair of Plante free
throws, but APSU stormed back with a 10-3 run to move back to 19-18 with 7 :49 left
in the first half after a Bacon three-pointer. MSU held a 21-20 lead with 3:45 left,
but outscored the visitors 8- 3 in the last three minutes to take a 29-23 lead at the
half.
Morehead State increased its lead to it largest at 48-32 with 12:30 left in the
game. APSU had cut it back to nine (36-27) with 16:26 left, but the hosts outscored
the Lady Govs 12-5 to pu sh out to the 16-point lead . Ultimately, MSU's largest lead
was 52-34 with 10:33 left, but a 14-2 run by APSU trimmed the MSU advantage
back to just six at 54-48. APSU got no closer than the final five-point margin.
Both teams had 22 points in the paint and both got 17 scores off turnovers as
the Eagles had 15 mistakes to 13 for the Lady Govs.
Morehead State continues OVC play on Saturday as Murray State visits for a 2
p.m. game.
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Murray State Pulls Away in Second Half to Defeat Women's Basketball
MOREHEAD, Ky - The visiting Murray State Lady Racers used a 74 percent
( 17-of-23) shooting effort, including hitting all seven of their three-point attempts, in
the second half Saturday to pull away for a 76-54 win over the host Morehead State
Eagles at Johnson Arena. The Eagles led 27-25 at the break, but the Lady Racers
exploded for 51 second-half points.
Morehead State fell to 1-1 in the OVC and 2-8 overall, while Murray State
moved to 5-3 overall and 2-0 in the league race .
Murray State forward Ashley Nichole Hayes scored 15 of her game-high 23
points in the second half, while Amber Guffey connected on 3-of-3 treys in the final
half to finish with a career high 18 points. Hayes also led all rebounders with 13. For
the Eagles, senior LaKrisha Brown finished with a team best 20 points after scoring
18 in the first half. Morehead State was held without a three-pointer as well. Junior
Stacey Strayer added a team high seven assists, giving her 23 in the last four
games.
Brown was 9-of-17 from the field for her first 20-point effort of the year, but
the rest of the Eagles struggled shooting the ball, going 12-for-41. In the first half,
the Eagles limited the lady Racers to just nine field goals and 38 percent shooting as
Murray wound up shooting 55 percent (26-of-47) for the game.
The visitors vaulted out to a 10-0 lead in the first 2:44, but Morehead State
erased any hopes of an early blowout, outscoring Murray 11-2 over the next seven
minutes to pull to within 12-11 at the 10:38 mark after a jumper by Anitha SmithWilliams. Murray State was 1-of-6 from the field during that span. The Lady Racers
moved back ahead 21-15 with 5:09 left in the first half, but Morehead State again
made a run and actually took the 27-25 halftime lead thanks to a 12-4 run to end
the half.
Murray State used a 33-11 scoring run over a nine-minute span in the final half
to build its largest lead at 23 (63-40). The Lady Racers led 30-29 with 17:21 left, but
moved out to the 23-point lead as the clock ticked to 7:41. Morehead State went on
a quick 8-0 run to cut the margin back to 15, at 63-48, with 4:52 left, but the Eagles
would get no closer.
Morehead State takes the next week off and returns to OVC action on Monday,
Dec. 18 at UT Martin.
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Six Set To Join Morehead State Softball Program
MOREHEAD, Ky - Morehead State softball head coach Jill Karwoski has
announced that six stellar high school athletes will join the MSU softball program for
the 2008 season. Four have inked national letters of intent, while two will sign letters
of commitment and enroll in school.
The newest members of the Eagle softball team who have signed Nlls are:
pitcher Heather Widner (Columbus, Ohio/Bishop Ready HS), shortstop Breana
Maletta (Corona, Cal./Centennial HS), catcher/utility player Alex Griffin (Apple
Valley, Cal./Apple Valley HS) and third baseman/catcher Rebecca Butler
( Pendleton, Ind./Pendleton heights HS). Stephanie Mueller (Mt. Washington,
Ky./Bullitt East HS) and Ebony Hahn (Groveport, Ohio/Groveport Madison HS) will
also join the team.
Widner is a highly-touted pitcher who has been named Suburban News
(Columbus area) Player of the Year twice - in 2005 and last season in 2006. She is
also a t wo-time First-Team All-State honoree who holds the Ohio state record with
21 strikeouts in a seven-inning game. In her career, Widner has already compiled
805 strikeouts with her senior year left to play. She has 40 career shutouts, 14
career no-hitters, six career perfect games and 12 career one-hitters in just 630.3
innings in the circle.
She has a 72-17 career record and has fanned more than 225 batters each of
her first three prep seasons. Last season, in 2006, she went 28-2 with 227 strikeouts
in 199 innings with a 0. 74 ERA. She went 25-4 as a junior in 2005 with 271
strikeouts in 202 innings and went 19-11 with a school-record 307 strikeouts in 229
innings as a freshman while striking out 9.3 per seven innings. In 2005, she posted
25 shutouts, including a span of 10 straight games. Widner was named All-League
and All-Metro as a junior and senior and has been Bishop Ready's Team MVP all
three seasons.
Maletta is a product of Corona's Centennial High School where she has ranked
among her team's top three in batting average. An accomplished student as well,
she earned a 2005-2006 and 2004-2005 Scholar-Athlete Award. She was named
team MVP as a sophomore in 2005 and has also been named All-League while in high
school. She also played for the Dynasty Gold 18U club team and for the Southern
California Vipers Gold club program .
Griffin is a power-hitting catcher/utility player from Apple Valley High School in
California. In 2006, Griffin was almost unstoppable at the plate, hitting .688 with 28

.,.

RBIs. She added three home runs and compi led a slugg ing percentage of .812. In
travel softball, she hit .488 this year with 21 RBIs and a slugging percentage of .612.
She posted a .700 batting average w ith an .81 2 slugging clip at the Colorado
Sparkler Tournament and led the California All-Stars White team to a v ictory at
Denver, Colo., with a 2-for-3, two-RBI effort.
Butler is a two-time All-State award winner from Pendleton Heights High School
where she hit .442 with 25 RBIs last season in 2006. She also added a .598 slugging
percentage and had an on-base percentage of .476 while being named First-Team
All-State, First-Team Hoosier Heritage All-Conference and First-Team All-Madison
County. In 2005, Butler compiled a .396 batting average with 28 RBIs and had seven
doubles, two triples and two home runs while striking out just four times. She was
named Third-Team All-State, First-Team Hoosier Heritage All-Conference, First-Team
All-Madison County and First-Team Indianapolis Star All-Metro.
In club softball, she helped her team, The Edge, to the 18U ASA title game last
year, finishing as runners-up. Her team was the 18U ASA Indiana state champions.
Mueller is a product of Bullitt East High School where she hit .456 with 12
doubles and six triples as a junior in 2006. She was named team MVP and also was
named All-District and All-Region while compiling a 36-game hitting streak - her
school 's second longest ever. In 2005, she was named All - Region and All-District as
well as her team's Slugger of the Year.
Hahn comes to Morehead from Groveport Madison High School where she
earned AII-OCC honors in 2005 and 2006. She was also nam ed All-District in 2006
and hit .365 with 19 RBIs and just four strikeouts.

Letters of Intent
Heather Widner, Columbus, OH
p
Year
2006

Record
Innings
K's
28-2
199
227
28 wins ties school record

2005

25-4

2004

19-11

229.3

72-17

630.3

Totals
Honors
200607
2006

202

271

ERA
0.74

0.52

Bishop Ready High School
Shutouts
11

No
Hitters
3

20
6
(10 consecutive)

1
Perfects
1

Hitters
5

4

2

21 K's In 7 lnnlngs(state
307
0.67
9
5
1
5 record)
School Record- fromer record held by Nikki Scott who played at Morehead for 1 season
805

40

14

6

12

Wendy's Heisman Nominee
1st Team All State, All Central District, All Leage(CCL), All Metro
Suburban News Player of the Year (Columbus and the surrounding area)
Team MVP

2005

1st Team All State, All Central District, All league, All Metro
Suburban News Player of the Year (Columbus and the surrounding area)
Team MVP

2004

Honorable Mentlon(3rd team) All State, 1st team All District, 1st Team All League, Honorable Mention All Metro
Team MVP

Breana Maletta, Corona, CA

ss

Centennial High School

Summer Team: Dynasty Gold 18U, SO CAL VIPERS GOLD
05/ 06 Scholar Athlete Award, Top 3 Batting Average Leaders on the team
04/ 05 JV Athletic Award (MVP), Varsity Award Outstanding Accomplishment & Excellence,
All-League Team, Scholar Athlete Award.

Alex Griffin, Apple Valley, CA
C/Utl

Apple Valley High School

2006
HS:
BA .688 28 RBl's Slug% .812 3 HR's
Travel Ball: BA .488
Slug % .612 21 RBl's
.700 avg at Colorado Sparkler Tournament .812 slugging
2 for 3 and 2 rbi
leading California White All Stars to victory in All Star competition in Denver.

.

.

-

Rebecca Butler, Pendleton, IN
3B/ C

Pendleton Heights High School

2006 Indiana All State 1 st Team, Hoosier Heritage All Conference 1 st Team, All Madison
County 1 st Team
HS:
BA .443
Slug% .598
25 RBl's
OB% .476
Travel Ball: 0.388 BA, 35 RBl 's, 32 Sngl's, 6 Obi's, 2 HR's, 6 SO's
2005 Hoosier Heritage Conference All-Conference 1 st Team, Herald Bulletin
All-County 1 st Team, Indiana All-State 3 rd Team, Indy Star All-Metro North 1 st Team,
Lady Arabian Softball Most RBl's 28
HS:
0.396 BA, 28 RBl's, 31 Sngl's, 7 Obi's, 2 Trpl's, 2 HR, 4 SO's
Travel Ball: 0 .388 BA, 35 RBl's, 32 Sngl's, 6 D~l's, 2 HR's, 6 SO's
High School 4 year starter on the varsity team, The Edge last year was 18U ASA
Class A state champs and 18U ASA Class A National Runner-ups. Next summer,
2008, she will be playing on the 18U Southern Illinois Force Gold Team (ASA
Gold Level).
Letters of Commitment
Stephanie Mueller
BULLIT EAST HIGH SCHOOL
2006 MVP, All-District, All Regional, Captain, Ranked 2 nd all time in longest hitting
streak with 36 games
2005 Varsity Slugger of the Year, Captain, All District, All Regional
BA . 456

Ebony Hahn

H 37

18 16 2B 12 38 6

HR 3

GROVEPORT MADISON HIGH SCHOOL

BA .365
OB % .434
RBl'S 19
SLUG % .661
2006 ALL OCC Team, All District Team
2005 ALL OCC Team, Coaches Award

K'S 4 FIELD % .920

Morehead State 2006 Women's Tennis
Stats and Results
Overall Record: 7-17 / OVC: 4-6 / Home: 5-3 / Away: 2-9 / Neutral : 0-4
vs. Nationally Ranked: 0-0 /vs. Regionally Ranked: 0-0
Singles
Marian a Weschenfelder
Fernand a Chiaparini
Laura Ferreira
Megan Sammons
Leah Lobnitz
Heather Butt

Doubles
Weschenfelder/Lobnitz
Ferreira/Chiaparini
Butt/Sammons

Overall
10- 14
7-16
9-15
4-20
4-18
10-10

Overall
7-16
11-12
6-15

Conf
4-6
4-6
4-6
1-9
3-6
6-3

1
2
10- 14/4-6 -7-16/4-6

Con f
2-8
5-5
3-6

1
7- 16/2-8

3

4

5

7-13/2-4
0-4/0-4

2-2/2-2
2-5/1-3
1-10/0-2
0-1

2-8/ 0-2
3-8/3-4
0-2

2

3

10- 12/4- 5
0-1/ 0-1

1-0/1-0
6-14/3- 5

Streak
L2
L2
Wl
0 -3
L2
L3
10-7/6-3 W3
6

Streak
L2
L1
Wl

Individual Singles Results
Mariana Weschenfelder
Date ... ..................... Opponent/School ......................................
Jan. 28 ................ .. .. . Erin Ful kerson/ Western Kentucky .................
Feb. 4 .. ................ .... Tiffani Foster/Wright State ...........................
Feb. 11 .................... Kristy Borza/ Pittsburgh .............................. .
Feb. 11 .... .............. .. Kellie Schmitt/Marshall ........ .. ........... .... ........
Feb. 17 .................... Elena Volobueva/ETSU ................................
Feb. 18 .... .. .............. Mallory Stemle/IUPUI .......................... ........
Feb. 24 .................... Sarah Wilhoite/Evansville .............. .. .... .... .. ..
Feb. 26 .................... Maria Klokotzky/Louisville .................. .... .. .. ..
Mar. 3 ........... .. .... ...... Anna Jackson/Samford .. ...... .......... ........ .... ..
Mar. 4 ....................... Michelle Dushner/ Jacksonville State ...... ........
Mar. 8 .. .... ............... .. Veronica Sizemore/Cumberlands ........ .. ........
Mar. 14 .. .. .. .. .. .... ...... . Laura Leutzinger/Northern Kentucky ............
Mar. 20 .... .. ............... Anja Gugger/ Appalachian State ...................
Mar. 22 ........ ...... ....... Szilvia Zsakay/Georgia Southern ..................
Mar. 23 ..................... Chelsea Albertz/College of Charleston ..........
Mar. 31 .... .. ............... Sandra Sasidha ran/Eastern Illinois ...............
April 1 ...................... Anna Lask/Murray State .................. .. .... ......
April 1 ...................... Bryce Kristal/Sout heast Missouri ..................
April 1 ...................... Ma rtina Goldthrete/Tennessee State ...... .... ..
April 7 ...................... Elizabeth Whelpley/Austin Peay ............ .......
April 8 ...................... Katrina Domela/ UT Martin ............................
April 9 ...................... Erin Moakler/ Upscomb .................................
April 15 ... ........ .. ....... Alet Boonzaier/ Tennessee Tech .... .. .. ...... ......
April 17 .................... Meredith Giles/Eastern Kentucky ........ .. ... .....

Score ............................ Record
6-0, 6-2 ........ ....................... 1- 0
4-6, 7-5, 6-4 ......................... 2-0
5-7, 1-6 ...................... ......... 2-1
1-6, 0-6 .. .. .... ...................... . 2-2
6-4, 1-6, 1- 6 ......................... 2-3
3-6, 1-6 ............................... 2-4
6-4, 6-3 ............................... 3-4
1-6, 0-6 .............. .. .... .. ......... 3-5
2-6, 1-6 .... ........ ........ .... . 3-6/0-1
1-6, 7-5, 7-5 ................... 4-6/ 1-1
6-0, 6-1 .............. ................. 5-6
2-6, 2-6 .. ...... ............ .. ......... 5-7
5-7, 1-6 ...... .. ....................... 5-8
6-3, 6-7 (4), 10-8 .................. 6-8
3-6, 5-7 ...... .. ....................... 6-9
3-6, 5-7 ............ ........... 6-10/1-2
4-6, 1-6 ....................... 6-11/1-3
6-7, 6-2, 6-2 .... ........ ..... 7-11/2-3
6-1, 6-0 ....................... 8-11/3-3
6-1, 6-0 .... .. .. .. ............. 9-11/4-3
0-6, 4-6 ....................... 9-12/ 4-4
6-2, 6-2 ............................ 10-12
3-6, 3-6 ...... .............. .. 10-13/4-5
2-6, 0-6 ...................... 10-14/4-6

Fernanda Chiaparini
Date ........................
Jan. 28 .....................
Feb. 4 ......................
Feb. 11 .......... ..........
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 17 ....................
Feb. 18 ....... ...... ... ....
Feb. 24 ....................
Feb. 26 ........ .. ..........
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .. .. ...................

Score ............................ Record
1-6, 6-4, 2-6 ......................... 0-1
3-6, 1-6 .......... ..................... 0-2
5-7, 1-6 ............................... 0-3
1-6, 1-6 .................... ...... ..... 0-4
1-6, 2-6 ............................... 0-5
5-7, 2-6 .. .. ........................... 0-6
2-6, 6-2, 6-4 ... .. ....... ............. 1- 6
2-6, 0-6 .... .... ...... ......... .. ..... . 1-7
4-6, 4-6 .... .... .......... ...... . 1-8/0-1
6-1, 6-0 .... .. .............. .. .. . 2-8/1-1
6-0, 6-0 ...... .. ....................... 3-8

Opponent/School ......................................
Christina Ha ll/Western Kentucky ........ ..........
Jessica Lee/Wrig ht State .............................
Kim Harclerode/Pittsburgh .................... .......
Karolina Soor/ Marshall ........ .. ................. .....
Masha Ilina/ ETSU .... .............. ......................
Jessie Ritchie/IUPUI ....................................
Beth Peyton/Evansville .................... .... ........
Bianca Gorbea/ Louisville .................. .... ........
Katie McMiller/Samford .... .. .......... .... .... .. ......
Babette Lombardo/Jacksonville State .... .... ...
Nickie Dugger/Cumberlands ..................... ....

Mar. 14 .....................
Mar. 20 .. .................. .
Mar. 22 ................... ..
Mar. 23 ........ .............
Mar. 31 ...... .. .......... ...
April 1 ......................
April 1 ... .. ... .. ............
Apri l 1 ..................... .
April 7 ......... .. ...........
April 8 ......................
April 9 .... .. ...... : .........
April 15 .... ...... ...... ....
April 17 .................. ..

Ana Dorado/Northern Kentucky .................... 4-6,
Monica Tomas/Appalachian State ................ . 2-6,
Molly Maddox/Georgia Southern ................... 6-2,
Amanda Becker/College of Charleston ....... .. . DNF
Madina Mambetova/Eastern I llinois .............. 6-3,
Rachael Lask/Murray State ....... .. ........ ... ... ... 0-6,
Drew Kristal/Southeast Missouri ................... 6-2,
Kiamesha Wilson/Tennessee State .. .. ........ .. . 6-2,
Jessica Hawk/ Austin Peay .. .. ............... .. .... .. . 6-2,
Sara Leavy/UT Martin .. ... ............................. 6-1,
Emily Ellis/Lipscomb ........... .. ....................... . 7-5,
Marina Tasheva/Tennessee Tech .................. 1-6,
Lucia Vojtkova/Eastern Kentucky ...... ... ... .... .. 2-6,

6-2, 7-10 .......... ............. 3-9
6-7 (2) .. ...................... 3-10
6-0 ....... ................. .... . 3-1 1
....... ...... ........................... -1-6, 8-10 ...... ......... 3-12/1-2
2-6 ...... .. ....... ..... ... 3-13/1-3
6-2 .... .... ............. .. 4-13/2-3
6-0 ....................... 5-13/ 3-3
3-6, 7-6 ......... ........ 6-13/4-3
6-4 .............. ........ . 6-14/4-4
6-1 .... ......................... 7-14
1-6 ....................... 7-15/4-5
1-6 ....................... 7-16/4-6

Laura Ferreira
Date ........................
Jan. 28 .....................
Feb. 4 ......................
Feb. 11 .................. ..
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 17 .................. ..
Feb. 18 ....................
Feb. 24 ....................
Feb. 26 .... .. ..............
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .......................
Mar. 14 ........ ... .. ... .....
Mar. 20 ................... ..
Mar. 22 .....................
Mar. 23 .....................
Mar. 31 ..... .... ... .........
April 1 ......................
April 1 ......................
April 1 ......................
April 7 ......... .. ...........
April 8 .. ....................
April 9 ...... .......... ......
April 15 .. .... ..............
Apri l 17 ....................

Opponent/School ......................................
Ilza Rosentale/Western Kentucky .. .... ...... .... .
Audra Beckett/Wright State .. ...... .................
Leah Friedman/Pittsburgh ...........................
Jeanne Schwartz/Marshall ...........................
Olya Batsula/ ETSU .... ..... .... .........................
Allison Thompson/IUPUI ..............................
Lisa Kawamoto/Evansville ......... .... ... .... .......
Suzanna Gracanin/Louisville ....... .. ...............
Emily White/Samford ............ .......................
Eloah Lopes/Jacksonville State ....................
Yamilla Verd ejo/Cumberlands .......................
Clara Dorado/ Northern Kentucky ..................
Victoria Moody/ Appalachian State ................
Lauren Wolken/Georg ia Southern .... ...... ......
Ashley Finnegan/College of Charleston .. .......
St ephanie Harvey/Eastern Illinois ................
Casady Pruitt/ Murray State ... .................. ....
Julia Masotti/Southeast Missouri .......... .. ......
Charmaine Helms/Tennessee State ..............
Alana Carere/Austin Peay .......... .. ..... .. ..... ....
Elizma Schoonees/UT Martin ................ .. ......
Olivia Ellis/Lipscomb ....................................
Marina Ruiz de Guana/ Tennessee Tech ..... ....
Ina Durcakova/Eastern Kentucky .................

Score ............................ Record
6-2, 6-7 (4), 6-3 .................... 1-0
2-6, 2-6 ............................... 1-1
2-6, 1-6 ............................... 1-2
4-6, 0-6 ......... ......... ............. 1-3
2-6, 0-6 ............................... 1-4
7-6 (4), 6-3 .......................... 2-4
1-6, 6-3, 5-7 ................. ........ 2-5
2-6, 0-6 .... ........................... 2-6
1-6, 0-6 ......... ................ 2-7/0-1
3-6, 1-6 ......................... 2-8/0-2
6-0, 6-1 .. ..... .. .. .................... 3-8
6-4, 6- 2 ....... ........................ 4-8
4-6, 1-6 ............. .......... ........ 4-9
6-4, 0-6, 7-10 .................... . 4-10
2-6, 0-6 ............................. 4-11
6-2, 6-1 ....................... 5-11/1-2
0-6, 1-6 ............... ........ 5-12/1-3
3-6, 0-6 ....................... 5-13/1-4
6-0, 6-2 ....................... 6-13/2-4
6-0, 1-6, 7-6 ................. 7-13/3-4
1-6, 0-6 ....................... 7-14/3-5
6-4, 6-1 ............ ........... .... .. 8-14
6-7 ( 5), 0-6 .................. 8-15/3-6
6-1, 6-2 ....................... 9-15/4-6

Megan Sammons
Date ........................
Jan. 28 .....................
Feb. 4 ................... ...
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 17 ........... .........
Feb. 18 ........... .........
Feb. 24 ....................
Feb. 26 ....................
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .......................
Mar. 14 .....................
Mar. 20 .................. ...
Mar. 22 .....................
Mar. 23 ..... .. ........... ...
Mar. 31 ........... .. ........
April 1 .. ........... .........
April 1 .......... ... .........
April 1 .. ................... .
April 7 ..... .... .............
April 8 ............... .. .....

Opponent/School ......................................
Whitney Robards/Western Kentucky .... ... ......
Karina Presti/Wight State ................... .. .. .... .
Carlie Smith/ Pittsburgh ...............................
Emily Hughes/Marshall .......................... .... ..
Vita Moskaliova/ETSU ..................................
Nikki Evans/lUPUI ......... .. ............................
Emily Krodel/Evansville ................................
Natalia Baez/Louisville ................................
Sarah McKey/Samford .................................
Adrianna Borda/ Jacksonville State .............. ..
Christy Phelps/Cumberla nds ........................
Devan Yates/Northern Kentucky ...................
Lyndsey Free/Appalachia n State ..................
Heather Reynolds/Georgia Southern .. .. ........
Jenna Marks/College of Charleston ..............
Jill Wirtz/Eastern Illinois ...............................
Anne Pennington/Murray State ................. .. .
Lu z Garcia/Southeast Missouri .......... ...... .. ...
Dania Lofton/Tennessee State .......... .. .........
Izabel Rzezniczek/ Austin Peay .............. .......
Jean de Wert/UT Martin .............. .................

Score ............................ Record
4-6, 2-6 ............................... 0-1
4-8 ..... ................................. 0- 2
2-6, 1-6 ...................... ... ...... 0-3
0-6, 0-6 ............................... 0-4
0-6, 3-6 .. ............................. 0-5
2-6, 6-7 (1) .......................... 0-6
5-7, 2-6 ............................... 0-7
0-6, 0-6 .. ............................. 0-8
3-6, 4-6 ......................... 0-9/0-1
7-5, 3-6, 2-6 ......... ........ 0-10/0-2
6-0, 6-0 ...... .. ..................... 1-10
6-0, 6-0 ............................. 2-10
5-10 .................. .. ....... .. ..... 2-11
4-6, 0-6 ............................. 2-12
3-6, 0-6 ........... .. .. ....... .... ... 2-13
4-8 .............................. 2-14/0-3
1-6, 3-6 ... .... ................ 2-15/0-4
2-6, 2-6 ....................... 2-16/0-5
6-0, 6-1 ....................... 3-16/1-5
2-6, 1-6 .... ... ................ 3-17/1-6
0-6, 1-6 ....................... 3-18/1-7

April 9 ...................... Jamie Aid/Lipscomb ..................................... 6-2, 6-2 ............................. 4-18
April 15 ................. ... Margot Carter/Tennessee Tech .................... 2-6, 1-6 .... ................... 4-19/1-8
April 17 .................... Jemma Euers/ Eastern Kentucky ......... .......... 1-6, 1-6 ..... ......... .... ..... 4-20/1-9
Leah Lobnitz
Date ........................
Jan. 28 .....................
Feb. 4 ......................
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 17 ....................
Feb. 18 ....................
Feb. 24 .... .... ............
Feb. 26 ....................
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .............. .. .......
Mar. 20 .....................
Mar. 22 .....................
Mar. 23 .....................
Mar. 31 .... .............. ...
April 1 .................. .. ..
April 1 ......................
April 7 ......................
April 8 ......................
April 9 ......................
April 15 ....................
April 17 .............. ......

Opponent/School ......................................
Ieva Balcus/Western Kentucky .. ...................
Laura Culbertson/Wright State ............ ........
Emily Hughes/Pittsburgh ...... .. .. ........... ........
Jessica Keener/Marshall ..............................
Sandie Knight/ETSU ....................................
Tessa Williams/IUPUI ..................................
Allie Cox/Evansville .....................................
Natalie Laszkowski/Louisville .......................
Whitnie Warren/Samford .. .. ........ .......... .......
Layla Abby/Jacksonville State ......................
Keysha Dugger/Cumberlands ...... .......... .. ....
Salem Kirven/Appalachian State ...................
Kim Wollett/Georgia Southern ......................
Peyton Ellington/College of Charleston .........
Sam Lininger/Eastern Illinois ........................
Adriana Alvarez/Murray State ......................
Stephanie Fields/Tennessee State ........ .. .... .
Mackenzie Kurth/Austin Peay .......................
Amber Garza/UT Martin ...............................
Casey Hall/Lipscomb ...................................
Kay Ngiam/Tennessee Tech .........................
Terin Roof/Eastern Kentucky ...... .............. ....

Score ............................ Record
1-6, 1-6 ............................... 0-1
2-6, 0-6 ............................... 0-2
1-6, 0-6 ............................... 0-3
1-6, 2-6 ........ ....................... 0-4
1-6, 0-6 ............................... 0-5
2-6, 2-6 ............................... 0-6
2-6, 3-6 ............................... 0-7
0-6, 0-6 .......... ..................... 0-8
1-6, 0-6 .... .... ................. 0-9/0- 1
3-6, 6-3, 2-6 .. .. .. ........... 0-10/0-2
6-0, 6-0 .... .... ..................... 1- 10
2-10 .. .. .............................. 1-11
1-6, 1-6 .. ...... ..................... 1-12
3-6, 2-6 ............................. 1-13
6-2, 6-2 .. .... ................. 2-13/1-2
7-6, 1-6, 4-10 .. ............. 2-14/1-3
6-0, 6-0 ....................... 3-14/2-3
6-0, 7-5 ....................... 4-14/3-3
0-6, 3-6 ....................... 4-15/3-4
2-6, 2-6 ............................. 4-16
0-6, 0-6 ....................... 4-17/3-5
4-6, 3-6 ....................... 4-18/3-6

Heather Butt
Date ........................
Feb. 11 ............. ...... .
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 17 .... .... ............
Feb. 18 ....................
Feb. 24 .. ............ .... ..
Feb. 26 .. ..................
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .......................
Mar. 14 ....... .... ..........
Mar. 20 .....................
Mar. 22 .. ...................
Mar. 23 .....................
Mar. 31 .....................
April 1 ................. .... .
April 1 ............. .. .......
April 7 ......................
April 8 ......................
April 9 ......................
April 15 ....................
April 17 ....................

Opponent/School .................................... ..
Christie D'Achille/Pittsburgh .......... ...............
Holly Asel/Marshall ......................................
Tara Byrne/ETSU .........................................
Andrea Burkhardt/IUPUI ..............................
Stephanie Millis/Evansville ............................
Stephanie Valaquez/Louisville ............ .... ......
Amber Dyer/Samford ...................................
Marcia Barnes/ Jacksonville State ...... ............
Jessica Lowrie/Cumberlands .. ......................
Heather Robertson/Northern Kentucky .........
Frances Blanton/ Appalachian State ..............
Shea Huxtable/Georgia Southern ........... .. ....
Kelsey Darnell/College of Charleston .. .... .. ....
Cristina Carrillo/Eastern Illinois ....................
Tami McQueen/Murray State .............. ... .. .....
Kimmy Anderson/Southeast Missouri ............
Virginia Penner/Austin Peay .........................
Ernestine Koornhof/UT Martin ................ ......
Mary Beth Muncher/Lipscomb ..................... ..
Maia Smerdjieva/Tennessee Tech .................
Kim Underdonk/ Eastern Kentucky ................

Score ............................ Record
2-6, 7-5, 5-10 ....................... 0-1
0-6, 2-6 .. .... .......... .. ............. 0-2
2-6, 2-6 ............................... 0-3
2-6, 1-6 ............................... 0-4
1-6, 4-6 .... .. ......................... 0-5
1-6, 0-6 ............................... 0-6
7-5, 7-6 .. .. ..................... 1-6/1-0
0-6, 6-7 (3) .................... 1-7/1-1
6-0, 6-0 ............................... 2-7
6-0, 6-0 .... .. ......................... 3-7
4-10 ........ .. .......................... 3-8
6-1, 6-3 .............. ..... .... ....... . 4-8
DNF ........ ................................ 6-0, 6-4 ......................... 5-8/2-1
2-6, 1-6 ......................... 5-9/2-2
7-5, 7-6 (5) ......... ........... 6-9/3-2
6-2, 6-0 ... ...................... 7-9/4-2
6-3, 0-6, 5-10 ............... 7-10/4-3
6-0, 7-6 .. ........................... 8-10
6-4, 6-1 ....................... 9-10/5-3
6-1, 7-5 ...................... 10-10/6-3

Individual Doubles Results
Weschenfelder / Lobnitz
Date ........................ Opponent/School ......................................
Jan. 28 ........... ..... ..... Fulkerson/Robards -- Western Kentucky .......
Feb. 11 ....... ........... .. Borza/Friedman -- Pittsburgh ................ .......
Feb. 11 ........... ......... Kever/Schmitt -- Marshall .............................
Feb. 17 .... .............. .. Volobueva/Ziolkowska/ETSU ........................
Feb. 18 .................... Stemle/Thompson -- IUPUI ......................... .
Feb. 24 ................... . Wilhoite/Peyton -- Evansville .......................
Feb. 26 ..... ... ............ Klokotzky/White -- Louisville ........................

Score ............................ Record
4-8 ...................................... 0-1
3-8 ...................................... 0-2
1-8 ...................................... 0-3
4-8 ...................................... 0-4
2-8 ...................................... 0-5
6-8 ............................. ......... 0-6
3-8 ...................................... 0-7

Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .. .. .. .. ...............
Mar. 14 .... .... .... .... .....
Mar. 20 .. ....... .. ..........
Mar. 22 .... ...... .. .........
Mar. 23 .. ..... ..............
Mar. 31 .....................
April 1 ........... ...........
April 1 ........... .. .........
April 1 .... .. ..... ... ........
April 7 .. ...... ..............
April 8 ............ ....... .. .
April 9 .. ................ ....
April 15 ...... ...... .. .. ....
April 17 .......... ..........

White/ McKey -- Samford .. ............................
Dushner/Borda -- Jacksonville State .... ... ......
Sizemore/ N. Dugger -- Cumberlands .............
Leutziber/ A. Dorado -- Northern Kentucky .....
Blanton/Tomas - - Appalachian State .. ...........
Maddox/Wolken -- Georgia Southern .. .. ........
Albertz/ Ellington -- College of Charleston ......
Mambetova/Wirtz -- Eastern Illinois ........... ...
Lask/ La sk - - Murray State .............. .. ..... .. .. ...
Kri stal/Kristal -- Southeast Missouri ............ ..
Goldthrete/Wilson -- Tennessee State ..........
Hawk/ Rzezniczek -- Austin Peay ... .. .. ........ ....
Dome la/Leavy -- UT Martin ................ .... .... .. .
Ellis/ Ellis -- Lipscomb .. ........................ .. .......
Boonzaier/Tasheva -- Tennessee Tech .... ......
Vojtkova/ Euers - - Eastern Kentucky ......... ... .

8-6 .. .... .......... ..... .. .. ....... 1-7/1-0
8-9 ( 5) .......................... . 1-8/1- 1
8-5 .......... .... ........................ 2-8
8-2 ...................................... 3-8
6-8 ....... ....... ................ ...... .. 3-9
8- 5 ................ ...................... 4-9
8-5 .... .... .. .... ........ ...... .... ...... 5- 9
6-8 ............................. . 5-10/1-2
2-8 ................ .. .. .......... 5-11/1-3
1-8 ........ .. .................... 5-12/1-4
8-5 .. .. ................... ....... 6-12/2-4
4-8 ...................... ........ 6- 13/2-5
1-8 .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ...... 6-14/2-6
9-7 .................................... 7-14
2-8 .. .. .......................... 7-15/2-7
3-8 .............................. 7-16/2-8

Ferreira/Chiaparini
Date ........................
Jan. 28 .... .................
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 11 .... ...... ..........
Feb. 17 .. .... .. .......... ..
Feb. 18 ....................
Feb. 24 ....................
Feb. 26 ....................
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .... ...................
Mar. 14 .................. ...
Mar. 20 .....................
Mar. 22 ........ .. ...........
Mar. 23 ........ .. ...........
Mar. 31 .. .. ........ .... .. ...
April 1 ....... ............. ..
April 1 ..................... .
April 1 ......................
April 7 .. ....................
April 8 .. ........... .........
April 9 ... .... ...... ........ .
April 15 ....................
April 17 ....................

Opponent/School ...................................... Score ............................ Record
Hall/Balcus -- Western Kentucky .... ............ ... 3-8 .................... .................. 0-1
Harclerode/ Smith -- Pittsburgh ...... .. .... ......... 8-6 ........... .. ......................... 1-1
Brown/Soor -- Marshall ................................ 4-8 .. .................. .... ...... ........ 1-2
Knight/Ilina -- ETSU ..................................... 4-8 .............. .............. .......... 1-3
Will iams/ Burkhardt -- IUPUI .......... .... .... ...... . 8-5 ................ ... .. .. .. ............ . 2-3
Kawamoto/Millis -- Evansville ............ ........ ... 5- 8 ...................................... 2-4
Baez/Gorbea -- Louisville .. ............... ............ 3-8 ...................................... 2-5
McMiller/ Jackson -- Samford ............ ............. 5-8 ................................ 2- 6/ 0-1
Lombardo/ Barnes -- Jacksonville State .... .. ... 8-2 ...... .......... ................ 3-6/1-1
Verdejo/ Lowrie -- Cumberlands .... ...... .......... 8- 1 .............. ........................ 4-6
C. Dorado/ Myers - - Northern Kentucky ........ .. 8-6 .. .. .................... .......... .... 5-6
Free/Gugger - - Appalachian State .. ............. . 6-8 .... .. ................ ................ 5- 7
Zsakay/ Reynolds -- Georgia Southern .... ...... 4-8 ...... ................ .... .. ..... ..... 5-8
Becker/Marks -- College of Charleston .......... 8-3 .................... ........ .......... 6- 8
Sasidharan/ Harmazy -- East ern Il linois ......... 9-8 (5) ........................... 7-8/2-1
Pruitt/Pennington -- Murray State ....... .. ....... 2-8 .............................. .. 7-9/2-2
Negosek/Masotti -- Southeast Missouri ......... 8-4 ....................... ........ . 8-9/3-2
Helms/Field -- Tennessee State .... .. .............. 8-0 .... .... .... ... .... .. ........... 9-9/4-2
Whelpley/ Kurth -- Austin Peay ............ ........ . 3-8 .. ...... .. ............ ........ 9-10/4-3
de Wert/Garza -- UT Martin .................... ...... 2-8 .... .. ........................ 9-11/4-4
Moakler/Aid -- Lipscomb .. .......................... .. . 8-1 .................... ............... 10-11
Carter/ Ngiam - - Tennessee Tech .................. 9- 7 ...... .............. ......... 11-11/5-4
Giles/ Roof -- Eastern Kentucky ........ ............. 2-8 .. ...... ... .... .............. 11-12/5-5

Butt/Sammons
Date ........................
Feb. 11 ................ ....
Feb. 11 ....................
Feb. 17 .................. ..
Feb. 18 .. .......... ........
Feb. 24 .... ................
Feb. 26 .......... .. ........
Mar. 3 ............. ..........
Mar. 4 .............. .........
Mar. 8 ............. .. ........
Mar. 14 .... ............ .....
Mar. 20 ........... ..........
Mar. 22 ............. .... .. ..
Mar. 23 .......... .... ...... .
Mar. 31 ............ .. .......
April 1 ......................
April 1 ......................
April 7 ........ ..............
April 8 .. ........ .. .... ......
April 9 ......................
April 15 ....................
April 17 .......... .. ........

Opponent/School ...................................... Score ............................ Record
Hughes/ Emmers -- Pittsbu rgh .... .... .. ........ .... 4-8 .... .. ............... .. .... ...... .... . 0- 1
Schwartz/ Keener -- Marshall ........ .......... ...... 1-8 .............. ....... .. ...... ......... 0-2
Batsula/ Byrne -- ETSU ................................. 1-8 .......... ...... .. .. .................. 0-3
Ritchie/Evans -- IUPUI ................................. 1-8 .... .... .... .... .. .... ................ 0-4
E. Krodel/ A . Krodel -- Evansville ......... .......... 3-8 .. .... ............................. ... 0- 5
Gracanin/ Laszkowski -- Louisville .... .. .... ....... 0-8 ........... ....... ............... .... . 0-6
Warren/ Baker -- Samford ..... ........................ 2-8 .... .... .. ..... ................. 0-7/ 0-1
Abby/Lopes -- Jacksonville State .................. 3-8 ......... .. ........ ............. 0-8/0-2
K. Dugger/Phelps -- Cumberlands .......... .. .... 8-0 ........ ...... ................... ..... 1-8
Robertson/Yates -- Northern Kentucky .. .. ...... 8-0 .......................... .... .. ...... 2-8
Moody/Kirven -- Appalachian State .... .... ....... 2-8 ...................................... 2-9
Wollett/ Matlosz -- Georgia Southern .. .. .... ..... 1-8 .......... .... ...................... 2- 10
Finnegan/Tuckman -- College of Charleston .. 2- 8 ........ ............ ..... .......... . 2- 11
Lininger/Carrillo -- Eastern Illinois .... .. .......... 8-3 .......... ...... .............. 3-11/1- 2
McQueen/ Alvarez -- Murray State ........ .. ....... 5-8 .......... .... .. ............. . 3-12/ 1-3
Garcia/ Kemp -- Southeast Missouri ............... 8-3 ... .. .. .......... ............. 4- 12/2-3
Penner/Ca rere -- Austin Peay ...................... 5-8 .......... .... ................ 4-13/2-4
Schoonees/Koornhof -- UT Martin ................. 1-8 .............. .......... .. .. .. 4- 14/2-5
Hall/Muncher -- Lipscomb .................. .... ....... 8-7 ............. ..... .... ... .. ......... 5-14
Semerdjieva/ Ruiz de Guana -- Tech ........ ...... 6- 8 .......................... .. .. 5- 15/2-6
Durcakova/Underdonk -- Eastern Kentucky ... 8-4 .... .. .... ...... .............. 6-15/3-6

Morehead State 2006 Men's Tennis
Stats and Results
Overall Record: 8-15 / OVC: 3-6 / Home: 3-3 / Away: 4-10 / Neutral : 1-2
vs. Nationally Ranked : 0-2 / vs. Regionally Ranked: 0 -2
Singles

Overall

Conf

1

Jacob McLeod
Pete Taylor
Adam Storti
Louis Orieux
Damian Storti
Ma rtin Dorcich

8-14
5- 18
17-6
9-14
9 -9
2-16

3-6
2-7
7- 2
3-6
3-4
1-6

8-14/3-6

2

3

4- 16/2-7
2-0

1-2
7-1/5-1
3-8/0-3
0-1

0- 1

4

5

7-3/2-0
6-5/3-3
1-1/0-1

6

Streak

1-2/0-1
0-1
8-6/3-3
2-16/1-6

Doubles

Over a II

Conf

1

McLeod/ O. Storti
A. Storti/Taylor
Orieux/ Dorcich

13-9
12-9
8-13

7-1
5-3
3-5

13-9/7-1

2

12-9/ 5-3
1-0

3

Streak

L2
W2
7-13/3-5

L1

Individual Singles Results
Jacob McLeod
Date ........................
Jan . 21 .. .. .. ....... .. .. ....
Jan . 28 .................. .. .
Feb. 3 ......................
Feb. 4 .. .. .......... .. ......
Feb. 10 ............ .... ....
Feb. 18 ............ .... ....
Mar. 3 .............. .. .......
Mar. 4 ..................... ..
Mar. 8 .......................
Mar. 10 .....................
Mar. 14 .................... .
Mar. 18 .. ...................
Mar. 20 .....................
Mar. 22 .....................
Mar. 23 .....................
Mar. 31 .......... .. .........
Apr il 1 ......................
April 4 ......................
April 7 ......................
April 8 ......................
April 9 ......................
April 15 ....................
April 17 ....................

Opponent/School ...................................... Score ... ................. Record/OVC
Damar Johnson/Louisville .............. .. ............ 1-6, 1-6 ............................... 0-1
Stan Rabo novics/Western Kentucky ............. 7-6, 0-6, 6-4 .. ....... .. .......... .. .. 1- 1
Mark Fynn/Chattanooga .......... .... ...... .. ........ 2-6, 5-7 ........ ....................... 1-2
Lance Koetter/Wright State .............. .... ..... .. 7-5, 3-6, DNF ........................... -Tom Murphy/Dayton .................................... 6-2, 6-7 (4), 6-7 (5) ............ ... 1-3
Javier Saab/IUPUI .......... .............. .. ............. 6-3, 6- 1 ...... .. ....................... 2-3
Brad Weaver/Samford .................. ..... ........ .. 4-6, 7-6, 7- 5 ... .. .............. 3-3/1-0
Scott Robertson/ Jacksonville State ............... 3-6, 4-6 ................ ......... 3-4/1- 1
Mitchel Hubert/Cumberlands ........ ......... ....... 6-3, 6-4 ............................... 4-4
Fadi Zamjaoui/Murray State ......................... 3-6, 3-6 .............. .... .. ..... 4-5/1-2
Felipe Rosetti/Northern Kentucky ................ . 2-0, ret ired ................ ..... ...... 5- 5
Anton Tsymbalov/Indiana State ................... 5-7, 0-6 ............................... 5- 6
Alex Pro bst/Appalachian State ..................... 7-5, 4-6, 2-6 .............. .. ......... 5-7
Vincent Patry/Georgia Southern .......... ......... 6-2, 6-1 ............................... 6-7
Justin Malina/College of Charleston .............. 2-6, 3-6 ............................... 6-8
Charles Levacque/Eastern Illinois .. .. .... .. .... .. 4-6, 3-6 ...... ...... .. .. ......... 6-9/1-3
James Dickerson/Tennessee State .. .. ..... .... .. 6-0, 6-1 ......................... 7-9/2-3
Marcus Smith/Kentucky .... .... .. ..... .. .............. 2-6, 3-6 ................ ............. 7-10
Ankur Singla/Austin Peay .. ........................... 6-2, 6-4 ...... ...... .......... . 8-10/3-3
Danny McGuire/UT Martin ............................. 3-6, 3-6 .......... ............. 8-11/3-4
Andrew Harris/Lipscomb ........... .. ........... ...... 4-6, 2-6 ............................. 8-12
Shunsuke Shimizu/Tennessee Tech ........ ..... . 6-7 (3), 6-3, 5-7 ............ 8- 13/3-5
Lars Gratzki/Eastern Kentu cky ..................... 3-6, 4-6 ....................... 8- 14/3-6

Pete Taylor
Date ................. .......
Jan . 21 .....................
Jan . 28 ..... .. ... .. .. .......
Feb. 3 .......... .. ..........
Feb. 4 ......................
Feb. 10 ....................
Feb. 18 ....................
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .......................
Mar. 10 ................... ..
Mar. 14 .....................
Mar. 18 .............. .. .....
Mar. 20 .......... .. .........

Opponent/School ......................................
Jakob Gustafson/Louisville ...........................
Chad True/Western Kentucky .... .. .... .. .. .. ... .. ..
Artyom Vlasenko/Chattanooga ............... .....
Nick Camalleri/Wright State .........................
James O'Connell/Dayton .. ............................
Ronnie Pedro/IUPUI ................................ ....
Hank Grant/Samford ........................... ........
Bernado Bachino/Jacksonville State ..............
Felix Koch/Cumberlands ..............................
Dmytro Hryhorash/Murray State .............. .....
Michael Volkov/Northern Kentucky .......... .. ....
Simon Thorn ewill/Indiana State ...................
Ryan Brookshaw/Appalachian State .... .. .......

Score .................... Record/OVC
3-6, 6-7 (5) ................. .. ....... 0- 1
4-6, 4-6 .... .. ..... ... .... ............. 0-2
4-6, 1-6 ............................. .. 0- 3
1-6, 5-7 ............................ .. . 0-4
2-6, 1-6 ............................... 0-5
6-1, 6-2 .... .. ......................... 1- 5
1-6, 6-0, 6-7 .. ................. 1-6/0- 1
1- 6, 1-6 ......................... 1-7/0-2
6-0, 6-1 ......................... .... .. 2-7
1-6, 1-6 .. .......... .. ........... 2-8/0-3
6-2, 6-2 ...... .. ......... ......... .. ... 3-8
1-6, 3-6 .... .. .. ............. .. ........ 3-9
6-7, 2-6 .. ... ........................ 3-10

L4
Wl
Wl
Wl
Wl
L4

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

22 .............. .......
23 .....................
31 .... .. .............. .
1 ..... .. ...............
4 ......................
7 ......................
8 ......................
9 ......................
15 ....................
17 ....................

Philip Prins/Georgia Southern ............ .... ...... 3-6, 3-6 ............................. 3-11
Omer Abramovich/College of Charleston ....... 0-6, 3-6 ................. ............ 3-12
Vuk Milicevic/Eastern Illinois ................... .... .. 1-6, 6-7 ( 5) .................. 3-13/0-4
Vaughn Evans/Tennessee State ................... 6-4, 6-0 ....................... 4-13/1-4
Greg Anderson/Kentucky ............................. 0-6, 1-6 .. ........................... 4-14
Lucas de Brito/Austin Peay ................ .. ........ 4-6, 1-6 ....................... 4-15/1-5
Stephan Bruwer/UT Martin ........................... 0-6, 1-6 .... .... .. ............. 4-16/1-6
Mike Sherman/Lipscomb .............................. 3-6, 4-6 ............................. 4-17
Borja Zarco/Tennessee Tech ... .............. .... .. . 0-6, 0-6 .... ................... 4-18/1-7
Vadzim Ivanis/Eastern Kentucky ................... 6-3, 3-6, 6-4 ................. 5-18/2-7

Damian Storti
Date ........................
Jan . 21 .....................
Jan. 28 ............ .. ... .. ..
Feb . 3 ......................
Feb. 4 .................... ..
Feb. 10 .. ..................
Feb. 18 ................... .
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 ...................... .
Mar. 8 .......................
Mar. 10 ............ .........
Mar. 18 .....................
Mar. 20 ................ .....
Mar. 22 .....................
Mar. 23 .....................
Mar. 31 .....................
April 1 ......................
April 4 ......................
April 7 ......................
April 9 ......................
April 15 ............. .. .....
April 17 ....................

Opponent/School ...................................... Score .................... Record/OVC
Jeremy Clark/Louisville ................................ 4-6, 2-6 ........ ....................... 0- 1
Franco Serra/Western Kentucky ................... 6-0, 6- 1 ......... ... ................... 1- 1
Ryan Fitzgerald/Chattanooga ...................... 4-6, 3-6 ............................... 1-2
Dan Sundersingh/Wright State .................... 6-0, DNF ................... ............... -Brad Roby/Dayton ....................................... 7-5, 6-1 ............................... 2-2
Zach Breneman/IUPUI ................................. 6-4, 6-1 ............................... 3-2
Renan Silveira/Samford .......... .. ................... 2-6, 3-6 ......... .......... .... .. 3-3/0-1
Jean Vaccarin/Jacksonville State .............. ..... 6-3, 2-6, 9-11 ................. 3-4/0-2
Anthony Un/Cumberlands ............................ 6-0, 6-2 .. .. ........................... 4-4
Jeff Lester/Murray State .............................. 6-7, 3-6 ........... .. ............ 4-5/0-3
Michael Wenham/Indiana State .................... 1-6, 3-6 .... .. ......................... 4-6
Andrew Taylor/ Appalachian State ..... ............ 1-6, 2-6 ........ ....................... 4-7
Neil Shine/Georgia Southern ........................ 6-0, 7-6 (2) .......................... 5-7
Alexandre Quilis/College of Charleston ......... DNF ........................................ -Sean Bush/ Eastern Illinois ........................... 6-2, 5-4 halted .. .. ........... 6-7/1-3
Jaala Brooks/Tennessee State .......... .... ....... 6-0, 6-0 ... ............. ......... 7-7/2-3
Kyle Virgin/Kentucky .......... .. ............. .. ......... 6-4, 3-6, 10-7 ....................... 8-7
Sean Hawk/Austin Peay ................ .............. DNF ........................................ -David Carrillo/ Lipscomb ............................... 2-6, 0-2 retired ..................... 8-8
Juan Carlos Rebeza/Tennessee Tech .. .. .... .. .. 2-6, 4-6 ...................... ... 8-9/2-4
Mario Simic/Eastern Kentucky .... .... ......... .. ... 6-4, 6-0 ... ...... .... .. .......... 9-9/3-4

Adam Storti
Date ........................ Opponent/School ...................................... Score .................... Record/OVC
Jan. 21 ..................... Jhonny Berrido/Louisville ............................. 0-6, 1-6 ............................... 0-1
Jan . 28 ..................... Dave Bowman/Western Kentucky ................. 6-4, 6- 1 ............................... 1-1
Feb. 3 ................ .... .. Razvan Axente/Chattanooga ....................... 1-6, 3-6 ................ ........ .... ... 1-2
Feb. 4 ...................... Brian Butt/Wright State ... ............................ 3-6, 6-1, 2-6 .... .. ................... 1-3
Feb. 10 .................... Rex Cabrera/Dayton ................................... 5-7, 6-2, 6-3 ......................... 2-3
Feb. 18 .................... Ross Gehlhouse/IUPUI .......................... ...... 6-3, 6- 1 ............................... 3-3
Mar. 3 ....................... Johnny Griffee/Samford ...................... ...... ... 2-6, 7-6, 12-14 ............... 3-4/0-1
Mar. 4 ............ ........... Joey Unkenholz/Jacksonville State ................ 6-3, 6-3 ...... .... ............... 4-4/1-1
Mar. 8 ....................... Robert Porter/Cumberlands ..................... .... 6-0, 6-0 ............................... 5-4
Mar. 10 ..................... Hunter Gerlach/Murray State .................. ..... 6-3, 6-3 ......................... 6-4/2-1
Mar. 14 .................. ... John Cunningham/Northern Kentucky ........... 6-1, 6-1 .......... .. .... .............. . 7-4
Mar. 18 ..................... James Preston/Indiana State ....................... 6-4, 6-2 ....... .. .................. .. .. 8-4
Mar. 20 ..................... Andrew Waters/Appalachian State ...... .. ....... 4-6, 6-1, 10-7 .. .............. .... ... 9-4
Mar. 22 ..................... Daniel Harden/Georgia Southern .................. 6-4, 6-4 ............................. 10-4
Mar. 23 ................. .... Perry Allen/College of Charleston ..... .... ........ 4-6, 3-6 ............................. 10-5
Mar. 31 ..................... Brandon Lenfert/Eastern Illinois ................... 6-4, 1-6, 7-6 (5) ............ 11-5/3-1
April 1 .. .................... Brandon Cobb/Tennessee State ................... 6-0, 6-0 .. ............ ......... 12-5/4-1
April 4 ...................... Shane Collins/Kentucky ............................... 6-4, 6-2 ................ ..... ........ 13- 5
April 7 ...................... Andrew Na idu/Austin Peay .......................... 6-0, 6-2 ...... .. .... .. ......... 14-5/5-1
April 8 ...................... Andrey Yesipov/UT Martin ................ .... ........ 7-5, 1-6, 6-1 ................. 15-5/6-1
April 9 ...................... Colten Jones/Lipscomb .............. .. ................ 6-1, 6-3 ............................. 16-5
April 15 .................. .. Tiago Gilioli/Tennessee Tech ......................... 3-6, 0-6 ....................... 16-6/6-2
April 17 ................... . Mel Segota/Eastern Kentucky ...................... 6-2, 7-5 ....................... 17-6/7-2

Louis Orieux
Date ........................
Jan. 21 ............... ......
Jan. 28 .....................
Feb. 3 ......................
Feb. 4 .............. .. .. ... .
Feb. 10 .............. .. ....
Feb. 18 ................ ....
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .......................
Mar. 10 .....................
Mar. 14 .....................
Mar. 18 .... .............. .. .
Mar. 20 .....................
Mar. 22 .. .. ............. ....
Mar. 23 .....................
Mar. 31 .....................
April 1 .... .. ................
April 4 ......................
April 7 .... .............. .. ..
April 8 .......... ............
April 9 ......................
April 15 ....................
April 17 .. ........... .. .....

Opponent/School ......................................
Nicholas Houard/Louisville ...........................
Andy True/Western Kentucky .......................
Badr Bouabdellah/Chattanoog a .... ... .... .... .. ..
Craig Smith/Wright State .............. ... ... .........
David Peyton/Dayton ...... ....................... .....
Greg Fallowfield/IUPUI .................................
Stuart Misner/Samford ...................... .. ........
Christian Rybertt/Jacksonville State ..............
Fernando Ascencios/Cumberlands ....... .........
Nicholas Ksiezopolski/Murray State ..............
Josh Fudula/Northern Kentucky ........... .... .... .
Rishi Behl/ Indiana State ..............................
Dimitar Dimitrov/Appalachian State ...............
Joris De Weerdt/Georgia Southern ...............
Ashok Ramachandra/College of Charleston ...
Chris Thomas/ Eastern Illinois .......................
Michael Mosley/Tennessee State ........ ..........
Kenn y Hodge/Kentucky ...............................
Pat Puertolas/Austin Peay ...... ....... .. .. .... ... ...
Olti Malloymen/ UT Martin .............................
Jeff West/Lipscomb .................. .. .................
Holger Schaffers/Tennessee Tech .... .............
Frederico Goncalves/Eastern Kentucky .........

Martin Dorcich
Date ........................
Jan . 21 ............. .. ......
Jan . 28 .....................
Feb. 3 ......................
Feb. 4 ..... .. ...............
Feb. 10 ....................
Feb. 18 ................. ...
Mar. 3 .......................
Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 ............... ........
Mar. 10 ..... .. ... .. .........
Mar. 18 ............... ... ...
Mar. 20 ... ..................
Mar. 22 ..... .. .. .. .... ......
Mar. 23 ............ .........
Mar. 31 ........ .... .........
April 1 ......................
April 4 ..................... .
April 7 ................. ... ..
April 8 ......... .... .........
April 9 ......... ... ... .. .. ...
April 15 ....................
April 17 ....................

Opponent/School ...................................... Score .................... Record/OVC
Robert Roturu/ Louisville ........................ .. .... 1-6, 1-6 ... ............................ 0-1
Sam Patterson/Western Kentucky ................ 1-6, 1-6 ...... ...................... ... 0-2
Michael Hangstefer/Chattanooga .... .... ..... .... 1-6, 0-6 ................... ............ 0-3
Michael Hall/Wright State .... ... ..................... DNF .. .................... .................. -Antonio Rodriguez/Dayton ....................... .. .. 1-6, 1-6 ............................... 0-4
Joe Horvath/IUPUI ........ ...................... .... .... 0-6, 1-6 ......... .. ... ................. 0-5
Brian Dushock/Samford ....... ........................ 0-6, 0-6 ..... .. ......... .. ... .. .. 0-6/0-1
Diego Pazsoldan/Jacksonville State ..... .... ... .. 0-6, 1-6 .... .................... . 0-7/ 0-2
Mike Rudolph/Cumberlands .. ... .. .... .............. 6-3, 6-1 .. .. ............. .............. 1-7
Clayton Clark/Murray State .................. ........ 1-6, 1-6 ... ...................... 1-8/0-3
Adam Dyer/Indiana State .................... ........ 2-6, 0-6 ....... ..... ... .... ... ......... 1-9
Zack Williams/Appalachian State .................. 0-6, 1- 6 ...... .... ................... 1-10
Jakub Hanusz/Georgia Southern .......... ........ 0-6, 0-6 ........ .. .... ............... 1-11
Seth Bowan/College of Charleston ....... .. .... .. DNF ..................................... ... -Jordan Nestrud/Eastern Illinois .................... 0-6, 0-6 ....................... 1-12/0-4
Keith Richardson/ Tennessee State ....... ... ..... 6-3, 6-1 .................... ... 2- 12/ 1-4
Greg Johnstone/Kentucky .... .. ............ .... ...... 0-6, 0-6 ............................. 2-13
Alex Angelatos/Austin Peay .. ... .. .. ......... ..... .. DNF .......... .. ............................ -Chris Slabbert/UT Martin .............................. 0-6, 0-6 ....................... 2-14/1-5
Daniel Carrillo/Lipscomb .... .......................... 1-6, 0-6 ............................. 2-15
Juan Pablo Gomez/Tennessee Tech .............. 1-6, 2-6 ....................... 2-16/1-6
Billy Pfaffinger/ Eastern Kentu cky ................ .. DNF ... .......... .... ....................... --

Score .................... Record/OVC
0-6, 1-6 ............. .... .. .... .. ...... 0-1
6-3, 6-2 ......... .. .. .................. 1- 1
3-6, 6-7 ............................... 1-2
4-6, 2-6 ............................... 1-3
2-6, 6-1, 6-1 ......................... 2-3
7-5, 4-3 retired ..................... 3-3
2-6, 1-6 .. .. ... .......... ........ 3-4/0-1
4-6, 3-6 ................... .. .. .. 3-5/0-2
6-0, 6-4 ............................... 4-5
6-7, 6-3, 8-10 ................. 4-6/0-3
6-0, 4-6 (10) .... .... ................. 5- 6
3-6, 3-6 ............................... 5-7
6-4, 3-6, 0-6 ......................... 5-8
2-6, 0-6 .. ............................. 5-9
1-6, 2-6 .. ......... .... .............. 5-10
6-1, 1-6, 5-7 ................. 5-11/0-4
6-1, 6-0 ......... .. ..... ....... 6-11/1-4
1-6, 3-6 .............. ............... 6-12
6-4, 3-6, 6-4 .. ............... 7-12/2-4
4-6, 1-6 ... ......... ... .. .. .... 7-13/2-5
6-2, 6-3 ... .......................... 8- 13
6-4, 2-6, 0-6 ... .... .. ........ 8-14/2- 6
6-3, 7-6 (1) ....... ........... 9-14/3-6

Individual Doubles Results
Mcleod/D. Storti
Date ........................
Jan. 21 .....................
Jan . 28 ................ .....
Feb. 3 ......................
Feb. 4 ......................
Feb . 10 ....................
Feb. 18 .................. ..
Mar. 3 .......................

Opponent/School ......................................
Clark/Gustafson -- Louisvi lle ....... .... .. ... ........
Rabonovics/C. True -- Western Kentucky .......
Fitzgerald/Fynn -- Chattanooga .. ........... ......
Koetter/Camalleri -- Wright State ... ............. .
Murphy/Downs -- Dayton .............................
Saab/Breneman -- IUPUI .. .................... .. .. ...
Silveira/Weaver -- Samford ..........................

Score .................... Record/OVC
2-8 ...................................... 0-1
8-5 ............ ....... ................... 1- 1
6-8 ........... ... ........... .. ........... 1-2
8-9 ...................................... 1-3
4-8 ...... ................................ 1-4
8-4 ....... ................... ....... ... .. 2-4
8-6 ...... .... .. .. .. .. .............. 3-4/1-0

Mar. 4 .......................
Mar. 8 .......................
Mar. 10 .....................
Mar. 14 ... ..................
Mar. 18 .....................
Mar. 20 .....................
Mar. 22 ...... .............. .
Mar. 23 .................... .
Mar. 31 .................... .
April 1 ................. .....
April 4 ......................
Apri l 7 ..................... .
April 8 .................... ..
April 9 ......................
April 15 ....................

Bachino/ Unkenholz -- Jacksonville State .......
Hubert/Un -- Cumberlands ...........................
Zamjaoui/ Hryhorash -- Murray State .. .. .........
Rosetti/Volkov -- Northern Kentucky .............
Tsymbalov/Beh l -- Indiana State .... ... ... .. .......
Probst/Brookshaw - - Appa lachian State ........
Patry/Prins -- Georgia Southern ...................
Reynolds/Petit -- College of Charleston .. .. ....
Levacque/Lenfert -- Eastern Illinois ........... ...
Dickerson/ Evans -- Tennessee State ............
Anderson/Virgin -- Kentucky ............... ... .... .. .
Singla/Naidu -- Austin Peay .........................
Anzola/Malloymen -- UT Martin ................ .....
Harris/Carrillo -- Lipscomb ............................
Shimizu/Schaffers -- Tennessee Tech ............

8-3 ................................. 4-4/2-0
8-3 .................. ..... .. .. ........... 5- 4
8-4 ............ .................... 6-4/3-0
8-2 .................... .. .. .... ........ .. 7-4
4-8 .. ........... ... ...................... 7-5
8-9 ...................................... 7-6
9-7 ...................................... 8-6
6-8 ... ..... ... .... ......... .. ...... .. .... 8-7
8-6 .... ............................ 9-7/4-0
8-2 .............................. 10-7/5-0
8-5 .......... .. ........................ 11-7
8-6 ................. .......... ... 12-7/6-0
8-5 .............................. 13-7/7-0
7-9 .. .............. ............ ........ 13-8
6-8 .............................. 13-9/7-1

A. Storti/Taylor
Date .... ... ................. Opponent/School ............ ......................... .
Jan. 21 ..................... Johnson/ Berrido -- Louisville ........ .... .... ........
Jan . 28 ..................... Serra/ Bowman -- Western Kentucky .............
Feb. 3 ...................... Bouabdellah/Vlasenko -- Chattanooga ........ .
Feb. 4 ..................... . Smith/Sundersingh -- Wright State ...............
Feb. 10 .................... Cabrera/O'Connell -- Dayton ......... .......... .....
Feb. 18 .................... Gehl house/Pedro - - IUPUI ............... ............
Mar. 3 ....................... Misner/Grant -- Samford ..............................
Mar. 4 ....................... Robertson/Vaccarin -- Jacksonville Stat e .......
Mar. 8 ....................... Koch/Porter -- Cumberlands ......... ........... .... .
Mar. 10 ................... .. Lester/Gerlach -- Murray State .....................
Mar. 18 ..................... Th ornewill/Preston -- Indiana State .... .... ......
Mar. 20 ............ .... ..... Waters/Dimitrov -- Appalach ian State ...........
Mar. 22 ..................... Hanusz/Shine -- Georgia Southern ....... ........
Mar. 23 ..................... Crudop/Allen -- College of Charleston ...........
Mar. 31 ..................... Th omas/Bush -- Eastern Illinois .......... ....... ...
April 1 ..................... . Brooks/Mosley -- Tenn essee State ...... .........
April 4 ......... .... ... ...... Hodge/Collins -- Kentucky ............ .. ............ ..
April 7 .. .................... de Brito/ Puertolas -- Austin Peay .................
April 8 ...................... McGuire/ Bruwer -- UT Martin ........................
April 9 ...................... West/Mizell -- Lipscomb ....................... .. ......
April 15 .................... Chappell/Gomez -- Tennessee Tech ..............

Score .................... Record/OVC
3-8 .. .................................... 0- 1
8-1 ....................... ... ............ 1-1
5-8 ...................................... 1-2
4-8 .................................... .. 1-3
3-8 ............ ....... ................... 1-4
8-6 ...................................... 2-4
8-9 ............ .................... 2-5/0-1
8- 5 .. .. ..... ....................... 3- 5/1-1
8-2 ............ .... ... ......... .. ........ 4-5
8-0 ........... ........ ............. 5-5/2- 1
3-8 ................... ... ................ 5- 6
9-8 ........................ .............. 6-6
8-3 ...................................... 7-6
8-7 ................... .. ................. 8-6
8-5 ............ .... ................ 9-6/3- 1
8-0 .......................... .... 10-6/4-1
7-8 ( 2-7) .. .......................... 10-7
3- 8 ............... .. ............. 10-8/4-2
1-8 .............................. 10-9/4-3
4-8 ................... ................. 11-9
9-7 .............................. 12-9/5-3

Orieux/ Dorcich
Date ........................ Opponent/School ..... ...... ........................... Score .. .................. Record/OVC
Jan . 21 ..................... Teufel/Naughton -- Louisville ........................ 0-8 ............. ......................... 0-1
Jan . 28 ..................... A. True/ Patterson -- Western Kentucky ......... 8-5 ...................................... 1-1
Feb. 3 ...................... Axente/ Hangst efer -- Chattanooga .............. 4-8 ........... ..... ...................... 1-2
Feb. 4 ...................... Butt/Hershner -- Wright State .. ................ .. .. 2-8 .. .. .................................. 1-3
Feb. 10 .............. .. .... Peyton/Jo nes -- Dayton .... ..................... ..... . 4-8 ...................................... 1-4
Feb. 18 ............. .... ... Tarvin/Fallowfield -- IUPUI ............................ 8-9 (6) ............................... .. 1-5
Mar. 3 ................... ... . Bryce/Griffee -- Samford .............................. 1-8 ....................... .... ..... 1-6/0-1
Mar. 4 ....................... Rybertt/Pazsoldan -- Jacksonville State ........ 4-8 .......... ...................... 1-7/0- 2
Mar. 8 .................... ... Ascencios/Rudolph -- Cumberlands ............... 8-6 .... .. ...... .. ........................ 2-7
Mar. 10 ....... .. ..... ....... Ksiezopolski/Clark -- Murray State ................ 8-6 .. .............................. 3-7/1-2
Mar. 14 ..................... Fudula/Cunningham -- Northern Kentucky ..... 8-3 ...... .. .............................. 4-7
Mar. 18 ..................... Wenham/ Dyer -- Indiana State ............. .... ... 8-6 ............ .... ................... ... 5-7
Mar. 20 .............. .. .... . Taylor/ Hogewood -- Appalachian State .... ..... 8-6 .. ..... .. .... .... ..................... 6- 7
Mar. 22 ..................... De Weerdt/Harden -- Georgia Southern ........ 7-9 ....... ... .... .. ...................... 6-8
Mar. 23 ....... .. ............ Bowan/Rama'dra -- College of Charleston ..... 4-8 ...................................... 6-9
Mar. 31 ..................... Milicevic/ Nestrud -- Eastern Illinois ...... .... .. .. . 3-8 ...... .............. .. ........ 6-10/1-3
April 1 .................... .. Cobb/ Richardson -- Tennessee State ............ 8-2 .............................. 7-10/2-3
April 7 ................ .. .... Angelatos/Hawk -- Austin Peay ..... .. ..... ..... ... 9-7 .............. ..... ........... 8- 10/3-3
April 8 ...................... Taylor/Yesipov -- UT Martin .. .. .. ........ .. ...... ..... 3-8 ............. ................. 8-11/3-4
April 9 ............. ....... .. Sherman/Jones -- Lipscomb .................... .. ... 8-9 (4) ......... ...................... 8-12
April 15 ............. ....... Zarco/Gilioli -- Tennessee Tech ......... ...... .. .... 2-8 ... ....... .... ................ 8- 13/ 3-5

